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Every employee to whom a copy of this

book is issued must forthwith make

himself thoroughly acquainted with, and

will be held responsible for compliance

with, the instructions contained herein.
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DISTRICT ROLLING STOCK SITPERINTENDENTS.

Every District Rolling Stock Supcrinteudcnt must
exercise a close, strict and constant supervision over
Ihe whole of the district under his charge and see that
every Employe in his district is competent and
performing bis work efficiently.
Every District Rolling Stock Superintendent will,

in addition to other matters prescribed in the Instruc-
'ions contained in this book, be responsible for;—

(a) The condition and maintenance in good order
of all Locomotive Depots, Outstations,
and Pumping Stations, and all machines,
plant, au(I equipment associated therewith.

(b) The proper maintenance of all locomotive and
car and wagon stock in bis district.

(e) The supply of locomotives suitable to meet
the demands of traffic when and where
required.

(tZ) The economic control of locomotive power,
running and shed staffs, sufficient to meet
traffic requirements.

(e) The maintenance of an adequate supply of
all necessary equipment, material and
stoi'cs and for ensuring that surplus stock
is not retained at Depots, and that no wast
age of coal, oil, materials, and equipment
occurs.

(/) The proper observance by all employes of ail
Rules, Regulations, and Instructions.

He must frequently travel on locomotives, and note
their condition. He must also carefully note the manner
in which enginemeu handle their engines, and if he
considers any engincman deficient in knowledge or
esporienee, he must take any action necessary in accord
ance with the circumstances.

He must promptly report to the Chief Mechanical
Engineer any employe whom he considers inefficient or
neglectful; and relieve from duty any employe guilty of



a serious dereliction of duty, and report the circura-
stttiiccs fully and promptly to the Chief Mechanical
Engineer.

lie must sec that, when a locomotive requires an
overhaul or repairs which cannot he effected at a Depot,
full details of all neccs-sary repairs are set out on
Form li.S. 23Ca, and satisfy himself that such repairs
are necessary, and promptly forward the R.S. 206a,
together with his recommendation to the Chief
Mechanical Engineer. On receipt of advice that a
locomotive is to be sent to a Workshop, suitable
arrangements must be made to ensure it arriving at
the Workshop on the spc<;ificd date.
If a vehicle requires repairs which cannot be effected

at a Depot, is overdue for lifting, or requires re-paint-
ing, full reports are to bo forwarded promptly to the
Chief Mechanical Engineer,

He must make the necessary arrangements to eiisurn
that he is immediately advised, both when at or away
from his headquarters, of any accident, derailment,
delay to a train or other unusual occurrence.

He must proceed as quickly as possible to the scene
of any accident or derailment in bis district, and make
tlic necessary preliminary inquiriee in conjunction %vith
the senior officers present of the Way and Work.s and
Transportation Branches, and fake immediate steps to
dear the line and replace the rolling stock.

When the locality of an accident can be reached
more expeditiously by the Di.strict Rolling Stock Super
intendent of an adjoining district, the latter must also
proceed there as soon as possible, and promptly
tidegraph all particulars to the Chief Mechanical
Engineer,

He must see that all nietei- readings of water
supplied to the Department are sent in regularly and
recorded by the Officer-iti-Chnrge of each Depot in his
district. He must also see that any marked variation
in oousuiiiption is promptly reported to him by the



officer referred to, and immediately take stops to ascer
tain the cause of the variation, and submit a report in
connection therewith to the Chief Mechanical Engineer.

Accounts for water supplied, with invoices attached,
will be seut to him for certification, and, if correct, he
must initial the invoices, ghing the reasoii.s for any
abnormal increase or decrease in consumption.
Ho must allot the duties and supervise the work of

any Enginemen Instructor attached to his district.
The primary duty of an Enginemen Instructor is to
travel with and instruct enginemen, and suitable
arrangements are to be made to enable bim to travel
with any engineman who requires instruction, and also
with drivers and firemen on their first trip after
qualifying as such.
He must see that all records are satisfactorily kept

iiikI that all entries are properly made in the books
kept in connection with the repair and examinations
of rolling stock, and certify thereto.
He must notify the Chief Mcehauicul Engineer

daily, before 10 a.m., his proposed movements during
the day.

LOCOMOTrVE DEPOTS.

The Officer-in-Charge of a Locomotive Depot, will, in
addition to other matters prescribed in the Instructions
contained in this Book be responsible for:—

(a) The proper and efficient management of the
Depot, the regulating of the locomotive
power and the staffs at the Depot and Out-
statioos ia his district to meet variations in
traffic economically and effectively, and the
observance of the Rules, Regulations, and
Instructions, by all the employes under his
control.

(h) The inspection, examination, repair, and
maintenance in good order of all locomotives
and car and wagon stock under his control
and also that which runs into his Depot or
is attended to by any of his stafl.



(c) The delivery to the Transportation Branch at
specified times of locomotives of the type
and power ordered, thoroughly roadworthy
and equipped for the serviee required and
manned by crews qualified in roadj and
signals in the area of operation and com
petent to operate the locomotives in an
efficient and economical manner. He must,
as far as practicable, whilst he is on duty,
personally see all onginemen before the
departure and after the arrival of their
(rains, and satisfy himself that they are in
a fit and proper condition for duty.

He must keep in touch with the local Transportation
Officers in regard to the supply of locomotive power,
and co-operate with them in order to obviate loco
motives being prepared for service unnecessarily, or at
an earlier time than that at which they will be actually
required.

He must arrange for the posting of all special time
tables, special train notices, departmental circulars, and
other documents of importance, and for the attention
of the employes being directed on the Shed Roster or
Running Sheet to the existence of circulars received
which affect tho running of trains.

He must carefully peruse notices of special trains,
and must so arrange that no Driver is allowed to
proceed with any train unless ho is furnished with a
proper time-table of ife running and special train
notices applicable thereto, and has acknowledged the
receipt thereof, in tho hook provided for that purpose.

Ho must keep in a book a record of all repairs
executed at any time to any hoilcr or firebox, and must
forward to the Chief Mechanical Engineer, through the
District Rolling Stock Superintendent, not later than
the 3rd of each month, a return (R.S. 252) showing
the repairs effected to fireboxes and boilers during the
preceding month, and by whom they were executed.



He must maiiitam a record of the wnsliiug out of
boilers, cleaning of tubes and brick arches, and the rod-
oiling of all locomotives in his district. When it is
necessary for the boiler of a locomotive to be 'washed
out at a Depot other than at 'which it is stationed the
Officor-in-Charge must notify the Depot concerned
accordingly, and the Officer-in-Charge of the Depot at
which the boiler was washed out must notify the Hoim-
Depot the date on which this was done.
He must immediately telephone or telegraph to the

Superintendent of Locomotive Running particulars of
any accident, derailment, injury to an employe or a
passenger or other person, and any failure of a loco
motive or serious delay to a train.
He must arrange to bo advised promptly of any case

of a train running unduly late, and if due to any cause
within the control of this Branch ascertain the reason
for the late nmning. He must advise the Superinteu-
dent of Locomotive Running not later than 9 a.m. each
day particulars of all eases occurring during the
previous day.
He must ensure that every train running debit

against this Branch is thoroughly investigated, full
reports obtained from all concerned, and each case
finalized without delay.

Correspondence must be dealt with as directed in
Section 3, pp. 25 to 27.
When a locomotive has been concerned in any

accident, collision, or derailment the Depot Foreman
must personally make a careful examination of the
whole of the engine and tender including the gauging
of the wheels, tyres, and axles. All defects and damage
are to be carefully noted and recorded for reference
purposes, and a full report forwarded to the District
Rolling Stock Superintendent. If the accident bo of
a serious nature no repairs or adjustments are to be
made, but the locomotive must be held in the Depot
and the Chief Mechanical Engineer advised of the
circumstances and the result of the examination.
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Every SuU-Eepot Foreman, Fitter-in-CLai'Ke, or
Leading Hand Fitter must carefully peruse all entries
made by Drivers on Eepair Cards or in tlie Repair
Report Book, and must enter, in the column provided
for the purpose the name of the employe whom he
instruets or intends to do the particular work, and
must certify to work done during such hours as he is on
duty. He must further satisfy himself that any work
marked off as having been attended to during the
period of his absence from duty is properly recorded
on the Time Sheet of the employe concerned as well
as on the Repair Card or in the Repair Report Book.
He must, in every instance in which work is recorded

as requiring attention, and has not been completed,
specify the reasons for the delay; and if such neglect
be due to any omission on the part of an employe, he
must bring such omission under the notice of the
Ofiicer-in-Gharge and must, in addition, carry the entry
forward so as to ensure the work receiving attention
at the earliest opportunity.
If any defect is booked which he does not consider

requires attention he must confer with the 0£Rcer-in-
Charge, who will determine if any action is necessary,
and if unnecessary or of such a character as not to
impair the safety or efficiency of the locomotive for
service, the reasons should be concisely stated in the
column provided for " Details of work done," and any
engine may, under such cii'eumstancca, be allowed to
go into running.

Every Hight Foreman and Chargeman must peruse
the entries on Repair Cards or in the Repair Report
Book as soon as he commences duty, and frequently
during the time he is in charge of the depot, and he
musit arrange to allot any work booked in the order of
its importance, see that repairs attended to are properly
recorded, and satisfy himself, before allowing any
engine into traffic, that the work has been properly
performed. He must also initial the entries of work
done during the period he is in charge.
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B&AEE mSFECIOB.

The Brake Inspector will be responsible, under the
direction of the Superintendent of Locomotive Running,
for the inepection of the brake equi])iuc'nt on all
locomotives, cars, vans, and wagons in running in
steam, electric, and petrol electric services, and at all
Depots. He must exercise a close and constant
aupendsion over the brake equipment to ensure that it
is maintained in a thoroughly efficient condition.

Ho must SCO that the c.xaminations of tho brake
equipment are regularly and systematically carried
out, that all the records of such examinations po
properly kept, and that all returns in connection
therewith are for\varded monthly (o the Chief
Mechanical Engineer.

He must promptly report to the Chief Mechanical
Engineer any neglect or inefficiency on the part of
any employe responsible for the operating, repair, or
examination of the brake equipment.

He mu.st immediately proceed to the seciie of every
accident of a .serious nature, and collect nil necessary
data.

He must frequently travel on locomotives and explain
to enginemen the mechanism and proper manipulation
of the Air brake. Wlien at Depots be must,
where necessary, instruct all employes whose duties
are in any way connected with the maintenance of
tho Air brake equipment and satisfy himself that all
concerned have full facilities and opportniiities for
making thenwelvos acquainted with the equipment.

He must periodically visit all depots and inquire
closely into the method of marking off vehicles for
repairs and examination, see that the vehicles are
properly recorded for attention, that such repairs and
examination have been attended to, and where he
considers that improvements are possible, confer with
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the Depot PorcinAn of the dietrict and report the
concluaions arrived at to the Superintendent of
Locomotive Running.

He must confer freely with District Rolling Stock
Superintendents when in their districts, and advise them
of all matters affecting the brake equipment which
ho considers require attention.
He must regularly and systematically examine all

brake stock at Depots and must satisfy himself that
the stock on hand is adequate, and of the types and
sizes necessary for and not in excess of reasonable
requirements.

Every Train Examiner or Undergear Repairer, before
carrying out examinations, cleaning and lubricating
of Triple Valves or any Air Brake apparatus must
be certified as competent to do so by the Brake
Inspector.

Ho must keep a diary recording his daily movements,
and all matters noted as requiring attention. He must
also notify the Chief Mechanical Engineer daily, before
10 a.m., his proposed movements during the day.

ENGHNEMEN INSTE1JCT0ES.

The Principal duty of an Engineman Instructor is
to instruct cnginemen in the proper methods of pre
paring, stabling and operating locomotives and of
handling trains.

Ho must give special attention to the instruction
of new and inexperienced firemen and junior drivers
and, as_ far as is po.ssible, travel with each man on his
first trip after qualifying in these grades.
He must frequently cheek up every engineman in his

District and satisfy himself that each driver is fully
conversant with the roads and signals in the area
over which he is employed; that he has a good know
ledge of nil Rules and Regulations and Instruetions, and
that ho is following sound practices in locomotive
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working; that each fireman ia thoroughly familiar with
hia duties and is carrying out his work in a proper
manner. He must correct any irregular or improper
practices and give any necessary instruction to ensure
that every engineman is competent to carry out his
duties.

He must, when opportunity offers, make a careful
inspection of locomotives in service. Any defects
observed must be reported in writing to the Depot
Foreman or Fitter-in-Charge concerned, and also to hie
Superintendent.

He must act in conformity with the Rules, Regulations
and Instructions, and with any directions issued to
him by the Chief Mechanical Engineer, and see t^t
employes carry out their duties in accordance with
the Rules, Regulations and Instructions.

Each Engineman Instructor is under the immediate
direction and control of the Rolling Stock Superin
tendent of the District to which he is attached, and
it is incumbent on him to take an active interest in
any matter within hia province that lio_ considers re
quires attention, and report to his Superintendent any
suggestion concerning improved or more efficient
methods of railway operations.

He must submit a weekly report covering his activities
during each week, and in addition must promptly
report any irregularities or any inefficiency, carelessness
or neglect of duty on the part of any employe.
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OENEIUL.

1. Every permanent employe, and every super
numerary employe as the Chief Mechanical Engineer
may direct, must be supplied with a copy of this
Instruction Book and any Instruction as directed by
the Chief Mechanical Engineer. Every Officer in
charge of a "Workshop or Depot will be held responsible
for ensuring that the books are supplied as directed,
are properly signed for, and that the receipts are sent
to the Chief Mechanical Engineer.
2. Every employe issued with a copy of this Book

"lUst make himself thoroughly acquainted with and
will be held responsible for compliance with the Instruc
tion's contained herein. Alterations or additions
authorized from time to time must be neatly inserted by
each employe to whom an amendment is issued.

3. Every Offieer-in-Churgc of a "Workshop or Depot
must arrange for the posting, on a proper notice board,
of all instructions and notices which require to be so
posted for the information of employes generallv.
Every employe at any Workshop or Depot must make
himself thoroughly acquainted with and will he held
responsible for compliance with all instructions and
notices which are posted on a notice hoard and which
concern him,

4. Every Officer-iii-Chargo of a Workshop or Depot
will be responsible for the care and maintenance in good
order of the "Workshops, Running Sheds, Machines.
Plant, and Equipment under his control, for the
proper and efficient supervision of the staff, the
economical disposition of all stores and material", and
the observance of all Rules and Regulations and
Instructions and any directions issued by the Chief
Mechanical Engineer.

5. Every Officer-in-Ohargc must refuse admission to
any unauthorized person, and report any disregard of
this instruction.
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6 Au employt must not introduce any stranger into
any Workshop or Depot without the permission of the
Officer-in-Charge.

7 Any person, whether a candidate for a Parliamen
tary, Municipal, or other election, must not he per
mitted to canvass within any railway promises.

8 The hours of commoneing and of ceasing duty of
every Offiecr-iii-Charge of a Workshop or Depot will be
as proscrihed by the Chief Mechanical Engineer.
9 Every Officer-iii-Charge must see that each

employe under him is in attendance during the specihed
working hours, that ho is competent for the work he is
set to do, and that all work is carried out properly and
efficiently; he must arrange the duties of every employe
under him, and pay special uttciitioii to the fair and
oven distribution of work, so that the working of over
time may be avoided, or if unavoidable, reduced to a
minimum. He must promptly report to the tbiet
Mechanical Engineer any case of inferior workmanship,
or carelessness, inattention, negligence, incompetence,
or absence from duty.

10 Everv Forninaii, Siih-Foroman, Fittcr-in-Charge,
Leading Hand, or Employe-in-Charge, must at once
report to his Superior Officer any case of inferior work
manship, carelessness, inattention, negligence, incom
petence, or absence from duty of any employe under
his supervision.

11 Every employe must be punctual iii his atten
dance promptly obey all orders of a superior, and must
carry'out in a regular and methodical way all work
entrusted to him.

12. Every case of misconduct which may lead to an
employe being punished, must be reported to the Chief
Mechanical Engineer.
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13. Any employe who hue reason to beliovo that
another employe is intoxicated, or under the influence
of intoxicating liquor^ or suffering from the effects of
over-indulgence therein, or is bringing such liquor or
causing it to be brought on to a locomotive or any
railway premises, must immediately report the fact to
his Officer-in-Charge, or the immediate Superior Officer
in eharge of the employe in question. The Officer-in-
Charge must obtain corroborative c\-idonce^ if available,
and, if such evidence justifies it, he must immediately
relieve from duty the employe concerned, and report
the ^matter to the Chief Mechanical Engineer, first
obtaining a written report from all witnesses to the
occurrence, and, if possible, a written explanation from
the employe accused.

Any employe who may be at a station or depot where
he cannot appeal to a Superior Officer of his own
Branch, and who may be reporting such an offence,
must direct the attention of officers of other Branches
or Bome other person or persona to the matter, so that
corroborative evidence may be obtained, and must report
the occurrence to his immediate Superior Officer at the
earliest opportunity.

14. Every Officer-in-Charge must, in all cases where
any employe reports for duty at other than his Home
Station, and is regarded as being unfit for duty through
over-indulgence in intoxicating liquor, relieve the
employe from duty and instruct him verbally and in
writing to report personally to the Officer-iu-Charge the
following day at a specified time. The employe must
not be returned to his Home Station as Passenger unless
the Officer-in-Charge is satisfied that it is safe for him
to travel, and that his condition will not create
annoyance to other passengers.

15. Any employe who has been suspended from duty
for any offence must not be permitted to resume without
the sanction of the Ohief Mechanical Engineer.
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16. Gambling, bookmaking, or the promotion of o
eweep by on employe on railway premises is strictly
prohibited.

17. Every employe is prohibited from smoking at
any time in or near any Carriage, Wagon, Pattern, or
Tarpaulin Shop, Sawmill, Timber or other Store, in.the
vicinity of any Timber Stack, in any vehicle xmder
or awaiting repair, or in any place where it is likely
to cause risk of fire.

18. An employe must not occnpy a portable house
or other Departmental pi-emises without permission.
19. Every employe not entitled to free quarters, and

who occupies a Departmental residence, must sign an
agreement and pay rent and all rates and taxes. On
vacating the premises, the employe concerned must give
written notification to the Chief Mechanical Engineer,
through the Qffieer-in-Charge, and hand the keys over
to the Ganger; otherwise he will be liable for the rental
and other charges up to the date on which the matter
is brought under notice.

20. Every employe who is required to do so must
prepare and sign a time sheet showing in detail the
time worked on every job, and hand it to his Officer-in-
Charge, who must .carefully check the time sheets of
the employes under his control and, if correct, counter
sign each sheet.

21. An employe must not make any false entry or
alter or erase any entry in any time book, time sheet,
attendance book record, or running sheet.
22. An employe is not permitted to work a shift for,

or change shifts with, another employe without having
obtained the permission of the Officer-in-Charge, who
must not agree to any change which would involve
excessive hours of duty, inadequate period off duty for
rest, or which would, in any other respect, infringe any
Award governing working conditions. The name of
the employe actually working the shift must bo shown
on the time sheet, and not the name of the employe for
whom the shift is worked.
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23. (u) Auy employe wlio reports for duty lo
minutes or less after tbe prescribed time for com-
iiicneing duty will be regarded as having arrived 15
minutes late, and any employe who reports more than
16 minutes late, and less than 30 minutes late, will
be regarded as having arrived 30 minutes late. Any
employe reporting for duty more than 30 mintites after
commencing time in the morning will not be allowed
to start until midday, except at the diserotion of the
Officer-in-Chargo.

(b) Any employe who reports for duty 15 minutes
or less after the prescribed time for commencing work
after the meal hour will be regarded as being 15 minutes
late, but any employe more than 15 minutes late will
not be permitted to start unless specially authorized
by the Ofllcer-in-Charge, and any such absence will
be regarded as absence without leave. iVny employe
habitually losing time will be punished.

24. (a) Every employe supplied with a metal token
bearing the number allotted to him must take his token
up before commencing work, and deposit it in the
proper place when leaving. Any employe who loses
his token, allows it to he become defaced, proceeds t-o
his work without taking it up, does not deposit it on
leaving, or takes up or deposits more than one token
will be punished.

(b) Every employe in a shop where a time clock is
installed must, before commencing work, press the bell-
]>uneh on the clock on tbe number allotted him, and
he" must do the same on leaving work. Any employe
who punches the wrong number on a time clock, punches
on or off or attempts to punch on or off for another
employe, will be punished.

25. An employe mnst not, without permission, leave
duty at other than the appointed time. Any employe
who obtains leave of absence must hand his token to
the Timekeeper, or record his time of ceasing duty on
the time clock, where such is provided. In all cases
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he must, when leaving, report personally to the Time
keeper who must note the time of departure, and must
obtain from the Officer-io-Charge a docket certifying
that the employe was granted leave.

26. Every employe must enter and leave liis working /
location through the proper entrance and exit, and /
ovoiy employe who journeys by train must enter and
leave Railway station platforms by the public entrance J
or exit.

27. An employe must not during working hours enter
any workshop other than that in which he is employed
unless on Departmental business.

28. An employe must not remain in or return to
any workshop after working hours without the per
mission of his Officer-in-Charge.

29. An Officer-in-Charge must not issue a certidcate
of character or furnish a report on the \'alue of work
done to any past or present employe or contractor,
except with the written authority of the Chief
Mechanical Engineer.

30. Work must not be undertaken for any other
Branch or anyone outside the Department without the
.inthority of the Chief Mechanical Engineer.

31. An employe must not open nnotlier's drawer, box,
cupboard, or locker, or take any tools belonging to a
fellow employe, without Ids leave, unless directed to
do 80 by his Officer-in-Chargc, and in the letter's
presence.

32. Evoi'y employe in chnrpc of a Tool-making Shop,
or Tool Store must keep an accurate record of all tools
in the store. He will be held responsible for their
safety, branding and condition, and he must report
to his Offieer-in-Chargc any case of damage which is
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not due to fair wear and tear. The name of every
employe obtaining a tool, or returning it, must be
recorded with the date of its issue and return. If any
tool is not punctually returned, he must communicate
at once with the OfBcer-in-Charge of the employe who
retained it, and ho must see that the whole of the tools
are returned to the Tool Store at the end of each week.

33. Every employe obtaining a tool from a store,
must give his name, with tho particular description and
si2e of the tool ho requires, to the person in charge,
so that it may be entered against him. He must also
return the tool within a reasonable time, and repeat his
name, etc., as on taking it out, so that the debit may
be written off.

34. Every air jack must have the piston withdrawn
and examined every twelve (12) months, and at the
same time the leather must bo cleaned and oiled before
being replaced.

When an air jack is being examined or repaired, the
rubber air pipe between the air jack and the air supply
must be disconnected before anything is done to the
air jack. This will prevent the supply of air to the
jack whilst any employe is engaged on it, and so obviate
an accident.

35. Every Crane rope, Crane chain, rope, sling, chain
sling, and other ropo and/or chain tackle used for
lifting purposes, must be carefully examined every
Monday morning, by tho Officer-in-Charge, or an em
ploye appointed by him to see that they are sound and
fit for use. Before using them every employe concerned
must also examine them and satisfy himself that they
are in good order and perfectly safe for the weight to
he handled.

36. Every employe who accidentally breaks or other
wise injiire.s a tool or spoils material and neglects to
inform his Offiecr-in-Oharge thereof, or who carelessly
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or wilfully ileetroys or losee any tool or other article,
or defaces or alters any drawing or pattern, must make
good the loss or damage or be dealt with in such other
manner as the Chief Mechanical Engineer may direct.
If the tool forms part of the kit of an engine it must
be replaced at once.

37. An employe must not, upon any pretence, nor
for other than Departmental purposes, take from any
railway premises any Departmental property, nor con
vert to his own use any material or article which is
the property of the Department. The making of any
tool, pattern, model, or other article by any employe
upon railway premises for private purposes is pro
hibited.

38. Every employe having occasion to take tools or
material from a Workshop or Depot to any place where
he may bo temporarily employed, must obtain a written
permit from bis Olfieer-in-Charge, and hand it to the
Storeman, who must check the articles before they are
taken off the promises. Such tools and any surplus
material mu.st bo returned to the Workshop or Depot
through the Storeman,

39. Any tool, appliance, or material of any descrip
tion belonging to the Department, must not be sold,
loaned or borrowed, or removed from any Workshop
or Depot without the authority of the Chief Mechanical
Engineer.

40. An employe must not bring into any Workshop
or Depot any material or goods of any description other
than tools which are required for his work.

41. Every Officer-in-Cbarge of a Workshop or Depot
must make suitable arrangements to provide for the
reclamation of scrap bearing metals as set out in the
following instructions:—

(a) In order to obtain successful reclamation
it 1*8 mosf important that the vajioub run out
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motaU and borings be kept separate to proveui
contamination; this ia particularly the case with
C.A.T. B.19 scrap and mixed borings, which arc
very seriously contaminated by the presence of
J.B.L. B.17, M.P. B.16 or aluminium.

(i) All scrap bearing metals shall be forwarded
to the Beclnmation Depot, Spotswood. Each
container shall have a label attached showing the
name of the despatching store and the nature of
the contents. Under no circumstances shall rub
bish be placed in the scrap metal containers.

(c) In addition to the bearing metal scrap
listed above, other non-ferrous scrap shall be
similarly separated for despatch to the Reclaiun-
tion Depot, Spotswood.

42. An employe other than a certified Engine-driver,
must not be permitted to take charge of a locomotive
or steam crane, under steam, unless examined and
certified as competent to do so by the Workshop
Manager, .Vssistant Workshop Manager, Superintendent
of Locomotive Running, a District Rolling Stock
Superintendent, or in special emergency an Ofiicer-iii-
Chargc of a Depot. In each case a certificate must he
forwarded to the Chief Mechanical Engineer by tlie
Officer eoncerned, setting out the date of rlie
c.xnminalion.

48. Every OHiecr-in-Chargc must see that repairs
to any vehicle are not undertaken outside the Yard
of a Workshop or Depot unless sucli vehicle and the men
repairing it are properly protected in accordance with
instructions contained in the General Appendix.

44. When shunting in and about any Workshop the
speed of the engine mu.st not exceed 4 m.p.h., the whistle
must l« frequently sounded, and all vehicles being
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shunted must be coupled on to the engine. A sharp
look-out must always be kept as a precaution against
accidents, and care must be taken to see that the
following instructions are observed:—

(o) The operations of everj' loco, steam crane
or shunting engine will be under the
direction of a Yard Foreman or Shuuter-in
Charge, but the actual movements of the
crane, or engine, when vehicles are attached,
must be made in obedience to the signals
of the Shunter-in-Charge.

(6) Before any shunt is performed on a line lead
ing into a shop, the doors of the shop must
be opened, and they must be kept open
during the shunting operations, in order to
guard against accidents.

(c) When an engine or a loco-crane is proceeding
into or out of a shop, the speed must not
exceed 4 miles per hour, one Shunter must
enter the shop ahead of the engine, to see
that the road is clear, while the other must
remain at the entrance to prevent any one
crossing in front of the engine while in
motion, and also to give and receive the
necessary signals. The engine must be
brought to a standstill, about one length from
the vehicle to be shifted. The Shunter-
in-Charge must see that all workmen are
clear, and ascertain from the 0£Bcer-in-
Charge that everything is right before mov
ing the vehicle.

(d) Slip, fly, or kick shunting is strictly prohibited
on roads leading through or alongside any
"Workshop, and all vehicles on those roads
must be placed in position while attached
to the engine.



AMENDMENT TO ROLLING STOCK BRANCH
BOOK OF INSTRUCTIONS

To be inserted as Clause 44A on page 24 of the
Book of Instructions and on page 11 of the Pamph
let as Clause 35A (• Delete number not applicable)

44A/^fc.* Shunting of wagons or vehicles by the use
of mobile road crane or road tractor is permissible at
workshops under the following conditions :

(fl) The mobile crane or tractor must be operated
by a qualified driver, i.e., one who is licensed
to drive a road motor vehicle and ha-s been
certified to by a departmental officer as
competent to operate a mobile crane or
tractor, and be assisted by an employe who
has been instructed and certified as com
petent to undertake the movement of
vehicles, including the use of chains and
slings ;

(6) Movement of wagon or vehicle may be
carried out by pushing or hauling with
tow rope ;

(c) The wagon or vehicle may be pushed or
hauled with tow rope on to turntable to
permit transverse movement of such wagon
or vehicle ;

(d) The speed of any such movement of wagon
or vehicle must not exceed approximately
2 miles per hour ;

(<) Before undertaking the movement of any
vehicle the driver and assistant must see
that all workmen are clear ;

(/) Clearing, placing and spacing wagons in the
lift and repair shop may also be under
taken by mobile road crane or road tractor.

>  I
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COEBESFONDBNCE.

48. Official corresposdcnce muat be regarded as
confidential.

48. .-Vll corresponiieuce must bo returned promptly.
If any delay occur, thfe cause must be explained.
Correspondence must be kept and returned in a clean
condition. When the Chief Mechanical Engineer
minutes a Secretary's paper to one of his subordinate
Officers, that Officer's reply must, if practicable, be
written on the same sheet. Endorsements must not bo
made on Secretary's papers.

50. In replying to any communication, either by
telegrapli or otherwise, the following instructions must
bo observed:—

(a) Read the communication carefully to ascer
tain clearly the nature of the information
required;

(Z>) Frame the reply so that it will ruu as closely
as possible in the same paragraph order as
the communication to which it refers;

(c) Supplement the reply with any information
which may be considered of value or
interest.

51. Every Depot Foreman or Officer-in-Charge,
before forwarding correspondence relative to "Train
Delays," must see that full reports from all concerned
are attached. He must closely scrutinize them in order
to ascertain the cause of the delay, and supply full
information as to the defect or defects which caused
it, and any other necessary particulars bearing on the
case to permit of the prompt finalizing of the matter.
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52. Every employe must send ail correspondence
tlirough his immediate Superior Officer, who must see
that all necessary information is given. An employe
must not correspond with another Branch except
through the Chief Mechanical Engineer, subject to the
reservation that District Rolling Stock Superintendents
and Depot Foremen may conmiunicatn with Officers of
other Branches on minor matters of purely local rail
way business.

53. (a) Every letter or parcel containing any of the
undermentioned articles must be forwarded as a
" Value " consignment enclosed in a " Value " envelope
or having such an envelope affixed to it.

Cash—Departmental Watches.

Pay Cheques—^Book Duty Passes.

Time Books.

Nfetal Tubes containing nuuiiiig shed exuininatioii
records.

Every employe, when consigning uiiy of the above
articles, must keep u record of the article consigned,
the date and name of the consignee, and obtain a
receipt from the Transportation employe taking
delivery of each consignment,

(b) Every letter or parcel containing any of the
undermentioned articles must be forwarded as an
" Important" cousignment enclosed in nii " Important "
envelope or having such an cnvelojjc affixed to it.

Receipted Pay Rolls.

Accounts.

Time Sheets.

Papers or correspondence that the Chief
Mechanical Engineer may direct he treated
as " Important."
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A description of tlie contents of the letter or parcel
must be shown on the face of the envelope, and if an
Officer-in-Charge deems it necessary, a receipt may be
obtained from the Transportation employe who takes
delivery.

54. Telephone me.ssiiges relating to the working of
engines or of trains, or to a demand for and supply of
material or equipment and other messages of import
ance must be i-ccorded in the telephone book with the
initials of the employe who sends the message, as well
as the initials of the employe who receives it. The
receiver must repeat the message from his written copy,
and the sender must see that it has been accurately
repented,

55. Every inquiry made by telegraph must be
answered in a similar manner in the absence of instruc
tions to tbe contrary. The fullest use must be made of
tlie Telegraph Code.

66. Every communication referring to Departmental
business which is received from a person outside the
Railway Service must be referred to tin; Chief
Mechanical Engineer, together with any necessary
information, and the writer must be notified that such
action has lieen taken.

57. Ifo liability will be incurred by the Railway
Department with regard to the delivery or non-delivery
of any private letter addressed to an employe at a
Workshop or Depot.

58. Any cinployo, al'li'r fnrnisliing a report and
explanation of any offence with which In; is e.liarged
or who has been punished for an offence may, if he so
desire, be permitted to peruse and take copies of the
relevant reports in the presence of the OfHeer-in-Charge
or his Deputy, but must not he allowed to take the
reports out of Departmental custody.
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INJURIES TO AND ILLNESS TO EMPLOYES-
LEAVE—PASSES.

59. Every employe wlio ia injured in the active
discharge of his duty must submit a detailed report on
the prescribed form (G. 3) to his Superior OiSeer
before leaving the railway premises if hia condition
permits, or otherwiae aa soon thereafter as circum
stances will admit. Failure to do so may render an
employe liable to be debarred from participation in
accident pay.
60. In any case in which an employe of another

Branch, while on duty, meets with an accident causing
him injury, and such accident is witnessed hy an
employe of this Branch, the latter must at once report
the fact to his superior officer giving full information
as to the manner ia which the accident occurred. In
country districts the Officer-in-Chnrge must forward
such report to the District U.S. Superintendent for
submission to the District Superintendent; while in the
Metropolitan Area the report is to, be submitted to the
Chief Mechanical Engineer for transmission to the
Head of the Branch concerned. This instruction must
receive special attention to obviate delay in the finaliza-
tion of accident pay.
61. Every employe injured in the active discharge

of his duties is liable to be called upon to perform
suitable light duty if in the opinion of the Railway.''
Medical Officer the injuries are of such a nature as to
permit of the performance of such duty. Every Officer-
in-Charge must pay particular attention to this
direction, and if any employe declines to undertake
the light work offered, the facts must be at once
reported by telephone or telegraph to the Chief
Mechanical Engineer.

62. (a) Any employe who is incapacitated for duty
through iUness shall so advise his supervising officer
on the first day of absence from duty in sufficient time
to admit of arrangements being made for the perform
ance of his duties, and any such employe who fails
to do so may be treated as absent without leave.



AMENDMENT TO ROLLING STOCK BRANCH
BOOK OF INSTRUCTION-To be inserted on
page 29 of the Book of Instructions and on page
18 of the pamphlet. ( Reprint of the respective

pages).

Any employe so incapacitated for duty .shall also
notify his supervising officer of the date on which he will
be able to resume duty in sufficient lime to enable anv
necessary arrangements to be made.

(b) Every officer or employe absent from duty through
illness or injury must comply with the special instruc
tions contained in Division 14 of Regulation No. 7(J
(Wages, Conditions, etc.), or Regulations and/or In
structions governing sick pay to daily paid employes,
which are briefly as follow:—
Every Officer who is incapacitated for duty through

illness or injury must furnish a medical certificate on
the prescribed form not later than the third dav of his
absence.

Every employe incapacitated for duty through injury
sustained whilst on duty must furnish a medical certi
ficate on the prescribed form not later than the second
day of his absence.

Regulations governing the absence of employes owing
to illness in respect of which payment from sick leave
credits is involved :—

Any employe who has been continuously employed
for a period of not less than two years, and is incapaci
tated for duty in consequence of illness and whose ab
sence is prolonged beyond two days, shall forward to
bis supervising officer not later than the third day a
medical certificate.

Any officer or employe who finds that he will be unable
to resume duty on the expiration of the period shown
on the medical certificate first submitted by him shall.



unless otherwise directeil, thereupon furnish a further
certificate, and shall continue to furnish further certificates
upon the expiration of the periods respectively covered by
such certificates, provided, however, that the maximum
period between the dates of furnishing any two certi
ficates shall be fourteen days.

Instructions governing the absence of employes
owing to illness in respect of which payment from
sick leave credits is not involved:—

Every employe who is incapacitated for duty through
illness must furnish a medical certificate on the pre
scribed form, or a form G. 215 not later than the fourth
day of his absence.

Where form G. 21.^ is submitted and the period of
absence extends to fourteen days or more a medical
certificate must be furnished not later than the four
teenth day of absence.

In the event of prolonged absence due to ill-health,
employes must furnish medical certificates at intervals
of 28 days from the date of ceasing duty,

In the case of absences not covered by a medical
certificate where doubt exists as to the genuineness of
the case, an employe may be required to produce a
medical certificate covering the period of absence.

2—a
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Any employe so incapacito-led^Tor duty shall also
notify his supervising o^ej of' date on which he
will be able to resume duty in suffieieni time to enable
any necessary arrangements to be made.'

(i>) .Every OfBcer or' Employe absent from duty
through illness or injury must comply with the special
instructions contained in Division 14 of jRegulation
No. 76 (Images, Conditions, &c.), or Regulations
foverning sick pay to daily paid employes, which are
riefly as follow:—

Every Officer who is incapacitated for duty through
illness or injury, and every employe incapacitated for
duty through injury sustained whilst on duty, must
furnish a medical certificate on the prescribed form on
the third day of his absence.

Any employe who has been continuously employed
for a period of not leas than two years, and is in
capacitated for duty in consequence of illness and
whose absence is prolonged beyond two days, shall
forward to his supervising officer not later than the
third day a medical certificate.

Any officer or employe who finds that he will be
unable to resume duty on the expiration of the period
shown on the medical certificate first submitted by
him shall, unless otherwise directed, thereupon furnish
a further certificate, and shall continue to furnish
further certificates upon expiration, of the periods
respectively covered by .such, certificates, provided,
however, ̂ at the maximum period between the dates
of furnishing any two certificates shall he fourteen
days.

Every employe with less than two years' service who
is incapacitated for duty through illness must furnish
a medical certificate, on the prescribed form, not later
than the fourteenth day of his absence, and must
thereafter furnish a medical certificate at intervals
of 28 days from the date of ceasing duty.
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Xo employe shall be required to furnisli a medienl
certificate in respect of any period—

(<z) in which he is an in-patient at a hospital, or
(b) which is coTcred by a certificate of the Rail

ways iledicnl Officer or a Government
Medical Officer.

The date of every medical certificate and such other
items as are indicated on the prescribed form shall be
filled in bv the medical practitioner, by whom any
alteration in such particulars on the certificate shall
be initialed.
Any employe in receipt of sick pay, who leaves his

usual place of residence for more than three days, shall
notifv his siipervising officer of tlie addi'ess or addresses
at which he may be found from time to time,

63. Every employe engaged in the ninuing of trains
or attached to a locomotive depot must give to the
Officer-in-Charge not less thaji four hours' notice of his
intention to absent himself from duty, or if he is to be
called he must have a memo, ready for the caller-up to
convey to the Officer-in-Charge.

Every employe who does not give notice as prescribed
heroin or is not notified that leave has been granted will
be treated as being absent witbont leave in the event
of his not. reporting for duty.

64. Every employe wlio has been absent on siek
leave, or witbout leave, must report personally to the
Officer-in-Charge before he will be permitted to resume
duty, and he must not be allowed to start work unless
the Officer-in-Charge is fully satisfied that he is fit
to do so.

65. An Officer-in-Cbargo may grant leave without
pay for two days to any employe, but must not grant
leave beyond that period unless authorised by the Chief
Mechanical Engineer.
66. A leave pass will not be issued to an employe,

extended or altered, except by a written request (or a
telegram in case of emergency) which must be certified
to by the Officer-in-Charge.
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67. Every employe must surrender his leave pass at
the expiration of the period for which issued, and any
duty or transfer pass immediately he has completed the
duty or transfer for which the pass was issued. If a
pass has not been collected at a station or by the Check
ing Staff it must ho handed to the Officer-in-Charge
who must promptly forward it to the Chief Mechanical
Engineer.

88. Every employe who loses any pass issued to him,
either for himself or for some member of his family,
must promptly report such loss to his 0£Rcor-in-Charge
with details of any action taken by him to recover the
pass.

69. Every employe to whom a card pa.ss is isstred
in order that he may attend classes at the Victorian
Railways Institute, (he Victorian Railways Technical
College, or other approved Technical Schools, or other
purposes approved by tlie Chief Mechanical Engineer
must take special care to see that the pass is certified
to by the Station-master on the forward jouniey, and
by the Instructor-in-Charge on the return journey.
Xeglcct of this regulation will he seriously regarded.
A Puss which has expired must be handed to the Officer-
iti-Chargo, by whom it will be forwarded to the Chief
Mechanical Engineer for inspection. 'When applying
for a new pass every employe must see that the applica
tion is lodged in sufficient time to allow of a fresh pass
being issued before the old one expires.

70. An employe on being transferred from a Depot
or Workfiliop to another Depot or 'Workshop must be
supplied by the Timekeeper with a memo, to band to
the Officer-in-Charge of the Depot or Workshop to
which he is transferred, giving the date of transfer
and the train by which be has been instructed to travel,
and the time he is instructed to report for duty.

When any employe is temporarily transferred he will
be under the supervision of the Officcr-in-Ciiarge at his
temporary location.
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FIEE PEEVENTION,

71. Every Officer-in-Charge of a Workshop or Depot
must see that the following Instructions with regard to
the prevention and extinction of Fires are strictly
observed, and he will he held responsible for the Fire
appliances under his charge being maintained in an
efficient condition.

72. Every Fire bucket must always be kept filled with
water, and in its proper place ready for use.

73. Rubbish must be burnt only in approved
locations. An employe must not take a portable fire
into the places enumerated in Instruction 17. When it
is necessary for him in the performance of his duties to
have a fire in the vicinity of such places, it must be
lighted in a portable rivet forge or in a fire pot, and
placed in the safest position that can be found, away
from all buildings and from any inflammable material;
an employe must bo in constant attendance whilst the
fire is being used, and he must properly extinguish it
before leaving work.

74. The fire of every stationary boiler must be
thoroughly extinguished when not in use, and all live
ashe-s must be properly quenched with water. While
the boiler is working every care must be taken to
prevent sparks, and any inflammable material must be
kept away from the vicinity of the boiler.

75. Every blacksmith's fire must be very carefully
watched to prevent sparks from arising, and the fire
must be thoroughly extinguished when ceasing work
each day.

_ 76. Every Blacksmith must see that the air valve on
his fire is closed when the air blast is stopp^.in order
to prevent gases getting into the air pipes.

The relief valve at each end of the air blast pipe
must not be closed for a period of at least 3 minutes
after the air enters the pipe.
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77. Every locker containing benzine, turpentine or
other inflammable material must be examined once a
month, or more often if necessary, by the OfEcer-in-
Charge, and in the event of any being found to contain
an accumulation of such material or of saturated waste,
the employe responsible therefor will be liable to severe
punishment.

78. Candles or other open lights or lamps must not
be used in connection with the building or repairing of
cars.

79. Every employe engaged repairing gas or water
fittings in any car or shop must take every precaution
to prevent fires arising from the materials, lamps or
tools used.

80. Every employe must see that as far as possible
when repairing an engine or vehicle, or when laying
down material, that the work or material does not foul
or block any road or siding, and tbat full access can
be obtained to the fire appliances.

81. A locomotive or steam crane must not be taken
into any Timber Store, or the Truck Shops at North
Melbourne (Nos. 14 to 17 Roads); every vehicle must
bo hand-shunted into or out of such biiilding.s.

82. Every Driver engaged in shunting at any
Workshop or Car Shed, must avoid standing with the
engine funnel under the sprinklers, otherwise the hot
gases from tlie funnel may bring them into operation.

83. Rubbish, such as shavings, greasy waste, or other
inflammable material, must not be allowed to accumu
late in the shops, but must be collected each day and
taken, before ceasing work, to the engine rooms or
other special furnace to be burnt. Inflammable
material must not be deposited on any rubbish tip.

84. Lighting-up wood or other inflammable material
must not on any account be placed on the crown of a
furnace or boiler.
13S7I'40.—2
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85. Every Train Examiner, Running Gear Repairer,
or other employe engaged on repairs to vehicles at the
Jforth Melhournc Workshops, or at Country Depots
jmist, as far as po.ssible, avoid leaving them in such a
condition as to prevent them being moved, and all draw-
gear removed must be replaced before ceasing work
each day.

88. When a fire is discovered one man (where a Fire
Alarm is provided) must ring it at once, a second man
must (if necessary) send for locomotives to removo the
Rolling Stock to a place of safety, but employes must
hand-shunt any that may be in immediate danger,
whilst others must make every endeavour to extinguish
the fire by means of the fire buckets, hoses, and fire
extinguishers.

PRACTICE CARDS.

87. («) Practice Cards covering the Painting of Car
and Van Stock, Method of Detecting Cracks and Flaws,
Bearing Metal, and the materials to be used, method
of manufacture, erecting, fitting, examination, and
maintenance of certain locomotive parts have been
issued. From time to time Practice Cards covering
other items will be issued, and also amendments to
existing Practice Cards.
(b) Every Ofiicer-in-Charge of a Workshop or

Depot will be responsible for seeing that all employes
concerned strictly observe the instructions contained
in the Practice Cards.

(c) Every employe to whom these Cards arc issued
must make himself thoroughly conversant with the
instructions contained therein, and will be held respon
sible for compliance with these instructions.
(d) He must insert amendments as they are_ issued,

and maintain a complete series of these Cards in good
order and available for ready reference.
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(e) Pi'ueticc Cards which liavo beeu issued ore
shown hereuiider. As further issues are. made they are
to be added to this list.

No.

IMS

V'.21

(J.I

IVO.l
L/14
L.15

I..I0.2
I-.16

L.10.2

C.10.3
L.10,6

L,17.1
L.18.3

L.19.1
r.,23
L.24.1

L.24.2
L.2.t.3

L.24.4
L.24..i

L.24.C

L.24.7
C.24.7A

r..25.1
l..2.=>.2

r,.25.4
r..25..j

1..2.';.7
i..2n
t-.30..t

T.,32.1
C.32.2
(.-..■iS.l
r„.i5.2

Subject.

Paintiug of Car iintl Van Stock
Car. Van. Wagon, Street Car, Rail

.Motor, and Electric Locoiimtive Wheels
and .-V-vlc* • • _ - -

Cracks and Flaws—Method of Deteoling
Superheaters
Beariug Metal
Tyre Ketainiiig Kings
Engine, Tender, .tnd Crane wheels and

a.tlcs
I.ocaiiiotive .-V.-cle Boxes, Cou|iled wheels
Bushes and fins for General work ..
Air ('i>nipro?sur« for Steam Locomotives
-Vir Coniitressor Governors—Steam Ser

vice
Air Reservoirs for l.i>comotives
Brake Cylinders for Steam Locomotives
Sand Gear for Locomotives
Delta Type Trailing Trucks . .
Laminated Springs ..
Cylinders and Cylinder Bualiing . . t
Pistons and Piston Rings
Piston Rods. Nuts .md Tail Rod Blishos '
Crossheads. Gudgeon Pins, and Cotters
Slide Bars . .
Connecting Rods
Coupling Rods
Coupling Rod Knuckle Joints ..
Coupling Rod Knuckle Joints, with new

tvpe Parallel Pins ..
Hollow Piston Valves and Bushes
Schmidt Piston Valves and Bushes
Motion Bushes and Pins
Preeisinn Poiver Reverse Gear
Eeceiitric Shenvcs and Straps
Bye I'nss Valves
.tshpans
Ramsbottom Safety Valves
Coale Safety Valve . .
Spark Arresters
Blast Pipe and Chimney Alignment . .

Dace of
Lateit
Isiue.

10.11.3(1

12.8.41
21.10.32
25.10.40

0.1.3V.
16,5.3»

11.7.38
20.6.30

15.10.31
13.8.40

4.2.3H
10.1.38

7.2.38
0.2.38

29.3.38
25.1.38

52.11.34
20.3.31
20.7.83

7.6.32
lfi.12.40

]6.6..3fi
ii.n..32

1.5.31

7.12.35
18.11.32

3.11.33
14.12.31
20.9.30

15.10.4(1
24.4.41
0.11.41
17.1.:tA

27.12.41
30.10.41

4.8.33
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LOCOMOTIVES.

88. When a locomotive requires repairs which cannot
be effected at a Depot, the Depot Poreman must set out
on Form E.S. 236a full details of all necessary repairs
and forward such form to the District R.S. Superin
tendent, who must submit the form, together with his
recommendation, to the Chief Mechanical Engineer.
A locomotive must not be sent into any Workshop until
a direction to do so is received from the Chief

Mechanical Engineer. Arrangements must then be
made to ensure that the locomotive concerned will

arrive at the Workshops on the date directed hy the
Chief Mechanical Engineer,

89. When a locomotive is being despatched from a
Workshop after overhanl a " C " form and a copy of it
will be forwarded to the OfRcer-in-Charge of the Depot
to which the engine is sent. He must retain the " C "
form marked duplicate, note the original, and return
it to the Chief Mechanical Engineer. Should the
locomotive be transferred to another Depot, he must
forward the duplicate " C" form to and obtain a
receipt from the Officer-in-Charge of the Depot to
which the locomotive is sent.

The Officer-in-Charge must promptly apply for the
form or forms if he does not receive them, but their
non-receipt will not relieve him of any responsibility
as regard any locomotive under his charge.

90. Every new locomotive, and every locomotive
which has been overhauled at a Workshop must be
handed over to the Officer-in-Charge of the Depot to
which the locomotive haa been transferred, with com
plete equipment and enginemen's kit, as shown liere-
under. Each article is to be branded with (he number
of the engine to which it is supplied.
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Locomotive Equii-ment,

4 Oil head lamps.—Locomotives without electric light.
1 Oil head lamp.—Locomotives with electric light.
Screw jacks

Garrett and NA class locomo

tives onlv.

Screw jack bars
E.itehets
Deals for screw jacks
Spark arrester brush.—Locomotives not fitted with

self-cleaning smokeboxes.
1 Valve spindle clip.—" S " class centre valve only.
2 Crank pin bushes.—Locomotives with Stephenson

valve gear.
2 Crank pin clips.—Locomotives with Wnlschaert valve

gear.

1 Slido hook.—Locomotives with non-hopper ashpans.
2 Pony packing blocks.'—C, K, N, and X clas.ses.
2 Bogie packing blocks.—II and S class.
1 Spanner for crank pin nuts.—All locomotives except

H and S class.
1 Motion bai- clip.—All locomotives except H class.

2 Prickers.

1 Pinch bar.
1 Drag chain.
1 Double book chain.

1 Flogging hammer,
1 Chisel bar.

1 Tommy bar.
2 Red flags with handles.
1 Box fog signals.
1 piece tarred rope 12'

long.
4 Pieces axle box packing.
4 Wooden wedges.
I Piston chock.

2 Piston chock clips.
1 Spring clip.
2 Cotter drihs.
1 Key drift.
1 Pin punch.
1 Spanner J".
1 Spanner 1".
1 Spanner Ij".
1 Spanner li".
1 Ring spanner for gudgeon

nuts.

1 Ring spanner for big end
nuts.

Assorted split pins, split
cotters, nuts and washers.
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Ekoikf.mkn's Kit.

1 Bannistwr brush. 1 16" Shifting spauner.
1 Hand lamp. 1 Spanner 3" and i".
I Bucket. 1 Spanner S" and i".
I Shovel. 1 Spanner f" gland and C.
I Hand hammer. 1 Spanner for oil caps.
II Slush lamps. 1 i" Pin punch.
I Oil feeder. 1 Split pin hook.
I Spare oil kettle. 1 Flat chisel.
I Trimming box. 1 Packing drawer.
3 Gauge lamps ■ ■ i
X Red shade . • > Locomotives with oil lights.
4 I" burners . • '
] Grid tool .. .. Locomotives with self-

cleaning smokeboxes.

91. The above kit and equipment must be maintained
complete and in good order on every locomotive in
service.

92. When a locomotive is transferred from one
Workshop or Depot to another Workshop or Depot,
either permanently or on loan, the Officer-in-Charge
must see before its departure that the equipment and
enginemen's kit are checked and signed for by the
driver in charge of the locomotive; the Officer-in-
(Jharge of the Depot receiving the locomotive must
have the equipment carefully checked and if any item
is missing, immediate application therefor must be
made to the Officer-in-(Jharge of the Depot from which
such locomotive was transferred.

93. Every Officer-in-Charge of a Depot must see
that the equipment and enginemen's kit of every loco
motive are examined periodically without notice, and
any Driver found in charge of a locomotive short of
the full complement of tools, or having tools belonging
to another locomotive, must be called on for an
explanation which must be forwarded to the Chief
Mechanical Engineer.
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94. Every new locomotive and every locomotive
which has received an overhaul is to be hooked on
light running until such time as all hearings have
been properly tested.
95. When a locomotive is received from u Work

shop or Depot after repairs, or transferred from another
Depot, the Officcr-in-Charge must examine and test
it carefully and report promptly any defect in either
workmanship or material. The Officer-in-Charge will
be held responsible for any defect which he fails to
report.

96. Employes concerned in the overhaul, examina
tion, or repair of locomotives must exercise the greatest
care to see that no part of the gear or any foreign
article is left in the boiler, steam or exhaust pipes,
cylinders, valve chaJiibers or steam passages, When
reassembling the gear n careful examinatiou must be
made of these parts to see that all gear such as tools,
nuts, bolts, etc.. Las been removed. In the event of
any gear being missed, the Fitter doing the work with
which this gear is associated must immediately report
the matter to his Supervising Officer. A thorough
search must be made to locate the missing item. If it
cannot be found, the )>ortion of the engine mechanism
concerne<i must be dismantled, and the Supervising
Officers must satisfy themselves that it has not been
left in any internal part of the locomotive.

BOILEBS.

97. Every new locomotive boiler, before being put into
use, must bo thoroughly examined and te.sted with warm
water to 25 per cent, above working pressure, and a
certificate tbat this has been done, and that the boiler
is satisfactory must be signed by the Workshop>=
Ifanager and the Foreman Boilermaker, Newport, and
forwarded to the Chief Mechanical Engineer. Certifi
cates signed by the Workshops Managers at Ballarat
and Bendigo, must bo countersigned by the Workshops
Manager, Newport. After a boiler has been tested with
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warm water it shall be steam tested at the workiiip
pressure for throe hours and then allowed to cool down
after which it shall be again steam tested at the working-
pressure for three hours. In every case where a loco
motive has been in the "Workshop for general overhaul
or for repairs which require a boiler test to prove the
effectiveness of any such repairs, the boiler and firebox
must be thoroughly examined inside and outside as far
as practicable, and afterwards tested with warm water
to 25 per cent, above working pressure, such examina
tion and test to be recorded and tlic result together with
the details of any repairs executed entered on a "D"
Certificate, which must be signed by the Workshops
Manager concerned and the Foreman Boilermaker,
Newport, and forwarded to the Chief Mechanical
Engineer.

When any patches have been applied to the firebox
the boiler shall be steam tested at the working pressure
to prove the work.

98. Every locomotive boiler except those with steel
tubes must have the tubes withdrawn, and the boiler
and the firebox thoroughly examined by the "Workshops
Manager concerned, and the Foreman Boilermaker,
NcwTDort, at the intervals and under the conditions set
out liereunder:—

(a) The first examination must be made when the
locomotive has run 230,000 locomotive miles,
or when a period of seven years has elapsed,
whichever event may sooner occur; but if
the mileage above-mentioned is run in under
six years the locomotive is not to be with
drawn from sei-viee until a period of six
years is completed.

(b) The second examination of the boiler must
be made when 130,000 locomotive miles have
been run, or when a period of four years
has elapsed, subject to the proviso contained
in snb-elanse (d).
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(c) After the above periods have been completed.
the boiler must be examined ̂ yhon a further
100,000 locomotive miles have been run, or
when a period of two and one-linlf years has
elapsed, subject to provisos contain^ in sub-
clauses (d) and (c).

(d) If any boiler which becomes tliie for the second
or any subsequent oxaminntioii by efflusion
of time is found to have run a low mileage,
the "Workshops Manager, Kewport, may, if
considered dcsii-able, recommend for the
approval of the Chief Muohanicnl Engineer
that the boiler be kept in service for a
further period. Should the low mileage run
be due to the fact that the locomotive has
been stored and out of running for some
time, the Workshops Manager, Newport,
shall, before making the recommendation
Jiereinbofore mentioned, ascertain from the
Superintendent of Loco. Eunning the
actual time during which such locomotive
waa eo stared and out of ruiiniug.

(a) Every locomotive boiler that has undergone
repairs of such a nature as to make it fit for
replacement purposes, should he examined
by the Workshops Manager concerned and
the Foroinan Boilermaker, Newport, and
its internal condition and the repairs
executed specially reported to the Chief
Mechanical Engineer, so that, should the
circumstances warrant it, such boiler may
be regarded as having had the tubes with-
draivn for the first time, and consequently
they should not be again withdrawn until
130,000 locomotive miles have been run, or
a period of four years has elapsed.
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(/) A complete record of the iifo of everv boiler
is kept in the Chief Mechanical Engineers
Office, and also in the Office of the Workshop
Manager, Newport.

99. (<0 The boiler and firebox of every locomotive
must be thoroughly examined inside and outside, as
far as practicable, and afterwards tested with warm
water at inten-als of not longer than 21 months for
boiler's up to seven years old, and eighteen months for
boilers over seven years old.

(h) The examination and teat must be made by
the Boiler Inspector, in conjunction with the Depot
Foreman or Fitter-in-Charge, and they must submit
to the Chief Mechanical Engineer a joint certificate
on "D" form (U.S. 249), showing the result of the
examination and test, and that the repairs, if any,
have been executed. A copy of the certificate must he
made by the Officer-in-Charge and filed at the Depot.

(c) Any light repairs to the boiler or firebox whicb
the examination sliows to be necessary must be executed
at the Depot but, if heavy repairs are required, a joint
report from the Boiler Inspector and the Offi_cer-in-
Charge of the Depot concerned, giving full particnhrs
of such repairs, must he forwarded to the Chief
Mechanical Engineer, who will direct as to where the
repairs are to ha effected.

(d) When a boiler has been repaired, it must be
tested with warm water by the testing officers at a
pressure of 25 per cent, above the working pressure.

(e) Every boiler which has had exteusive repairs
to the barrel or firebox casing must, after being tested
with warm water, be also tested by being kept under
steam for at least three hours at the authorized working
pressure, before being lagged.
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100. Every locomotive boiler having .steel flue and
boiler tubes, steel firebox tubcplafes and steel or copper
firebo.x inu.st be tested and examined as Pct out in the
following instructions:—

(o) Every new boiler before being put into
service must be thoroughly examined and tested,
the tests to be carried out in the following order:—

fi) Test boiler with hot water to 25 per cent,
above working pressure,

(ii) Steam test boiler at working pressure for at
least three hours before arc welding tubes
at firebox end,

(iii) After arc welding tubes, steam teat boiler at
working pressure for at least three hours
to prove welding,

(iv) .\fter the steam tests have been coinplotcd
the boiler shall be painted with smudge
over the exterior surfaces except the front
of the smoke box.

A certificate stating that the above tests have
been carried out, and that the boiler is sntisfaetory.
is to be furnished as set out in Instruction 97,

(b) Every boiler niu.st be examined at the end
of twelve inontliR and every subsequent twelve
month.s dating from the time the boiler was tubed.
Each boiler and firebox must bo examined inside

and outside as far as practicable by taking off the
dome cover, etc., atid afterwards te.stcd with warm
water to a pressure 25 per cent, above the working
pressure.

The flexible stays are to be hanmier tested while
' the water in the boiler is maintained at the above

pressure.

Six boiler tubes are also to be withdrawn for
examination except at the first yearly examination,
after new tubes only (not pieced up tubes) have
been fitted. The exact tubes to be withdrawn to bu
pointed out by the Boiler Inspector.
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(c) At tho end of every two years in addition to
the yearly examination, the flexible stays are^
have tho caps removed and tho stay and sleeve
oxamioed except as stated hereafter. As t^s will
necessitate the cleading being removed,/the 2nd
year examination should be made coi^rrent, as
far as possible, with tho shopping oj/ tho engine
for tyres and general overhaul. Tli/ flexible stay
caps are to he examined, as far as n^ssible, without
removing the cab. If the conditren of tbe stays
inspected is unsatisfactory, the cup is to be removed
and all of tliem examined.

/  1 r.— «oT%

AMENDMENT TO INSTRUCTION lOO-ROLLING STOCK BR.ANCK
BOOK OF INSTRUCTIONS

follow"'—"'"" amended as
Page 44 Delete part (c) in its entirety

Amend part (d) by substitueinK the letter (c) for (d) and
deleting the words "and two vearlv" in the first line

Amend part (e) by substituting the letter (d) for (e)

Where .Hie gaskets are ihmiagcd or require re
newing, Aey are to be replaced by new ones. The
new ga^ets, which are furnished by Newport, are
mad^n a conical form. These gaskets should be
ins^cd with the small aeetion outward; screwing
t^cap to its seat forces tho gasket into place.

In addition to the yearly and two-yearly
examinations, the boiler must be examined as
follows, at least every four years after new or
pieced up tubes have been fitted. After n boiler
is 12 years old, it is to be examined in the same
manner every t^vo years, unless, in the opinion of
the Foreman Boilermaker, Newport, tbe repairs
.ire such as to warrant the period of examination
being extended from 2 to 4 years.
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All tubes, except where otherwise provided, and
lagging and cleading, shall be removed for the
purpose of making a thorough internal and
external examination of the boiler and its staTing.

After the tubes and lagging have been removed,
the boiler must be thoroughly scaled and cleaned
inside and outside to enable the above examination
to be properly carried out.

After repairs have been effected and tubes re
placed, the boiler, before being placed in service,
must be examined and tested in accordance with
the procedure laid down for 2few Boilers. (See
Instruction 100, clause (a).)

The removal of boiler tubes will he due
after 48 calendar months' service, provided such
service is performed within five consecutive years.
Portions of calendar months out of service will
not be counted. If a boiler which has become due
for the second or any subsequent examination by
the eflliixion of time is found to bavo run a low
locomotive mileage, the Workshops Manager, may,
if considered desirable, recommend for the approval
of the Chief Mechanical Engineer that the engine
be kept in service for a further period, should the
low mileage run bo due to the fact that the engine
has been stored and out of running for some time.
The Workshops Manager, before making the
recommendation hereinbefore mentioned, to ascer
tain from the Superintendent of Loco. Running
the actual time during which the engine was so
stored and out of running.

101. Every locomotive boiler having either steel or
brass tubes must be examined at every AE
examination (see Instructions 131 to 133) by a
competent boilermaker who must hammer test all stays
in firebox .and make a thorough examination for
broken stays, bulged firebox plates, craeia. e^TT/ision.
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leaks, burnt tubo ends and other defects. The super
heater elements are to be cleaned and examined as far
as possible and the smokebox examined for steam and
air leaks, &e. In addition to the above, Instructions
118 and 133 (AE exaniiualion) are to be carefully
carried out.

Flexible firebox stays must be bniumer tested with a
hydrostatic pressure in the boiler of not less than 50
pounds per square inch.

In addition, on S and X class locomotives with round
top fireboxes the dome cover must bo taken off and the
flexible and crown stays examined from the inside.
The result of such exaniinatioii must he clearly shown
on the chart.

102. The Workshop Managers at Xcwport, Ballarat,
and Bendigo, in conjunction with the Foreman Boiler
maker, Xewpovt, will be held responsible for the
inspection of the stationary boilers at their respective
Workshops. The Boiler Inspector will bo held
responsible for the examination and testing of all
stationary boilers elsewhere than at Workshops, and
for seeing that the repairs he recommends are executed;
the District Rolling Stock Superintendents and the
Officers-iu-Oharge of Depots will be responsible for
keeping such hoiler.s in safe working order. The Chief
Mechanical Engineer will supply the Workshops
Manager at the commencement of each year with a
list of all stationary boilers to be examined, or to be
examined and tested during the year, and the Work
shops Manager must see that such exfiminutions are
made in accordance with the following instructions;—

(o) The boiler of every stationary, crane, pump
ing or other engine must he thoroughly examin^
inside and outside every year, and at the end of
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every two years it must be testeil with warm water
at a pressure of 25 per cent, above the working
pressure.

(b) The tubes of every stationary (locomotive
type) boiler must be withdrawn, and the boiler and
casing thoroughly pxamiiied internally by the
Boiler Inspector at the intervals and under the
conditions specified hereundur:—

(i) The first examination of the boiler must be
made when a period of seven years has
elapsed.

(ii) The second examination of the boiler must
be made when a further period of four
years has elapsed.

(iii) After tho above periods have expired, the
Workshops Manager and the Foreman
Boilermaker, Newport, will recommend
within what period the next examination
must be made, hut the period must not
exceed three and a half years. This
joint recommendation regarding the
period of exatuiiiation must be forwarded
to the Chief Mechanical Engineer after
each sulisequent internal examiuation.

Any portable or other hoiler which cannot be
internally examined as above must be reported
to the Chief Mechanical Engineer with full par
ticulars as to age, work done, and quality of water
used.

103. A locomotive or stationary boiler must not be
tested by the expansion of water, and if hot water is
not available from other sources, the following method
must bo adopted:—The boiler must be filled with water,
an opening being left in the top of it, such as the safety-
valve or the plug in the dome. The water must then
bo brought nearly to boiling point, and at this stage
the fire must be drawn and the test pump applied.
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104. Every boiler must bavo a number, and the
number of any boiler must not bo elianged except with
tne authority of the Chief Mechanical Engineer.

105. Every boiler must be fitted with a plate showing
the working pressure authorized by the Chief
Mechanical Engineer. Any employe tampering in
any manner whatever with the safety valves, or doing
anything which would increase or tend to increase the
working pressure, will be liable to instant dismissal.

108. A complete report in detail on " A" form
(R.S. 243), showing the state of the boiler, fireb.. _ " -
of any locomotive under boiler or firebox repairs at
any "Workshop must bo forwarded by the Workshop
Manager with his recommendation to the Chief
Mechanical Engineer, who shall decide what repairs.
&c., are to be executed.

107. When extensive repairs to u boiler are required,
the Offlcer-in-Char^ of the Depot must notify the
Chief Mechanical Engineer, who will instruct either
the Foreman ^Boilermaker, Netvport, or the Boiler
Inspector to examine the boiler, decide what work is
to be done, and when the repairs have been completed,
examine and test the boiler.

108. AVhen renewing any portion of an old boiler,
the material used, makers' name and brand must bo
stated on the boiler report.

109. Every boiler that comes into a Workshop for
repairs must have the steam gauge, safety valves, and
safety valve springs tested and adjusted. Stationary
boilers and boilers of steam cranes and shovels shail
have the safety valves adjusted to the authorized boiler
working pressures. Locomotive boilers shall have the
safety valves adjusted as laid down in Practico Cards
L32-1 and L33-2.
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110. The safety valvea of every stationary boiler
nnist bo tested each day to sec that the valves do not
stick.

111. When renewing a gauge glass, care must be
exercised to see that the water and steam ways are
not blocked up by the packing.

112. When brass tubes are withdrawn, they must
be thoroughly cleaned, examined, and checked for the
correct weight in accordance with the schedule here-
iiuder. Any tube below the minimum weight specified
in the schedule, or which is less than. No. 11 B.W.G.
thick at the firebox end, or No. 13 B.W.G. at the
smokehox end must not be used in any boiler.

SoUEDUl.K OF NkW AND MiNlUUU WbIOHTS OF
Boilub Tuses (Brass),

I.oirest Wdght.

Dlunetar
of Tobe

In lochn.

Approxi

CtOilB l>f Eqi^ds.
mate

Wd«ht
K«w.

Rnt BeooDd
Rzam|.
natioiL

Bzaml*
nation.

Iba. Iba. lbs.

A1 and 2 2 42 36 32

C 2 43 37 33

Dl, 2, 3, and 4 .. 2 37 32 28

E 2 31 26 23

0 1} 23 19 17

K 2 40 34 30

N 21 5S 49 44

NA 2 34 29 25
R 2 31 26 23

T i; 25 21 19
Y l| 26 22 20

113. When knocking up a brass tube care must be
taken to see that there is sufBcient projection at both
ends of the tube to ensure good service. If the end of
a tube is within the face of the smokebox tubeplate
it must be renewed.
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114. When brass boiler tubes projeet less than l/16tli
inch at the smokebox tubeplate, the Boiler Inspector
must be notified and he shall decide whether the tubes
are to be renewed.

115. If a number of tubes are found to have the
projecting ends burnt off at the firebox and appear
to be wiibiii the face of the tubeplate, and are not
leaking, the Officer-in-Charge of the Depot must notify
the Workshops Manager, Xewport, who will advise
what action i.s to be taken.

116. When a brass tube is found leaking at the fire
box tubeplate and the end of the tube is level or within
the face of the tubeplate, it must be knocked up or
renewed as may be fonml necessary.

117. Tube drifts must not be used under any circum
stances for expanding loeomotive boiler tubes. Great
care must bo exercised when expanding them in order
not to enlarge or elongate tlie tube holes in the tube
plate. Only qualified employes must bo permitted to
expand, bend or wold boiler tubes in position.

118. When a broken stay is detected in a firebox,
the stay must be renewed within six days. No boiler
shall be allowed to remain in service when two adjacent
stays are broken in the firebox or combustion chamber,
nor when three or more are broken in an area of four

feet diameter, nor when five or more are broken in the
whole firebox, including the combustion chamber.

119. Copper stays must be rivetcnl cold, and when
any stay is found broken, or with the head too thin,
it must be replaced. The chipping of any copper stay
which projects too much is not permitted.

120. Any employe before being placed in charge
of a stationary boiler tinder steam, must be certified
as competent by a Workshop Manager, the Superin
tendent of Locomotive Running, a District Rolling
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StoL-k Superiuteiident, oi' in CH?e of emergency, by a
Depot Foreman. These officers must certify to the
couipctoncy of the employe coiicorned, in writing, to
the Chief Mechanical Engineer.

121. Before a fire is lit in a stationary boiler, the
water gauge glass and water level must be tested and
chfckod by the test cocks. Testing must be repeated

ROLLING STOCK BRANCH.

BOOK OF INSTRUCTIONS.

Instruction 122 is to be deleted and the following
amended instruction inserted in its stead (page 61).

122. Every stationary locomotive type steam boiler
in regular work must be washed out at least once each
8 weeks or more often if necessary. Any such boiler
not in regular work must be washed out as circumstances
require.

Stationary steam boilers, of other than the locomotive
type, must be thoroughly washed out at least once per
six months.

Babcock & Wilcox type boilers must have the manhole
covers and mud-gates removed, and the steam drums
cleaned before washing out.
Hot water boilers must be washed out at least once per

year, prior to the annual inspection.
A boiler must not have its water level reduced below

the bottom of the water gauge until its temperature has
been allowed to fail unaided to below 90°F. Only in the
case of an emergency should cold water be introduced
into the boiler to cool it down.

The closest supervision must be exercised over the
washing out operations to see that the work is thoroughly
dune.



126. (a) A boiler must not be left empty even for a
short period unless a plate bearing the words " Boiler
Empty " is hung on the front of the firebox. The em
ploye who leaves the boiler empty must place this plate
in position immedbtely the boiler is left empty and also
inform his supervisor who must ensure that the engine
is not lit up until the boiler has been filled.

(b) The water in every boiler when not in regular"
work, must he run off, and sufficient plugs drawn at
the bottom and tho top to create n current of air
through the boiler.

127. The Boiler Inspector must report to the Chief
Mechanical Engineer any case of neglect which comes
under his notice.

128. (a) In every case of the fusing of a lead plug
iu a locomotive or other boiler the Driver or other
Employe in charge of the locomotive or boiler must
immediately draw the fire.

(h) The employe in charge of the boiler must im
mediately notify his Superior Officer and, if at a
Workshop, the Chief Mechanical Engineer and the
Workshops Manager must be promptly advised. If
at a Depot or on a locomotive in service tho Chief
Jfoclinnical Engineer, tlie Superintendent of Locomotive
Kunning and the District Rolling Stock Superintendent
must be notified at once by telephone or telegraph.

129. In every case a special investigation is to be
made immediately into all tho circumstances of the case
by—

(tt) The Workshops Manager concerned and the
Foreman Boilermaker, Newport, in all cases
at Workshops.

(b) The District Rolling Stock Superintendent and
the Boiler Inspector in every case at a Depot
or on a loconiotivo in service.
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180. Ill every case other thaa at a Workshop the
following procedure must be carried out:—

(0) The locomotive foncemed is to be_impounded
and nothing must be done to the ei^ine, or any
of the Boiler Mountings, until the Boiler Inspector
has made an examination and given permission for
the engine to bo lit up.

(b) After the Boiler Inspector has given this
permission, the boiler must be filled to half a glass
and a fire placed in the firebox. When steam has
been raised the gauge glasses and boiler mount
ings nmst be thoroughly tested and examined by
the District Boiling Stock Superiutendont or Depot
Foreman in the manner set out hereunder:—

The gauge glass steam cocks on top of the
boiler must be tested to see that each one is fully
open and each gauge glass, mounting, and union
nut must be thoroughly examined for signs of
leakage of steam or water.
Each gauge glass must be tested as set out

below:—

(1) The straight handle of the bottom mounting
must he turned fully to the right to give
the steam passage a blow through to the
drain pipe.

(ii) The straight handle must then be turned
fully to tbe left; the water should rise
smartly into the glass. If the water rises
slowly it indicates that the water passage
is partially blocked.

(iii) The steam cock on the top of the boiler
must then be closed; the water should rise
in the glass until the top of the water
is out of sight.

(iv) The straight handle must then be turned
slightly to the right to give the water
passage a blow through to the drain pipe.
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(v) The straight handle must then be turned
to tlie left and the water should again rise
until the top of the water is out of sight.

(vi) The steam cock on top of the boiler must
then be opened to its fullest extent; the
water should return miickly to its former
level in the glass. If the water settles
back slowly, the steam passage is partially
choked,

(c) Each gauge glass on the locomotive con
cerned is to ho tested separately as set out above.
This tost is to be made with the gauge glasses,
cocks and mountings in the same condition as
when the fusing of the lend plug occurred. The
height of the water in each glass is to be measured
before the te.=t is commeuoed and after it ia com
pleted and the mcasuroinonts recorded.

(d) The gauge gla.sses arc then to be removed,
but no attention is to be given to the mounting.s,
and new or reconditioned glasses placed in the
mountings and the tests as set out above repeated,
the height of the water in each glass to be again
measured and recorded before and after the test.

(e) An engine of the same class and type as the
one on which the fusing of the lead plugs occurred
is then to be selected and the gauge glasses of
this engine tested, and the height of the water in
in each glass measured and recorded,

(/) The gauge glasses which were in use on the
engine on which the fusing of the lead plug or
lead plugs occurml arc then to be fitted to the
selected engine and tested. The height of the
water in each glass is to be measured and recorded.

(g) It i.s to be clearly understood that wliilst
No. 1 or No. 2 series of teats are being made on
the respective engines water must not be fed into,
the boiler of either engine.
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(A) The gauge glass moiintings of the eugine
concerned in (he fusing of the lead plugs are then
to be removed and thoroughly examined, and their
condition recorded. Should the tests indicate any
defect such as steam or water passages partially
choked or irregular water levels, then a special
examination is to be made to locate the cause of
the defect.

(i) Full reports of the circiimaturieea in regard
to the fusing of the plugs, together with the result
of the examination of the boiler and firebox and
the results of the tests, are to be forwarded to the
Chief Mechanical Engineer.

examination of locomotive paets on a
MUEAQE BASIS.

131. Locomotive parts are to be examined on a
progressive mileage basis as shown in the following
instructions:—

(o) At each Depot the daily trips and mileages
run by all locomotives under the control of the
Depot are to be recorded on Form D. 305, or in .•!
book specially adapted for this purpose. The
necessary information for Depot locomotives is to
Ik; collated from the T.R. forms, and that for loco
motives at Outstations must be wired by the Fitter
or Driver-in-Charge each day. Any running done
by a locomotive at a Depot other than that at
which it is stationed miist he ivired to the Home
Depot on the morning of tho day following that
on which the mileage was incurred.

Wliere shunting is performed the mileage is to
be calculated on the basis of five miles per hour
of shunting.
The daily progressive mileage of each locomotive

is to be recorded each morning on Form E.S. 234a
for the information of the Sub-Foreman or Leading
Hand Fitter.
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When B locomotive is approaching a mileage at
which_ an examination is due the Clerk recording
the mileage must notify the Depot Foreman of the
mileage run and which examination is coming due
in ample time to permit of the locomotive being
available for the required examination.
(i) When a locomotive is about to be held for

any A.B. examination tlie Sul)-Foreman or Leading
Hand Fitter must make a thorough inspection of
the locomotive while it is under steam, note all
steam, water, and air leaks and any other part
which requires attention. Any defects must ^
entered on a Repair Card aud remedied while the
locomotive is undergoing the AB examination.
(c) It must bo clearly understood that the object

of these examinations is not only to locate defects,
but also to remedy them. At each examination
the parts concerned are to be properly iuspected
for defects and undue wear. Defective or miduly
worn parts uro to be repaired or renewed in
accordance with the appropriate Practice Cards,
or, in the absence thereof, with established good
engineering practices. In addition, a general
in.spection must be made as far as is possible of all
other parts and any defective part attended to in
the same manner. The objective is to so
recondition the locomotive that no mechanical
attention will be necessa'ry between AB
examinations.
(d) All flaws which are not sufficiently bad to

necessitate the locomotive being taken out of service
must be carefully marked with a fine centre punch
and kept under observation. A record of each
flaw must be made on the examination sheet, and
full details of the location and nature of the flaw
must be reported to the Chief Mechanical Engineer.
(e) The mileage at which each part is examined,

the date of completion of such examination, and
the name of the employe who performs the
examination must be recorded for each part of the
locomotive on Forms R.8. 286 or 286n.
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132. (a) The various parts of locomotives to be
examined have been divided into five examination

groups designated by the hoy letters A, B, C, D, and E.
The mileage basis and the key letter for each examina
tion is shown hereundcr:—

Mileages.

All Loco*.,
Bzcept FUoU,
GsitaU, and
S. C]m.

FUoU
Gsnatt B.

l,SOfr- 1,650
3,000- 3,300
4,600- 4,650
8,000- 6,300
7,500- 7,650
0,000- 9,300
10,500-10,650
12,000-12,300
13,500-13,650
16,000-15,300
16,500-16,050
18,000-18,300
10,600-10,650
31,000-21,300
22,500-22,660
24,000-24,300
25,500-25,660
27,000-27,300
28,600-28,660
30,000-30,300
81,500-31,650
33,000-33,300
34,600-34,650
36,000-36,300
37,500-37,660
39,000-39,300
40.500-40,650
42,000-42,300
43,500-43,650
45,000-45,300
46,600-46,650
48,000-48,300
40,600-49,650
51,000-51,300
52,500-52,050
54,000-54,300
55,500-66,660

A A

AB AB

A A
AB AB

A A

AB ABC

A A
ABC AB

A A
AB AB

A A

AB ABCD

A A
AB AB

A A

ABCD AB
A A

AB ABCE
A A

AB AB

A A

AB AB
A A

ABC£ ABCD

A A

AB AB
A A

AB AB

A A
AB ABC

A A
ABCB AB

A A
AB AB
A A
AB ABODE
A
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182. (a) The varioiu ports of locomotives to be
examined, &c.—oontitmed.

Mlkagei,

Ail loco!.,
Except PiloU,
ORiratt, Bud

S. Olau.

FlIoU
Garratt E

67,000-67,300
68,600-08,650
60,000-60,300
81,500-61,650
63,000-63,300
64,600-64,650
60,000-66,300
67,600-67.650
69.000-09,300
71,600-71,650
73,000-72,300

AB

A

ABC
A

AB

A
AB

A
AB

A

ABODE

(i) When an examination has been completed the
key letter for the appropriate examination must be
i-ecorded in red ink on the progressive mileage form
above the mileage run at the date of the examination.

133. The mileages at which each A, B, C, D, and E
cxamiratioii must be carried out, and in the case of
locomotives running a low mileage, the intervals
between examinations and tlio parts which must be
e.xamiucd at each examination are shown in Sections 1
and 2 of the Schedule for Examination of Locomotive

Parts as set out hereunder.

Section 1 applies to all locomotives except Pilots,
while Section 2 applies to Pilot locomotives only.

In Seciions 1 and 2 the A " examination basis is

1,500 miles and the " AB " 3,000 miles. These mileages
may bo exceeded by 150 and 300 miles respectively, at
the discretion of the Depot Foreman, after giving due
consideration to shed activities and traffic demands.
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SCHEDULE POR EXAMINATION OF LOCOMOTIVE
PARTS.

Section 1.—All Al, A2, C, Dl, D2, D3, H, K, N, S, X,
Oarratt, and NA Class Locomotives.

"A" Examination—Basis every 1,500 miles.
iVarroii- Gauge Locomotives ("..V.-l" Class only) not

running 1,500 miles within a month are to have the
" \ " e.xaminntion enrried out every month.

Wheels, tyres, axles, frames.
Special examination of coupled wheel tyres for flaws

on '-Al," "A2," "C," "Dl," "D2," "D3," " K,"
" N," " S," and " X " cla.^ses.

Intermediate buffers (radial type) lubncated. Flange
hihricators.

Turho denernlor.—Kuii turbo generator, check
voltage and lamps.

"AB" Examination—Basis every 3,000 miles.
Low Mileage.—Locomotives which do not nui 3,000

miles within si.x weeks are to have the " AB " examina
tion carried out every six weeks. (Permissible to extend
by four days, the maximum time period not to exceed
46 days.)
Narrow Gauge Locomotives (" NA" Glass only) not

running 3,000 miles within two months are to have the
••.VB" examination carried out every two mouths.

Axles.—Built up crank axles, axles with flaws over
1 inch long.
Brake Equipment.—Brake blocks, hangers, hanger

brackets, brakcshaft brackets and studs, and all brake
rigging to be examined in position. Main, auxiliary,
and equalizing reservoirs. All brackets, clips, air piping
and connections to be examined for security. Governor
vent nipple denned. 0.6 feed valve to be dismantled
and cleaned.
Brake valve, rotary valve.s and spindle washer

examined, cleaned and lubricated. Brakeshaft bracket
oil cavity to be denned, repacked and oilotl. Test air
brake equipment.
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Section 1—conlinved.

Framing.—Main frames, pony, bogie, trailing truck,
tender and tender bogie frames. Pony, bogie and tender
bogie centres, pony and bogie swing links, trailing and
pony truck centreing dcrices.

Cylinder frame stay castings, fruiiie stays, horn
castings, cheeks and stays. Coupled axlcbox clearnneos
in horns tested with feelers and wedges adjusted. Slide
bar erosshoad clearances cheeked and adjusted.

Boiler.—Boiler, flue and arch tubes, syphons (internal
examination with arch and syphon caps removed).
Barrel and water spaces, stays, firebox, firebox crov.-n,
flexible stays. "Wash-out plugs. Firebox fiisible plugs
examined and refilled with new lead. Brick arcli.

Firehole door, ring, and profeetiou plate. Baffle plate.
Grates and grate operating gear. On every occasion a
brick arch is removed, the stays uncovered are to be
examined and hammer tested.

Ashpan.—Ashpan, ashpau studs, set screws, bolts,
ashpan elides, air and manually operated doors, ashpan
door operating gear and locking devices. Ashpan
flushing piping. Damper and operating gear, ash
arrester and operating gear.

Smolcehox.—Smokebox door, floor, examine and test
for steam and air leaks. Chimney and joints, blast
pipe, blast pipe cap cleaned. Spark arresters, woven-
wire screens, grids, cages, cones, deflector plates, table
plates, back and header plates, elements, blower ring,
pipes and connections.

Main steam pipes, air compressor steam and exhaust
pipes and connections.

Boiler Mountings.—Inspect for steam leaks. Blow-
off cock, pipes and clips. Steam pressure gauge stop
oock eae^ and greased. Water gauge glasses tested.
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Section 1—continued.

Injectors.—

Grcsfeam.—Clack and steam valves.

Nathan.—Starting, delivery clieck and boiler check
valves.

Exhaust Injector.—Top check valve of combined
steam and delivery valve.

.1// Injectors.—Water hoses, piping, strainers and
baffles.

Ashpan flushing cock greased.
Lubrication.—All lubricator piping and connections.

Mechanical lubricator strainer cleaned and drain plugs
tested for water in lubricator. Auxiliary oil boxes,
cups, piping and connections. Renew trimmings and
cane plugs as required. Trailing truck pivot replenisli
grease or oil.
Sand Gear.—Test hand and air operation. Sand

boxes, sand pipes and brackets for security. Sand pipes
for alignment.

Big Ends.—Big end brasses must be properly butted
and securely wedged.

Stoker.—Stoker engine and conveyor. (See special
instruction.)

Coal Sprinkler.—Drain plugs and nozzles.
Tttrbo Generator.—Check voltage, lamp fittings, &c.

Replenish oil in sumps.

General.—Gangway chains, engine tool equipment,
enginemen's kits, air raid precaution fittings, cleading,
handrails, lamp brackets.

" ABC " Examination—Basis every 12,000 miles.
ITote.—"S" and Garratt classes shall be examined

on 9,000 miles basis.

Narrow Gauge Engines ("NA" Class only) which
do not run 12,000 miles within a year are to have the
" ABC " examinations carried out yearly.
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Section 1—

VFAe('?x.—Crnnk pins, crank axles examined with
ponnectmg rods removed, jixlebox covers cleaned and
checked for security, ibcles for flaws up to 1 inch.

Special examination of "II" class coupled wheel
lyres for flaws.
Brake Equipment.—Air compressor. Single stage

compressors, main valve and reversing valve and rod
(ixamined. flross compound compressors, reversing
valve and rod examined. Air cylinder lubricators, ball
lubricator, hoi-so-liair strainer, exhaust silencer.
Bottom cover removed. Air valves and seats. Air
compressor govcrnoi's. Retention valves, release valves.
Triple valves. Distributing valves and attachments.
Double check vaive.s. Driver's automatic, independent
and straight air-brake valves. Simple feed valves, M.B
feed valves, Consolidated Brake Company's feed valves.
Equalizing reservoir control valve, train pipe coek.s,
hoses and air pi])iug. Engine brake cylinder red oiled
through oil plug holes. Brake cylinder safety valves.
Hand brakes. Copper pipe to Jf.d feed valve annealed.
Test air brake equipment.
Cylinders.—Cylinders, eyiindcr covers, stnds. Piston

head and rings. Piston rods, nuts and cotters. Tail
rod bushes. Belief valves. Vacuum valves. By-pass
valves, pipes, nipples and conneetioiis. Piston rod
packing. Rcieuse cocks and operating gear. By-pass
valve branch pipes annealed.
Motion.—Slide bars, slide bar bolts and studs, slide

bar brackets, spectacle plate, crossheads, anus, oil cups,
cotters (removed). Gudgeon pins, connecting rods, big
and little ends, bic end bolts and straps. (Big end
straps removed and crank axles examined.) Revolving
bnslies. Side rods (removed). Side rod bushes,
knuckle pins and bushes. Cheek piston clearances.

VaZrcs and Valve Gear.—Pi.sfon and slide valves,
spindles, nuts and cotters. Rings, junk heads. Bushes
and distance pieces. Valve buckles. Steam chest
covers, dummy glands, intermediate valve spindles, and
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Section 1—continued.

guides (iu position). Pipes and nipples. Packing.
Eccentric rods and eccentric arms removed and
examined for Haws.

Ernvwu- in Fonitioii.—Eccentric sheaves, straps,
quadrants and blocks. Valve and reverse gear pins.
Reversing shaft and arms, reversing shaft brackefs and
studs, reversing screws, reversing rod, combination
lever, combination links, radius rods, radius rod blocks,
radius rod hangers, stretcher bars.

Boiler.—Arcdi tubes and syphons, "H," "S" and
"X" class, external examination (two front rows of
bricks, combustion chamber end removed). Arch tubes,
" H," " S" and "X" classes, rotary cleaner used.
Boiler steadying and expansion brackets, plates and
studs or bolts.

Safety Valves (other than Coale and Ross), stripped,
examined and checked with standard pressure gauge.
Ross safety valves on Garratt tested for accuracy.

Gauges, Brackets.—Water gauges, valves faced up.
Water column and nipple. Steam pressure gauges
checked with standard gauge. All piping and con
nections. All steam valves examined. j\li Westing-
house brake gauges.
Steam valves of boiler luoiintings (uot already

specified) and turbo and steam valves examined and
lefaccd or ground.

Coal Spriiikler.—Pipes and unions, steam and
delivery nozzles, remove and examine.

All boiler mountings.—Examine for repacking.
Whistle and whistle operating gear.

Lubricators.—All sight feed lubricators, examine and
cleaned out. Choke valves. Atomizer. Mechanical
lubricator cleaned, ratchet cover removed, driving gear
examined, check valves cleaned, anti-carbonizeV.
Lubricator steam valves.
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Section 1—continued.

Injectors.—

Qresham Injectors.—Completely dismantle.

Exhaust Steam Injectors.—Examine interior and
clean, remove cones, clean and examine,
c.xaminc all joints.

Nathan Injectors.—Cones removed. All tender
feed pipes and cocks.

Sand Gear.—Sand boxes emptied, valves, pipes,
brackets and operating gear.

Booster.—All steam and air valves. Eeleaso cocks

and operating devices. Drip valves on ball joint
elbows. Fle.xible air pipes and piping connections. All
steam pipes. Eeverse lever pilot valve and latcb. Pre
liminary throttle valve. Dome pilot valve. Booster
turret valve. Booster throttle valve. Throttle valve
operating cylinder. Heater valve. Booster clutch
cylinder. Choke valve. Booster bearings, wool rolls
in position.

Air-operated Devices.—^Ashpan door, air cylinder
piston oiled and tested. Franklin firedoor and operating
valve dismantled. Air sander valves. " H" class
reversing gear air cylinder. Air cylinder for release
cocks.

Smohebox.—Blast pipe examined and excessive
carbon burnt out.

Springs.—Springs, spring beams and spring hangers
iu position.

Turbo Generator.—Generators examined. Electrical
fittings and conduit. Lamps and reflectors cleaned.
(See special instructions.)

General.—Footplate, cab and fittings, staff exchanger
and gear. Speed recorder and gear in position. Auto
matic coupler knuckles checked with limit gauge. Pony
truck radius bar.
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Section 1—continued.

"ABCB" Examination—Basis every 24,000 miles
Note.—"S" and Garratt classes on 18,000 miles

basis.

Narrow Gauge Engines {"NA" class only) which
do not run 24,000 miles in two years are to have the
" ABCD " examination carried out every two years.

Brake Equipment.—Brake cylinders, pistons re
moved, cleaned, lubricated and tested for leakage.
Draw Gear.—^Buffer beams, buffers, king pins, inter

mediate draw gear, draw gear, draw hooks, automatic
coupler, screw coupling, link pin and coupler head
attachment. Intermediate drag boxes and bushes.

Safety yalues.—Coale safety valves ("S" class
only) tested for accuracy.
Coale safety valves, " H" and " X" classes, Ross

•safety valve (Garratt) stripped, cleaned, ground in and
tested.

Stoker.—Check valve setting. Examine for knocks,
&c. (See special instruction.)

Tender.—Lift and oil bogie centres.

General.—Speed recorded gear boxes dbmantled.
Screw jacks, ashpan door air cylinder piston removed.

" ABCE " Examination—Basis every 36,000 miles.
Note.—"S" and Garratt classes on 27,000 miles

basis.

Narrow Gauge Engines {" NA" class only) which
do not run 36,000 miles in four years to have the
" ABCE " examination carried out every four years.

Wheels and Axles.—Engine bogie or pony boxes with
drop pans; remove pan and renew wool rolls. Trailing
truck axleboxcs; renew wool rolls.
Brake Equipment.—Renew all brake hose pipes.
12371/40.-8
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Section 1—continued.

Valve Gear.—Eccentric sheaves removed and axles
examined. All valve gear stripped, ineludiiig quad
rants and quadrant hangers. Stretcher bars examined
in position after removal of quadrants. All valve gear
pins removed, and examined. Intermediate valve
spindles removed and cotter holes examined.

Mechanical Lubricators.—^Lubricator dismantled and
cleaned, pipes annealed.

Tender.—Tank emptied and cleaned.

"ABODE" Examination—Basis every 72,000 miles.

Note.—"S" and Qarratt classes on 54,000 »nt7cs
basis.

Wheels.—^Dropped or engine lifted, .tkxle boxes,
springs, spring hangers, spring pins, all spring beams
and bushes, compensating beams and pins examined.
Engine height and weight distribution adjusted.
Engine bogie and pony boxes (other than drop pans),
TTintTi engine boxes. Ecmove pans and i-enew wool rolls.

Safety Valves. Coale Safety Valves (" S" class)
stripped, cleaned, ground in and tested.

Tender.—^Dismantle bogies and examine spring
beams and spring pins. Dismantle axle boxes, examine
brasses and renew wool rolls.

Booster.—^Air line hoses renewed.

Stohffr.—See special instructions.

Section 2.—Klot Locomotives, " D4 " E ", " Y " aud
"T" Classes.

"A" Examination—Basis every 1,500 miles.

Locomotives which do not run 1,500 miles within
three weeks are to have the " A " Examination carried
out every three weeks.

Wheels, tyres, axles, frames, flange lubricators.
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Section 2—lantinued.

'• AB " Examination—Basis every 3,000 miles.

Low Mileaffe.—Locomotives which do not run 3,000
miles within six weeks aro to have the " AB " examina
tion carried out every six weeks. (Permissible to
extend by four days; the maximum time period not
to exceed forty-six days.)

liTakc Equipment.—Brake blocks, hangers, hanger
brackets, brake-shaft brackets and studs, and all brake
rigging to be examined in position.
Main, auxiliary and equalizing reservoirs and all

bracket clips, all air piping and connections to be
examined for sociirify. Governor vent nipple cleaned.
C.6 feed valves to be dismantled and cleaned. Brake
valve rotary valves and spindle washer examined,
cleaned and lubricated. Brakcsliaft bracket oil cavities
to be cleaned, repncketl and oiled. Test air brake
equipment.
Framing.—Main frames, bogie, tender and tender

bogie frames, bogie and tender bogie centres, bogie
swing links, cylinder frame stay castings, frame stays,
horn eastings, cheeks and stays. Coupled axle box
clearances in horns, tested for clearance with feelers
and adjusted. Slide bar crosshead clearances checked
and adjusted.

Boiler.—Boiler tubes. Barrel and water spaces,
stays, firebox, firebox crown, crown stays. Washout
plugs. Firebox fusible plugs examined and refilled
with new lead. Brick arch. Fireholo door. Baffle
plate. Firehole protection plate. Grates and grate
operating gear.

Ashpati.—Ashpan, nshpan studs, set screws, bolts,
nslipan slides and doors, ashpan door operating gear
and locking devices. Damper and operating gear. Ash
arrester and operating gear.
Smokrho.r.—Smokcbox door^ floor, examine and test

for Ptoam and air leaks. Chimney and joints. Blast
pipe, blast pipe enp elenned. Spark arresters, cones
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Seotioa 2—conlinvcd.

and plates, blower ring, pipes and connections. Main
steam pipes, air compressor steam and exhaust pipes
and connections.

Boiler Mountings.—Blow-off cock, pipes and clips.
Steam pressure gauge stop cock eased and greased.
"Water gauge glasses tested.

Injectors.—Gresliam: Clack and steam valves.
Water hoses, piping and strainers.
Lubrication.—All lubricator piping and connections

or auxiliary oil boxes, cups, piping and connections.
Renew trimmings and cane plugs as required.
Big Ends.—Big end brasses must be pro])crly butted

and securely wedged.
General.'—Gangway chains, engine tool equipment,

enginemen's kits. Air raid precaution fittings, cleading,
handrails, lamp brackets. Sand pipes for security and
alignment.

"ABC" Examination—Basis every 9,000 miles.

Wheels.—Built up crank axles. Axles for flaws over
1 inch long.
Brake Equipment.—Air compressor; bottom cover

removed. Air valves and seats. Main valve and
reversing valve and rod. Exhaust silencer. Horse-hair
strainer. Compressor governor, air cylinder lubricator,
ball lubricator. Retention valves, release valves, triple
valves, drivers' brake valves, double check valve, feed
valves. Train pipe cocks and hoses. Air pipes. Engine
brake cylinders red oiled through plug hole. Brake
cylinder safety valves. Hand brakes. Test air brake
equipment.

Boiler Mountings.—All boiler mountings examined
for steam leaks. Steam valves of boiler mountings (not
already specified) examined and ground in. All
mountings examined for re-packing. Whistle and
operating gear. All pipes and connections.
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Section 2—coiifinucd.

Safely Valves.—Safety valves examined and checked
with standard pressure gauge.

Gauges.—Brackets. Steam pressure gauge checked
wth standard pressure gauge. All air pressure gauges.
Water gauges, valves faced and water-ways proved
clear.

Injectors.—Completely disniantiecl. All water hoses
disconnected and piping examined. All water cocks.
Springs.—Springs and spring gear in position.
Sand Gear.—Sand boxes, pipes and operating gear.
General.—^Enginemen's seats.
Luhricators.—Sight, feed lubricator examined and

cleaned out. T.iibricntor steam valve, choke valve.

"ABCD" Examination—^Basis every 18,000 miles.

Axles.—Axles for flaws up to 1 inch long. Crank
pins.
Brake Equipment..—Brake cylinders. Pistons re

moved, cleaned, lubricated and tested for leakage.
Boiler.—Boiler expansion brackets and studs.

PafuM.—Pistons and slide valves. Spindles, nuts
and cotters. Eings, junkheads, bushes and distance
pieces. Valve buckles, steam chest covers, dummy
glands, intermediate valve spindles and guides (in
position), pipes and connections, packing.
Examine in Position.—Eccentric ehcaves, straps,

rods, ']uadrante and blocks, motion pins, reversing
arms, reversing gear, reversing rod and roversbg
shaft, bracket and studs.

Motion.—Slide bars and bolts, studs, and brackets.
Spectacle plate. Connecting rods removed. Big and
little ends, gudgeon pins, big end bolts and straps. Side
rods removed. Knuckle pins, and bushes, side rod
bushes. Check piston clearnneos.
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Section 2—continued.

Draw Oear.—^Buffer beams, buffers, king pins, inter
mediate draw gear, draw gear, draw hooks, automatic
coupler, link pin, and coupler head attachment. Screw
and link couplings.

Release Cocks.—Cyliiider and steam chest release
cocks and operating gear.

Smoke Box.—^Blast pipe examined and excessive
carbon burnt out.

General.—Footplate, footboards, cab and fittings.

"ABCE" Examination—Basis every 27,000 miles.

Brake Equipment.—licnew all brake hoee pipes.

Cylinders.—Cylinder, cylinder covers, studs, piston
rods, nuts and cotters, piston heads and rings. Relief
valves, vacuum valves, piston packing. Crossheads
removed from piston rods. Check piston clearances.

Talve Gear.—AH valve gear stripped, including
qnadrnuts and quadrant hangers, quadrant blocks.
Eccentric sheaves removed and axles examined. All
pins removed and examined. Intermediate valve
spindles removed and cotter holes examined.

Tank.—Tank cleaned.

"ABODE" Examination—Basis every .>4.000 miles.

Wheels dropped or engine lifted, and springs, spring
hangers, spring pins, all spring beams and bushes,
compensating beams and pins examined. Engine
height examined and adjusted. Engine bogie boxes,
main engine bose.s. Examine brasses; remove pans and
renew wool rolls.

Tender.—Dismantle and examine all springs, beams
and busbes, and spring pins. Dismantle axle boxes,
examine brn.sscs and renew wool rolls.
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LIGHTING UP.

134. To prevent damage to locomotive boilers and
cabs 'during lighting up and raising steam the instruc
tions set out below must be strictly observed—

(а) Before an employe commences to light up a
locomotive, either cold or under steam, he
must inspect the gauge glasses, pipes and
connections, and see that they aro in good
order;_niust see that about half a glass of
water is showing in both gauge glasses and
then test the water level in each gauge glass
as shown in clauses (h) or (c) hereunder:—

(б) Boilers not under Steam.
(i) Must see that the steam valve on top

of the boiler is fully opened.
(ii) Must turn the water valve handle

clockwise as far as possible, and as
the water in the boiler is then shut
oif, the water in the glass should
disappear and escape through the
drain pipes.

(iii) Must turn the water valvo handle
counter clockwise as far as possible
and the water should again rise
smartly in the glass. If it rises
slowly the water passage is
partially blocked.

(iv) Must see that the wafer level in each
glass is the same.

(v) When steam has been raised the test
as shown for "Boilers under
Steam" (suh-clause "C") must
be carried out.

(c) Boilers under Steam.
(i) Must close the steam valve on top of

the boiler.
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(ii) Must turn the water valve handle
clockwise about half a turn. This
permits water to flow from the
boiler direct to the drain pipe and
assists in keeping the water passage
clear.

(iii) Must turn the water valve handle
clockwise as far as possible.

(iv) Must open the steam valve on top of
the boiler and allow steam to blow
through the glass to the drain pipe
and so assist in keeping the glass
clean.

(v) Must turn the water valve handle
counter clockwise as far as possible
when the water should rise smartly
in the glass. If it rises slowly this
indicates a partial blockage of the
water passage; if it rises high in
the glass and then settles back
slowly the steam passage is par
tially choked.

(vi) Must see that the water level in each
glass is the same.

(vii) On " H,» S " and " X " class boUers
the draiu valve of the water column
must also be opened for about five
seconds in order to prevent any
accumulation of sediment.

(d) He must see that the regulator is- closed, the
reversing gear is in mid gear, the hand
brakes are screwed on and the release cocks
are open; see that the Injector Steam
Valves, Blower Valve, Turbo Steam Valve,
Lubricator Steam Valve and Air Compres
sor Steam Valve are closed; examine the
firebox, brick nrch, baffle plate, firebars and
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gralu, and seo that they are in good condi
tion; try over tlio damper to seo that it
works freely, but leave it in the closed
position.

Ho miMt then proceed to the smokebox along
the left-hand side of the engine, but on the
way must see that the Damper is closed, and
that the nshpan slides are closed and
properly secured either by the pawl or lock-
ing oevicG.

He must thoroughly clean all spark arresting
appliances in the smokebox with the wire
brush or grid tool, and closely examine them
for defects; remove any ashes from behind
the door plate; clean the smokebox ring
against which the door closes and screw the
door up as tightly as possible by hand.

He must then return towards the cab along the
"S^t^'tand side of the engine and see that
the nshpan slides on that side arc properly
closed and secured. If the engine is stand
ing over a pit the examination of slide.s
must also be made from the pit.

(fi) Any defects which have been observed, par
ticularly ill regard to the water gauge
glasses and the spark and ash arresting
appliances, must be reported immediately
to the OfBcer-in-Charge, and he must take
any action necessary to ensure that the loco
motive is in a safe and proper condition
before lighting up is commenced.

(/) The Lighter Hp must then proceed to light up
the boiler in the following manner:
(i) A layer of selected lumpy coal must

be placed around the four sides of
the grate leaving the centre portion
uncovered.
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(ii) A few pieces of lighting-iip wood arc
then to bo placed in the centre
portion of the grato, the kindling
material ignited and placed on the
wood, the remainder of the wood
placed in position over the ignited
kindling material and the fire
allowed to burn in that condition

with the damper closed and the
■fireioor open.

(iii) If necessary additional wood may be
used to raise suiReient steam pres
sure to enable the blower to be
used.

(iv) The blower valve may then be opened
slightly and coal put on in small
quantities and at such intervals as
to maintain a bright lire and to
ensure that the boiler will have
approx. 100 lb. of steam when tlie
crew is due to sign on. When the
hlower is heing used the firedoor
must be closed and the damper
opened slightly.

(v) In emergency cases coal may be added
to the fire before the boiler has
generated sufficient steam to work
the blower of the locomotive pro
vided the air blower is used.
"While the air blower is being used
the f' iredoor must be closed and the
damper opened slightly.

(vi) Particular care must be taken to see
that all lighting-up wood is com
pletely consumed before the loco
motive leaves the Shod.
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.(<7) In order to prevent wastage of fuel, boilers
must not be lit up earlier tlinn is necessary,
and the practice of lighting up in anticipa
tion of the locomotive being ordered should
not be carried oui.

(h) During the whole of the thru; the Lighter Up
is maintaining the fire, lie will be respon
sible for keeping the spark arresters clear,
and the footplate swept clean and for
seeing that smoke and flame do not enter
the cab. The presence of flame or smoke in
the cab indicates that either the draught
through the ashpau is excessive or the spark
arresters require cleaning.

WASHING OUT.

135. (a) The boiler of every locomotive at a Depot
or Outstation must be washed out as often as is directed
by the OfTicer-in-Charge.

(b) The OfEcer-in-Charge at a Depot or Sub-Depot
or the Driver-in-Chargo at an Outstation must exercise
close supervision in order to see that the work of
washing out is thoroughly and carefully carried out.

(c) An employe must not be permitted to wash out
or light up any locomotive imless examined by and
certified to as competent by a District K.S. Superin
tendent, or Depot Foreman, who must forward the
certificate sotting out the date and result of the
examination to the Chief Mechanical Engineer.

136. Every employe engaged in washing out a
boiler must see that all scale and dirt is removed from
the boiler barrel, the crown of the firebox and the water
spaces.
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137. The boiler, after washing out has beeu com
pleted, must be inspected by a boilcrmnker, or ■where a
boilermaier is not available, by the Officer- or Employe-
in-Charge, Avho must satisfy himself that the crown of
the firebox, boiler barrel, and water spaces and syphons
(■where fitted) are thoroughly clean, and the threads
on the plugs and in the plug holes are clean and in
good order.

At every -'VB examination the interior of each arch
tube must be inspected by a boilerinaker for signs of
denting, pitting or bulging. (See also Instruction 146.)

138. Every Officcr-in-Charge must make the neces
sary arrangements for a locomotive which is to be
washed out to be left in such a position as will permit
washing out to be performed without the necessity of
moving it,

139. Every boiler which is to ho washed out must,
if practicable, he allowed to stand until the water in
the boiler has become cold. The blow-off cock is then
to be opened and the water run off. The boiler must
thee be washed out in accordanco with Instructions
144 to 160.

140. When sufficient time for the water in the boiler
to become cold is not available, and facilities for
washing out with hot water are not provided, then the
following method of cooling down the boiler must be
adopted:—

The injectors must be put on and the boiler
filled as high as possible. The steam pressure must
be reduced to zero by allowing the steam to escape
through the steam valves of the injectors; the ]6t
or blower must not under any circumstances be
used for tbe purpose of reducing the steam
pressure.

The boiler must then be allowed to stand for as
long as possible, but the minimum period must not
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be less than 13 hours for H., S., and X. class loco
motives, 6 hours for superheater locomotives of
other classes, and 4 hours for all other locomotives,
before cooling do^vn is commenced. After this
period of time has elapsed and the brick arch is
reasonably cool, cold water may be gradually added
through the top wash-out plug hole until the boiler
is full, and then as much water as is flowing into
the boiler must be allowed to flow out through the
injector overflow pipes. Any other method of
cooling down a boiler is prohibited.
Water must not be permitted to get below the

crown of the firebox until the boiler is properly
cool. Washing out must then bo carried out in
accordance with Instructions 144 to 150.

141. At any Depot where facilities for washing out
with a hot water engine are provided it is not necessary
for the boiler which is to be washed out to stand until
it is cool, but the injectors must be put on and the
boiler filled up as high as possible. The steam pressure
must be reduced fo zero by allowing the steam to escape
through the steam valves of the injectors. The jet or
blower must not under any circumstances be used for
reducing the steam pressure. When the steam pressure
has been reduced to zero the top wash out plug must
be removed and the nozzle of the hose from the hot
water engine inserted. The boiler is then to be washed
out in accordance ivith Instructions 144 to 150.

142. After washing out has been completed and the
boiler has been inspected and passed by a boilennaker
or the OfBcer-in-Charge the plugs must be at once
replaced and the boiler filled with hot water.

143. Before washing out is commenced the Big
Ends, Side Rod Bushes, and Driving and Trailing
.\xle Boxes must be covered with a bag or piece of
tai-paulin. The Rubber Hose or other protectiva
devices must be also placed in position.
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144. The washout plogs which must be rcmoTod ou
the occasion of each washout and through which
washing out must be carried out are indicated below:—

LoesUoD of Wiahout
Flog.

At endi Wuhout.

n. 8 ud X.
I

other Cliaea.

{Anh XatMfl

!^hOD8

Firebox Phige in Cab.
TUck Plato Comere, Upper

B.ick Ploto Comers, Lower

Back Plate Centre, Upper

Back Plate Centre, Lower

Firebox Crown ..

Firebox Filler ..

Plugt oulfide Cab.
Boiler Barrel, near top o!

Firebox

Firebox Crown ..

F^box Shonlder

Firebox at Hand Bail
Level

Combustion Chamber
Side Water Spaoe
Throat Plate
Front Comer ..

Bottom ol Boiler Bairol

Top ol Leading Course ol
Barrel

Smoke Box Tube Plate

Removed (at
every AB
exam)

Removed

Removed ..

Removed ..

Not dttod ..

Removed

where fitted

Removed ..
Removed ..

Removed X
class 80

fitted

Removed
where fitted

RemoVL"d ..
where fitted

Removed ..

Removed
Removed ..
N'ot fitted ..

Removed ..
Removed ..

Removed ..

Removed ..

Xot fitted

Not fitted

Remov«<l on E and
Y

Removed. (E and Y
excepted)

Removed on D4, E,
and Y.

Removed. (D4, E,
and Y excepted)

Removed
Removed

Not fitted

Not fitted

See operation No. 4

Removed

Not fitted

Removed

Removed
Removed

Removed where fitted
Removed (E, R, T,
and Y excepted)

Removed

146, The Rotary Cleaner must bo regularly used in
each Arch tube at every ABC examinatiou, and also
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ht intervening examinations if the condition of the
interior of the tubes in regard to the presence of scale
demands it.
The liotary Cleaner must be used before washing out

is commenced, and care must be taken to see that tho
rotary portion of the Cleaner always remains within
the tube while it is being used.
148. After the Arch Tubes have been cleaned out an

inspection of tho interior of the tubes must be made
by a boilevmakcr in order to see that the work has been
properly carried out. Inspections should also be made
by the Offiopr-in-Charge whenever possible.
147. The nozzles which are to be used for washing

out are as follows (see diagrams on pages 82 and 83):—

Kumlm
ot Xoule.

No. 1 ..

No. 2 ..

No. 3 ..

Nos. 4

and 5

No. 6 ..

No. 7 ..

No. 8 ..

No. B -.

No. JO.,

J>cscrlpUon or Noulc. Where Used.

Long Bent Nozzle
S' 0* long, angle
o£ bond 30'

Short Bent Nozzio

Short Straight
Nozzio I' 6' long

R. and L.H. Boiler
Barrel Nozzle
B' 6' long

Special Bent Nozzle
13' long, angle of
bend 00', bend 4'
long

Long Straight
Nozzle 10' 0' long

Double Bent

Spooal Nozzle, end
set at angle of 30°

Long ,Straight
Nozzle 3' 0° long

Washing down Firebox crowns;
Syphons; back of Smokebox
tuue plato and bottom of ttibos
from Smokebox; Boiler Barrels

Washing out bock water spaces;
Firehole ring (Top and
Bottom); Combustion Cham
bers ; Side Water spaces;
Front water space at 'Throat
Plate

Side wafer spaces; Crown of
firebox ; filling up boiler

Boiler barret from plug holes at
bottom ot boiler barrel " N,"
" S," and " X " class engines

Back corners " D4 " engines

Boiler BamO from Smokebox
unil if barrel is found to bu
blookrrl up

Boiler Barrel from Smokebox
oil engines witli .Self-cleaning
Smokeboxes. To bo used if

No, 1 Nozzio cannot be used
Side water spaces on engines

with plugs close to foot^ata
Firebox Syphons
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In order to wash down as large an area as possible,
the Bent Nozzles, Nos. 1 and 2^ must ho given a rotaiy
movement, and at the same time moved slowly back
wards and forwards.
A mark has been provided on the screwed portion of

the bent nozzles in order to indicate the direction of the
flow of water.

148. A Brass Bod must be used in the front firebox
corner plug holes during each washing out operation
for the purpose of removing scale and sludge.

149. At every AB examination the boilermaker
making the Boiler examination must work the Long
Brass Bod, which is specially provided for the purpose,
through the bottom wash-out plug holes in the smokebox
tube plate to ensure that there is no accumulation of
scale and sludge in the barrel, particularly about the
throat stays to the firebox tube plate.

159. The method of washing out and the sequence
of operations as set out hereunder must be carried out
on every locomotive except where any operation is
shown to bo limited to certain classes of locomotives.

Opera- Section of Xoxzio to bo
Where Ueed.Uoa Xo, SoUor. Used.

Firebox Crown
Firebox—From inxide Cab.

Top of Fire-bole
ring

No. 1 (Long
Bent)

See p&ge 83 for
method of
washing out
Syphons

No. 2
Bont)

(Short

Each washout ping
hole located in the

baok plate at the
firebox crown level.
The scale and
sludge to bo washed
towards tho side

wstcr spaces. On
Al, A2, Dl, D2,
and D4 boilcra the
filler ptag holes
Each of the archtnbe
cap holes or the
washout plug holes
in the back ̂ ate at
the firebox crown
level. The water
must be directed on
to the top of the
firehole ring
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Open-
tlOD Ko,

Section of
^llci.

KquIo to be
Uaed.

Wbera Vwd.

firAox—from ttMi^ Co6.
Bottom of Fire-

hole Bing
aod BacK
vrator space

Firebox Crown

No. 2
Bent)

(Short

Top of sido
water spacee
and barrel

Side Water
Spaoee

No. 3 (Short
Straight)

Seo page 83 for
method of
washing ont
Syphons

No. 2
Bent)

(Short

No. 2
Bent)

(Short

Each of the back
comer ping holes.
Tho water to be
played across the
back water apace
towards the opposite
sido, and towards
tho bottom of the
fire-hole ring

On H. S and X classee
all plug boles above
the hand rail com-
moacing from that
nearest to the cob

and working towards
the smokebox. On
other olassos the plug
holes at the band
raQ level or where

these holes cannot
be used the shoulder
plug holes. Tlio
water to bo played
on to tho crown of
tho firebox towarclH

the opposite sido
In each of tho plug

holes and in tho
same order as laid
down In Operation
No. 4 and the water
played in all
directions. From
the front plug holes
the water is to bo
directed along the
top of the tabes
towards the smoke-
box for at least two
minutes on each side

Each sido water space
pli^ hole utnatcd at
about footplato
level. Tho watW to
be playod in all
directions
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(>|icr«-
Uou Ko.

lisctJon or

BoUei.

XoBle to be
Osed. Wliero Vsed,

7 Leading Course
of Barrel

Ko. 2 (Short
Bent)

Ko. 3 (Short
Straight)

Each nozzle is to be
inserted in the plug
holes above tlio hand
roils at the front end

of tbo boiler barrel.

Th

10

II

Cumbastion

Chftmbcr (H,
8. and X
Classes)

Baml and
Tubes from
8 m o b 0 b ox
End

Boiler Barrel
(Bngines with
plugs in the
Dottom of

the boiler)

Ko. 2 (Short
Bent)

Ko. 1 (Long
Bent) or Ku.
8  (Double
Bent)

Kos. 4 and 6
(Boiler Barrel)

Boiler Barrel
blocked up

Ko. 7 (Short
Straight)

e bout nozzle is

to bo given a rotary
movement

The plug bole located
in the barrel in front
of the throat plate
and towards the

bottom of tlic boiler.

The water to be

played in all
directions

Each of the smokeboz
washout plug holes.
Tho nozzle must be
moved slowly back-
wiuxls and forwards,
and also given u
combined rotary and
side movement for

tho purpose of
cleaning out as large
an area as posdblc

The nozzle with tho
out let facing towards
the firebox must l)e
Inserted in each of

the plug holes
located at tho bot

tom of tho boiler
barrel commencing
with the plug bole
nearest tho smoke-

box and working
towards tbo firebox,
Tho screwed end of
the nozzle must be
given as much fore
and aft movement
as possible

Each plug hole in the
smokeMX
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open
tkiii Ku.

Swtloaof ttoule to be
Boiler. CKd.

Arch Tubes (H, No. 3 (Short
P, and X Straight)
classes)

E'ront Wator No. 2 (Short
Space at Bent)
Throat Plate
(Except H.
S. and X
classes)

Side Water No. 3 (Shoit
Spaces from Straight) (On
Cab D4 eneineB

Special Mnt
nozzle No. 0)

Replacement of No. 3 (Short
Hugs and Straight)
FUlhig up

Where UeeU.

12

13

14

15

Before the washing out
of tho arch tuMs it

commenced the irons

arch tuW plug rnjw
must be replaced

The norzlo must bo

inserted in each of
tho arch tubes and

the tubes thoroughly
cleaned out

Each plug hole in the
throat plato (where
fitted). The water
to be played in nil
directions

Each of tho Juwor
comor plug boles in
the back plato or on
E. and Y. class

engines the upper
plug holes. Any
scale or sludge
deposited during
washing out to bo
washed forward
towards the front

comor plug holes
After tho boiler has

been washed out in
the manjiar laid

down and has becii
inspected by a
boilcrmaker, or Em
ploye in charge, the
wash out plugs and
the sylion and nreli
tubo plugs mii.st be
greased, replaced
and tiglitened up.
The boiler most then
be filled to half a

glass of water

161. All equipment such as spanners, nozzles, and
washout rods, must be gathered up after use and placed
in a locker. Hoses must not he loft lying about the
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ehed, but should be coiled aud pieced around the woah-
out hydrants, or on racks provided for the purpose.
The Eotary Cleaner, after use, must be cleaned, in
spected, oiled, and placed in the box provided, and
returned to the Leading Hand Fitter's Store.

All equipment must be regularly inspected by the
Officor-in-Charge, and maintained in good condition,
particular care being e-xercised to see that leakage of
water through faulty joints does not occur.

162. The method of using the Hot "Water Plant at
Geolong for washing out and refilling locomotive boilers
with hot water is as follows:—
When the fire has been drawn the blow-off cock on

the boiler must be attached by the special flexible
metallic hose to the drop pipe of the Main Blow-out
Lino of the plant. The blow-off cock is then opened
aud the steam and water from the boiler pass along the
Main Blow-out Line into a filtering and separating
chamber; and thence into the Wash-out "Water Tank.
While the boiler is being emptied the Cut-off Cock on
the Overhead Main must be closed, and care must be
taken to see that it is kept closed whilst the washing-out
is being performed, so that cold water cannot possibly
bo forced into the hot boiler.
Both pumps must also be started to work slowly to

ensure a thorough circulation of hot water throughout
the plant. When the contents of the boiler have been
discharged the blow-off cock on the locomotive must be
closed, and the end of the metallic hose must be dis
connected from the Main Blow-ont Line and connected
to the drop pipe of the Filling Line.
The washing-out hose is then connected to the drop

pipe of the Washing-out Line, and, after making sure
that the hot water is circulating properly, the boiler
must be washed out with hot water in accordance with
Instruction 160.

After the washing out has been completed and the
boiler has been inspected and passed by a boilermaker
or the 0£Scer-in-Charge, the plugs must be r^laccd
and the boiler at once filled, through the blow-on cock,
with hot water from the Filling Line.



WASHING OUT NOZZLES
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Atex^ A/*/

METHOD Of WASHING OUT FIREBC»C SYPHONS

\Vhea enjrinos fltteij with flrobox syplions air ̂ ollt liUo servjch uftcr rujjAlm to the bollu or flrobox tlie syphons ftM to be thoroughly
lnii|>Ofit«(l nft€/ trip for tho Urst thj^ trl|w und niiy drUlioga that hiny luive ^rorkcd round to tbo syphons are to bo romoved.
Ths sypboiis an: to be thurouithly washed out wheuevor tho boiler Ik vvu«licd out. The lower portlOQ doslguatcd hy dlroenalou *'X"
tetweeo points "A" and " 11'* should receive apcclal attonUon bccAusn of suHds eettlhig alotig lids stuface and its iiearDess to the
bottest part uf thf* iiro. Washout hale:^ ore pruvitUxl in the crowu, Imuk, and throat plate's of the boiler for iosTicetloD and the lasertloD
of ciouw. Washout notr.ks X<m. l ai>tl 10 an* to be ijse<l fi% shown on tbln diagram,
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ELECTEIC LIGHTING EaUIPMENT.

153. The electric ligliting equipniont consists of a
combined single stage steam turbino_ and electno
generator termed the turbo-generator, situated on the
top or side of tbe firebox of tbe locomotive. A head
light, marker lights on the front of the engine and
rear of tbe tender, cab lights and the necessary switches,
wiring and fittings.
The generator has a capacity of 500 watts and

operates at 32 volts at a speed of 3,600 revolutions per
minute, with a minimum steam pressure of 125 lb. on
locomotives.

The speed of tho turbine is automatically controlled
by a governor valve which is operated by two governor
weights working on the turbine shaft.
Steam is taken from the dome by an internal pipe

to a steam valve situated on the top of the firebox.
This valve is fitted with a spindle and wheel which is
operated from tho cab and when opened permits steam
to pass to the turbine through a stop valve situated near
the point of entry of the main steam pipe to the turbine.
This valve must remain fully open except when atten
tion is necessary to the tnrho-generator.

154. The headlight and dimmer light are controlled
by a threc-po.sition switch situated on the side of the
cab near the Driver's seat.
The relative positions of the switch handle and the

lights controlled are as follow:—
Handle in full back position—Headlight on. _
Handle in middle position—Headlight and Dimmer

off.
Handle in full forward position—^Dimmer on.

166. Marker lights are placed at the sides of the
smokebox and on the back of tho tender. These are
of two types as shown hereundor:—

(a) Combined oil and electric marker lights are
fitted on some locomotives. The electric
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light is controlled by a tumbler switch inside
the lamp. _ The colour of the light is changed
by operating a red shade inside the lamp.

(i) Electric marker lights are fitted on other loco
motives. These are controlled by a thumb
switch at the base of the lamp. The colour
of the light-is changed by operating a small
lever at the side of the lamp.

_ 156. The cab and number lights are in continuous
circuit wuth the generator and should light automatically
when the turbo-generator is started.

157. Tho_ driver must test the equipmcut by slowly
opening to its fullest extent the steam valve on the top
of the firebox. Steam must be admitted gradually to
allow the condensed steam to escape through the drain
pipe. This test must be made with a steam pressure
of not less than 125 lb.

158. If the 250 "Watt lamp in the headlight fails and
another is not available, a spare lamp of a smaller
wattage but of the same voltage may be used to replace

In the event of a 25 Watt lamp being defective a
lamp can be transferred from one of the marker liglits
not m use. The lamps are fitted with a screw cap and
are removed from the socket by unscrewing to the left.

159. The reflector in the headlight is to be cleaned
by a Tram Lighting mechanic. The surface of the
reflector is silver-plated, burnished to produce a brilliant
^rface, and is very easily damaged. For this reason
Lnginemen must not attempt to wipe it. The door of
the headlight is designed to keep the headlight air
tight, and Enginemen must see that the thumb screws
that fasten the door do not become slack.

ISO. The electric lighting equipment is to be
examined in a similar manner to other locomotive
parts as set out in Instructions 131, 132 and 13.3
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The examinations as set out horeunder are to be
carried out by an employe of the Train Lighting Staff,
but if such an employe is not available then the " A "
and " AB " examinations only may bo carried out by
a specially selected Running Shed Bitter.
"A" Examination.—Eun turbo generator, check

voltage and lamps.
"AB" Examination.—Lamp fittings, clean turbo

generator outer casing. Eoplenish oil in sump
of turbo generator.

"ABC" Examination.—All conduit piping, con
nections, fittings, fuses, headlights, marker
lights. Clean marker light and headlight
glasses. Eefiectors to be washed and cleaned
with chamois.

Pyle Tnrbo Generator.—Dismantle and
clean machine, remove shaft, inspect bucket
wheel, examine governor, weights, weight
sleeve, anti-friction ring and its position with
setting of valve. Check armature, field coils,
carbon brushes, spring tension, connections.
Clean commutator. Ee-assemble and test at
full steam pressure.

Stone's Turbo Generator.—^Dismantle, clean
and examine governor valve and strainer.
Examine and test goveriior control, rocker,
and carbon thrust block. Clean and test oil

wells. Ec-asficmblo and test at full steam
pressure.

161. If the turbo-generator does not start when the
steam valve in the cab is opened, an examination is
to be made by a Train Lighting Mechanic or Eunning
Shed Fitter as shown hereundor:—

(a) See that the stop valve on the supply pipe
to the turbine is fully open.

(i) On a Pyle machine close the stop valve at the
turbo-generator, unscrew the cap over the
governor valve, take out the governor and
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rtmove any fofcigu mattpr. Tlieii tost tiio
governor valve for sticking by moving it up
and down.

(c) On ft Stoiie machine test the governor valve
by moving (he rocker in and out.

102. (a) If the turbo-generator slows down when
lights are switched on it may be due to low boiler
pressure or the governor valve sticking in its cage.
In the latter case examine and test the.valve as set out
in clauses (b) and (c), Instruction ICf.
(b) If the turho-generntor races when the headlight

is switched off it may bo due to the governor valve
sticking to its cage, or steam escaping past it, or
alternatively the governor valve might require adjust
ment.

163. Sparking at the commutator brushes on a Pyle
machine is caused by:—

(а) The mica between the commutator segments
being too high. The mica strips should he
l/64th. inch below the surface of the
commutator.

(h) InKiifficieut hru.sh spring tension or spring
broken. The proper spring tension is li lb.
measured oji the tips of the springs in the
position at which they rest on the brush.

fc) Brushes worn too low,
(J) Commutator surface or brushes rough.
(e) Commutator worn out of true.

164. In the case of failure or partial failure of tbc
lights, the following examination is nece.ssiivy:—

(o) Examine the wire connection at the terminal
of the generator for contact;

(б) Test each Marker light and cab light by dis
connecting the wire at the rosette to each
light in turn. On locating the defective vHre
it ia to be left disconnected.
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165. lii the event of a defect oceurring in the elec
trical equipment which renders the Headlight or the
Marker lights inoperative at a Depot or Sub-Depot,
the following procedure must be adopted:—

(o) Any locomotive fitted with electric Headlight
equipment booked to run any portion of its
trip during darkness must not, except in
case of emergency, leave the Depot or Sub-
Depot until the defect in the Headlight has
been rectified. If the defect in the electric
Headlight cannot be quickly remedied
arrangements must be made to supply
another locomotive, hut if this is not prac
ticable then the locomotive may be run with
the dimmer light in use. If this light is
also defective a Standard Kerosene Head
Lamp must bo prepared and placed on the
lamp bracket on the front of the locomotive,

(b) If the defect is in ono or both of the Marker
lights and such defect cannot bo expeditiously
remedied, but the Headlight is in proper
working condition, then, if the locomotive
is fitted with combined oil and electric
lights, it may go into running. If fitted
with ordinary Marker lights and no other
suitable locomotive is available two Standard
Kerosene Tlead Lamps are to be secured in
positions similar to the Marker lights, and
arrangements must be made to have the
defect remedied at the earliest possible
moment.

186. In the event of a defect occurring in the elec
trical ofiuipment which renders the Head or Marker
lights inoperative whUst the locomotive or train is in
running the following procedure is to he adopted:—

(a) Should the electric Headlight fail on the road
the locomotive or train must be immediately
stopped and the Driver must properly pre-
]>nre the Staiulard Kerosene Engine Head
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Lamp, which forms part of the Locomotive
Equipment of all engines fitted with Electric
Headlights, and place it in the lamp bracket
on the front of the locomotive. The lamp
must be trimmed and regulated to give as
much illumination as possible. If the
Marker lights, either oil or electric, are in
operation the locomotive or train may then
proceed at normal speed.

(b) If the defect is in one or both of the Electric
Marker lights but the Headlight is in proper
working condition then the locomotive or
train may proceed under ordinary condi
tions, but special care must be taken in
approaching or moving about station yards
when the Headlight i.s dimmed. The defect
in the Marker light or lights must be
remedied as soon as practicable.
If the locomotive is fitted with combined

Oil and Electric Marker lights the electric
lamp must be unscrewed from the holder, the
font removed by releasing the clip aud filled
with kerosene. It must then bo placed in
the recess at the bottom of the Marker light,
lit and properly trimmed.

(c) If the Headlight and liic Marker lights fail
the kerosene oil lamp is to be used as set
out in clause (a), and the locomotive or
train must proceed cautiously through the
section at a speed not exceeding 30 miles per
hour. It mu.st approach every Level Cross
ing and Station cautiously at a speed not
exceeding 10 miles per hour, and the Driver
must sound the engine whistle practically
continuously when fippvoaching a Level
Crossing or Station.

(d) On arrival at a Depot or Sub-Depot, where
suitable Head Lamps can be obtained, suffi
cient of these lamps must be secured on the
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front of the locomotive to enable three head
lights to be displayed. The locomotive or
train may then proceed at normal speed.

(e) In the event of the Driver not being able to
obtain the required number of suitable Head
Lamps to equip the locomotive he must
carry out the special instructions shown in
clause (c) of this Instruction.

(/) As soon as possible after the failure occurs the
Driver must notify his Supervising Officer of
the occurrence and arrangements must be
made for a relief locomotive, if the cir
cumstances warrant it.

(y) If the failure occurs on an Express or
Passenger train a suitable change over of
locomotives must be arranged as early as
practicable.

167. In the event of a defect occurring in the elec
trical equipment of a Petrol Electric Rail Motor which
renders the Headlight inoperative at a Depot or
Terminal Station, the following procedure must be
adopted:—

(u) If any portion of the scheduled trip of the
Rail Motor will be run during darkness the
defect in the Headlight must, if practicable,
be remedied before the Rail Motor is allowed
into traffic.

(b) If the defect cannot be remedied in time for
the Rail Motor to run its scheduled trip
and another suitable Rail Motor is not avail
able, then the two spare oil headlamps in
the car must be properly prepared and placed
on the lamp brackets at the leading end of
the ear. The lamps must be trimmed and
regulated to give as much illumination as
possible.
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168. 1h the event of the Headlight becoming defective
whilst the Kail Motor is in nmning, the following pro
cedure must be adopted:—

(tt) Should the Electric Headlight fail on the road
the Rail Motor must bo immediately stopped,
and, if the defect cannot be quickly
remedied, the two spare oil headlamps must
be properly prepared and placed on the lamp
brackets at the leading end of the car. The
lamps must be trimmed and regulated to
give as much illumination as possible,

(b) On arrival at a Depot every effort must bo
made to have the defect in the Headlight
remedied before the Rail Motor i.s permitted
to continue its journey.

169. In all cases of defects occurring in the electrical
equipment the Train Lighting Inspector (Carligbts)
must bo advised by wire.

SPEED BECOBDERS.

170. Every Speed Recorder must be thoroughly over
hauled every two years aud is to be forwarded to the
"Workshops Manager, Newport, on receipt of instruc
tions to that effect from the office of the Chief
Mechanical Engineer where a record of every Speed
Recorder issued from and returned to stock is main
tained.

171. When a Speed Recorder is transferred from one
locomotive to another for any reason, or is sent to
Newport Workshops for overhaul or repair^ it must
be reported to the office of the Chief Mechanical
Engineer on Form R.S. 211.

172. Every Speed Recorder requiring repairs is to
be removed from the locomotive and replaced with the
spare recorder at the Depot. The defective recorder
is to be properly packed in the box provided for the
purpose, marked " with care" and waybilled per
passenger train to the Workshops Manager, Newport,
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who is to arrange to supply auotUer muchiue to the
Depot concerned to replace the I'ecorder which has been
placed in service.

173. When a locomotive is taken into any Workshop
for overhaul, the number of the Speed Recorder on the
engine must be forwarded to the office of the Chief
Mechanical Engineer in order that the date of the
previous ovei-hanl can be ascertained and instructions
issued accordingly. The Speed Chart must be removed
and forwarded to the Supt. of loco. Running.

174. Every Speed Recorder must be examined and
the used portion of the chart removed fortnightly; the
chart is to be wayhilled and forwarded to the Supt.
of Loco. Running or the District Rolling Stock
Superintendent. When cutting off the used portion of
a chart a margin of at least one inch must be allowed
to ensure that the record of the last trip is complete.
The cardboard ferrule on the receiving spool must he
examined to see that it does not bind tightly on the
spool. It must he just tight enough to provide sufficient
tension to wind the used portion of the chart and to
slip when all slackness is taken up. A tight ferrule
will cause the chart to he torn by the teeth of the
feeding drum. When a chart has been fixed in
a machine the Time and Speed metallic pencils
must be gently placed in coiiiact with the chart, with
the Speed pencil resting on the rero line. Tt is occa
sionally necessary to give the clock winding handle one
or two turns to bring the pencil to Zero. The Time
pencil should agree with the pointer on the small dial.

175. When foiwnvding the Speed Charts taken out
of the Reorders each fortnight Form R.S. 211 D
showing the number of each locomotive in the district
fitted with a Speed Recorder together with the period
of running covered by each chart must ho forwarded
with the charts.
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176. A spool must not bo removed from or replaced
in R Eocorder while the locomotive is in motion. If a
spool becomes jammed the locomotive must not on
any account be moved until the Transmission Gear is
disconnected or the Speed Recorder removed, otherwise
serious damage will be caused.

177. Every recorder must be lubricated fortnightly
with the special clock oil supplied for that purpose.
The lubrication is effected by filling the small oil cup
on the top of the Recorder. Ordinary clean lubricating
oil is to bo used on the bottom lubricator which supplies
the driving spindle. Special care must be taken to see
that the oil cup cover is always replaced after oiling.

178. The Speed and Time pencils must be adjusted
frequently to ensure clear and unbroken lines being
made on the chart, care being taken to see that foreign
matter is not .adhering to the pencils. A metallic pencil
is lengthened out by slackening the check-nut, un
screwing the pencil about i inch and then resetting
up the check-nut. Pliers should not be used for this
purpose as tbo brass pencil holders are sometimes bent
up or down thereby; sufficient forco can bo applied
with the finger and thumb on the check-nut. When
new pencils are fitted care should be taken to seo that
they do not stand out too far from the holder. All
adjustments must be made to the gauge provided for the
purpose.

179. The following duties in connection with the
Speed Recorder and Transmission Gear arc to be per
formed by every Driver:—

(n) He must, before leaving the shed, examine tho
Transmission Gear and oil the gear boxes,
shaft and driving pins with ordinary bearing
oil.

(h) He must see that there is sufficient length of
chart in the Recorder for the journey, and
wind up the Recorder clock to ascertain if
it is in propel- working order, and to record
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any standing time between the Suiming Shed
and the departure of the train. For this
purpose the winding handle must be given
an appreciable number of turns.

(c) If the liocorder is not in proper working order,
or there is any doubt as to whether there
is sufGeiont paper to complete the chart for
the roniul trip on which he is booked to run
he must, before leaving the Depot at the
comiiicnconicnt of a trip, report the matter
on a Eepair Card. An engine must not
he permitted to go into service unless the
Speed Recorder is functioning correctly
and contains aufilcient chart to complete the
trip. The length of chart in the Recorder
may bo determined from the following
table:—

Dtameter of chart left on
spool.

Ueaiaremest
Ukon from
chut roll to
edge ofapool.

Nnmbei of
milee cbact
vlU run.

Inchu.

1

:: ::

(bare tube)

iDchea.

If

-  liV

200

160

100
60
0

At all Depots and Sub-depots a gauge is
provided to determine when there is not
sufficient chart on the spool for a distance
of 200 miles.

The gauge, which is one inch between
jaws, is to he applied to the unused spool
of the chart by a member of the mechanical
staff. If the gauge just spans the roll of
chart there is sufficient chart remaining on
the spool for 200 miles of running.

•(d) He must, just prior to commencing a journey
or when rolieving another Driver, write on

1837I/40.-4
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the back of the chart the following par
ticulars (indelible pencil must not be
used):—
(i) The date.
(ii) Scheduled time of departure.
(iii) Station from and to.
(iv) Class of train: Passenger, Mixed

Goods, Light Engine, Bona, &c.
(v) Xame of Driver.
(vi) No. and class of engine.
(vii) If the train is double-headed the

Driver of the leading engine must
include the number of the second
engine, e.g., 876 A' second engine.
Tlie Driver of the second engine
must show the number of the
leading engine, e.g., 974 A' leading
engine.

(viii) If the train is assisted in the rear
the Driver of the train engine must
include the number of the banking
engine and show whether it is
running engine or tender first,

(ix) Where a Mixed or Goods train is
run without a four-wheeled vehicle
attached, he must also record on
ji.. _i—. .» • —

ROLLING STOCK BRANCH BOOK OF
INSTRUCTIONS.

Instruction 170 is amended by the addition of Clause
(xi) which is to be inserted in page 98 of the above
book.

(xi) When a train is brought to a stand in a section
for any reason other than the aspect of
the driver must briefly write the reason for the atop
on the back of the speed chart.
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(/) Wlieuever u truiu is deiayed at a Station or
engaged in short shunting movements, he
must rewind the Eecorder clock in order
that the full time occupied may be recorded.

180. For testing the accuracy of the speed indications
a particular part of the road should he chosen where
the speed of the engine is fairly uniform.

The following tahle will he useful when testing the
accuracy of Speed Recorders:—

Ovet s DUtance of Uair-a-Uilii. Sliced,

Seconds. Mllea pet boor.

30 60

33 55

36 50

40 45

45 40

51 3.'>

60 30

72 25

90 20

120 15

180 10
360 6

181. Tampering with any Speed Recorder, or with
any Speed Chart, is prohibited.

182. Whenever a locomotive, fitted with a Speed
Eecorder, has been concerned in a collision, derailment,
or any other unusual occurrence, the Speed Chart must
be removed by the first Rolling Stock Officer arriving
at the scene, and it must ho placed in safe custody so
that it will be available when required.

ENGINE EEPAIB. CARDS.

183. At all Depots where Engine Repair Cards are
in use for the purpose of hooking repairs the following
instructions are to he curried out:—

(a) All engine defects, parts requiring repacking,
sand hoxe.s to be filled, or other items re
quiring attention formerly entered in the
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Kepair IJeport Book or Packing Book are
to be entered on a Repair Card. A
separate card is to be used for each engine.

(Zi) During the day these cards will be obtainable
at the office of the Depot Foreman, and all
cards on which entries have been made must
be returned to the Clerk in charge at that
office. During the afternoon and night
shifts the Night Depot Foreman or Charge-
man, as the ease may be, will issue and
receive all repair cards.

(c) Every Engineman submitting a repair card
must, in addition to the particulars of the
repairs required, enter on the card tlui
engine Number, Trip, Road on which the
engine is left, and the time the card was
handed in, and affix his signature imme
diately following the entry of the repairs.

(d) Every Driver, Hostler, or other employe
engaged in the stabling or preparation of a
locomotive must enter on a repair card all
defects observed during the time the loco
motive is in his charge.

(c) Every Driver must enter on a repair card
details of all defects observed on a loco
motive during a trip, or whilst it is in his
charge, together with particulars shoivn
in Clause (c) of this Instruction and hand
it to the Clerk in charge of repair cards, the
Night Foreman or the Chargeman before
leaving duty.

(/) When a Driver is relieved on the road and
has to report on the condition of the engine,
he must enter on a repair card the items
of repair requiring attention, affix his sig
nature and hand the card to his relief, who
in turn, will add thereon his report, if any,
sign the card, and on his return to the' Shed,
hand it to the Clerk, Night Depot Foreman,
or Chargeman.
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{g) A Driver riiiiiiii)g into a Depot other than
his Homo Depot and having repairs to book
against his engine must obtain a card from
the Clerk, the Night Depot Foreman, or the
Chargeman, enter thereon the necessary
particulars, sign his name, and return the
card to the Clerk, Night Depot Foreman,
or Chargeman as the case may be.

(A) Any Driver who has left his engine in the
siding and has not examined or only par
tially examined the engine, must in either
case enter on a repair card any defects
observed, that the engine has not been
examined or has been partially examined
and the road on which the engine is left and
hand it to the Clerk, Night Depot Foreman,
or Chargeman, as the case may be.

(i) Any Driver desirous of ascertaining par-
-  tieulars of repairs, if any, booked against
an engine on which he is about to leave the
shed, will ho permitted to view the repair
card of the particular engine in respect of
its previous trip, on making application to
the Clerk, Night Depot Foreman or Charge-
man.

(;') Following on the receipt from an engine
driver, hostler or other employes of an
engine repair card on which are show
details of repairs, packing, etc., requiring
iiUeiKiou in respect of an engine, yellow
dockets known as "Engine Repair Dockets "
will be prepared by the Clerk, Night Depot
Foreman, Chargeman or Officer-in-Charge,
as the case may be, setting out thereou the
nature of the repairs, etc., booked.
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(k) Ou Day shift a repair docket for cuch entry
on a card will be issued to the Sub-Foreman

or the Leading Hand Fitter who, in turn,
will require to hand it to the members of
the mechanienl or shed staffs to tvhoni he

entrusts the cari'ving out of the work shown
ou the dockets. When the repairs, etc.,
have been completed the employe must mite
on each docket details of repairs effected,
or work performed, the time the work was
completed, sign his name and return the
dockets without delay to the Sub-Foreman
or the Leading Hand Fitter.

(0 The Sub-Foreman or the Leading Hand Fitter,
on return of these dockets, must initial
same certifying to the performance of the
work in question and return them without
delay to the Clerk at the sign-on window.

(m) On Afternoon and Night shifts repair
dockets must be issued direct to the

mechanics or shed hands by the Night
Depot Foreman, Chargemnn, or Offieer-in-
Charge, and on each docket the employe
concerned must write the details of the

work executed, the time completed, sign his
name, and return the dockets to the Night
Depot Foreman, Chargeman, or Offleer-in-
Chargc.

(«) No repair work is to be undertaken without an
authorizing docket, and in order that repair
work, other than that booked by a driver
or hostler, against an engine shall bo
covered by an engine- repair card and
docket, the Sub-Foreman or the Leading
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Hand Filter or Officer-in-Chargo must, in
respect of all repair work decided on by
himself or reported as necessary by a mem
ber of the mechanical or shed staff, enter
on ail engine repair card, in respect of each
engine, details of siieh repair work, sign' his
name, and forward the card to the Clerk
who will prepare and issue dockets in the
usual way. Any employe detecting repair
work requiring attention must therefore
report the details to the Suh-Forcman or
the Lending Hand Fitter or 0£Gcer-in-
Charge.

(o) All repair dockets covering repair work that
could not be performed before the engine
returned to traffic, hut has been signed off
on such dockets as " Fit to Hun " must he

held until the engine has been returned to
the shed when the dockets will bo re-issued
to the Sub-Foreman or the Leading Hand
Fitter in order that the repairs can be
effected.

(p) Every rejiair card must be carefully checked
with the yellow dockets by the Clerk in
charge of repair cards and he must see that
each entry on the card is covered by a
yellow docket properly certified to by the
Officer or Employe in charge of the Depot
when the repairs wore effected. If any
entry on the repair card is not so covered
he must immediately report tho matter to
the Depot Foreman. As each repair card
is completed it must he filed in the cabinet
provided for this purpose.
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CABS, VANS, Ain) WAGONS.

184. No car, vau or wagon must be permitted to
leavo a Workshop or Depot after a general overhaul
unless it be fit to run for the full period between lifts,
as shown in instruction 186 for the class of vehicle
concerned, except as provided for in clause (c) of
Instruction 185.

185. Every car, van or wagon nuist be periodically
lifted and all working parts of tbe undergear, such as
wheels and axles, axle bos parts, springs, bogies, brake,
draw and buffing gear, etc., must be thorougbly
examined, and as indicated hereunder brought to a
condition which will permit of the vehicle complying
with Instruction 184.

No vehicle is to be regarded as being lifted unless,
in addition to examination, tbe following work baa
been completed:—

(o) Scored journals to be reconditioned; journal
bearings (brasses) which have a total end
wear of i inch, are thin or arc in other
respGcts defective, to be re-nietallod or
renewed and refitted, wool rolls and oil
to be renewed on all axles of tbe vehicle.
Worn brake pins (including all hanger
Sins of the split pin type through butter-
y brackets which must be replaced with

cottcrcd pins), cotters, split pins, brake
blocks and hangers, draw gear pins and
defective springs to be renewed, and
springs correctly re-seated. " W " guards
or horns to bo corrected to gauge and
squared. Tbe triple valve must be
removed from the vehicle and submitted to

the prescribed test on the standard Triple
Valve Test "Rack.
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(h) At all Workshops, aud at Depots where
facilities are available the following, in addi
tion to the work covered by sub-section (a),
must bo done:—All worn parts of the
undcrgear to be reconditioned or renewed,
including annealing or normalizing of
parts which have been subjected, during
reconditioning, to heat.

(c) At Depots where facilities arc not available
for effecting a full lift as indicated by
sub-section (h), a vehicle will be regarded
as being lifted when all work covered by
sub-section (a) is carried out, but it will
be necessary for the Train Examiner,
Euniiing Gear Eepairer, or other em
ploye responsible for the lift to indicate
cleply on Weekly Return No. R.S. 288,
which is furnished to the Workshops
Manager, North Melbourne, that the
draw gear, etc., has not been reconditioned
or renewed, so that the vehicle may be
listed for attention by North Melbourne
at a Inter date.

(d) In all cases where a vehicle comes under
notice as overdue for "lifting," it is to
be green carded for attention to the nearest
Depot where such attention is permis
sible. In the case of a loaded vehicle,
green card to the Workshop or Depot
nearest the destination of loading, or,
alternatively, if the vehicle requires
attention for a hot box or other urgent
repairs, arrangements to be made for the
transference of the loading in order that
it may receive necessary attention and
" All Round Lifting " if due for same.

Only _ after such action as covered by the above
instructions has been complied with may the old lift
date on the vehicle be altered to the new date.
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To bo lUtod:—

every 150,000
miles.

„  12 months
18

.. 18

2 years*

186. The periofU between lifting arc as shown in the
following table, but whenever any vehicle is being
re-wheeled the journals, journal bearings (brasses),
journal bearing wedges, wool rolls and oil must, in
addition to the periodical examination, be examined
and dealt with as indicated above:—
Kvery—
V. iiiirl S.A. Joint Stock Car and Van ..

Car or Van permanently on the Mcl*
bourne-Mildura run ..

Avoca, CE t'an otlier than joint Stock
0 Von with other than No. 5-i Axle boxes
•AS, BS, Spirit of Progress Parlour
and Diner, Wimmera, Mitta Mitta,
Irloornbool, and Tanjil Cars and CS
and DS Vans

Campaspe, Goulburu, Hopkins, State No. 1
and No. 4, Norman, Carey, ̂ lehdlle, Vic
toria. E Car other than those indi
cated herein

Parlour Cars Murray and Yarra, every
Bogie Car, excepting Rail Motors,
.Suburban and OtherCars Indicated herein ..
CW, C^', Z Van, also C Van with No.
6-J Axleboxcs

Bogie Wagon and Horsebox with inside
suspension links (covers TT, UB, also
some QR and FF)

TT Wagons Nos. 4. 9, 15, 16, 17, 18
(used for bulk mails)

Tank Wagon other than t\'ater Tanks . .
Fi*e<i Wheellinse Car used on passenger or

mixed trains, also MT Car
Wagon, other than indicated here
E, J, K., and N Wagon, Water Tank,
W and WW, and every Van or Wagon
used exclusively on the Overhead Equip
ment and Break-do^vn trains ..

T Wagon
Terminal and Weighbridge test Wagon
Burburban Cars, Rail Motors and all Nar
row Gauge stock must 1« lifted and_ ex
amined when wheels or journal bearings
(brasses) require attention.

• Note. Shotild any of these vehicles run 250,000 miles in
less than any lift period of two years it shall be regarded as
having completed the full period and be shopped nn-ordiagly.

21

2i

2i

18 months

3 years

5  .,
5  ,.

7
6
10
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187. At tho completion of .eacli lift tbc lift date is
to bo stencilled in its correct location on each side of
tho vehicle.

188. When a ear, van or wagon has to be lifted to
change a wheel and axle, nxlebox. journal bearing
(brass), journal bearing wedge, " W Guard or allied
part, the respon.siblo Fitter, Running Gear Repairer,
or Train Examiner must carefully examine all such
parts of the undcrgear for traces of unequal or abnor
mal wear, such as the axlebox running against the axle
or hosa of wheel, the bearing having more worn off one
edge or one end than the other, or the journal bearing
wedge not seating correctly on the journal bearing and
erown of the nxlebox. The " W " guard or horns must
be carefully gauged for correct distance apart, and, if
necessary," squared. If, after the "W" gtiards have
been squared and the brass properly fitted in the axle-
box and ou the journal, the side springs do not fit truly
into the spring shoo when the vehicle is lowered, tho
spring i-cst and buckle must be examined, and if the
buckle is binding in the spring rest it must be chipped
till it fits loosely and is hearing fairly on the bottom;
the ends of the side sjrring will then fit properly into
the shoe, and care must he taken to see that all the
springs have the full camber. ^Vlieu springs of full
camber are not available, tho springs under the vehicle
must be placed so that those of i?qual camber are put
on the same axlo.

189. Every car, van or wagon which has been lifted
for any cause must have all wool waste packs or pads
examined, and, if necessary, renewed, all pan bolts pro
perly screwed up and tho oil renewed, after which the
pad date is to be stencilled on the underframe on each
side of the vehicle. Tho pad date must also be recorded
as above stated eacli time the wool waste pack or pad is
renewed, and the oiling date chalked on the underfranio
at such time that oiling is carried out,

«•



AMENDMENTS TO ROLLING STOCK

BRANCH BOOK OF INSTRUCTIONS.

Page 90. Instruction 162.
At the end of clause (a) amend " Instruction 160 "

to read "Instruction 161."

Page 149. Instruction 271.
Amend the words " et'ery six (6) months " to " ever)-

twelve (12) months."

Page 158.

Add the following as a new clause to Instruction 200.
(d) Special Care of Slewing Gear.

(a) When using the slewing gear special care is to
be taken to see that the engine crank shaft speed
does not exceed 2.')U revolutions per minute.

(b) When making a stop the jib shall be brought
to rest slowly by the gradual shutting of the
steam regulator valve.

Page 176.

Add the following items of equipment under " Lifting
Gear."

AMENDMENT TO ROLLING STOCK BRANCH
BOOK OF INSTRUCTIONS

To be inserted in lieu of Instruction 19.*) on page 108.

195. The axlcboxes of all wagons must be oiled at
least once in every month and the date of oiling and the
station symbol must be recorded in the space provided
on the underframe.

Train Examiners must regularly inspect vehicles on
trains and in yards and oil any wagons found to be over
due.
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196. Wben n vehicle is in bad condition, and requires
repairs or overhaul, whicli the Train Examiner cannot
undertake, a rci>ort, giving details of the repairs
required, must bo sent to his OfRcer-in-Charge, who
must forward full reports to the Chief Itechanical
Engineer.

197. All damage to rolling stock, whether caused by
<;arelessnes8 or otherwise, must be immediately reported
by the Train Examiner to his OfRcer-in-Charge.

198. Every new and rebuilt wagon must be weighed
and the correct tare weight in tons cwt. qrs. and lb.,
together with the date of Aveighing must be painted on
both sides of the wagon before it is placed in trafRc.

199. Every wagon Avhich passes through at any
Workshop or Repair Shop, foi- lifting or repairs which
affect the tare weight, must be weighed, subject to the
following conditions:—

(a) If a wooden wagon bo so wot that it will not
be possible to ascertain the correct tare
Aveight, it must not be Aveigbed unless the
repairs or alterations effected are likely
to alter the weight.

(b) Every wagon that has been subjected to
repairs or alterations which are likely to
affect the Aveight must be retared, wet or
dry. If a wooden wagon be so wet that
the correct tare weight cannot be ascer
tained, the new tare stencilled on it must
haA'C a distinguishing mark "X" painted
alongside to indicate that the figures arc
only approximately correct. Every such
wagon must be entered on Form T.R. 87,
and the distinguishing mark " X " shovm
oiipo.sitc each entry.
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200. Every wagon bearing the mark " X" along
side the painted tare must, when loaded with groin
for export, subject to Instruction 199, be retarod after
discharging, and the tare weight so ascertained siiall
be stencilled on it, and the distinguishing mark
removed.

201. When a wagon bearing the distinguishing mark
" X" is loaded with ordinary traffic to be weighed,
the weigher ninst record such mark on the weighbridge
ticket opposite the tare weight, also on the weighing
returns to indicate that such lare weight is only
approximately correct.

202. Every station equipped with a wagon weigh
bridge shall take steps to retare whenever practicable
every wagon bearing the distinguishing mark referred
to. Every station not equipped with a weighbridge,
receiving a wagon bearing tho distinguishing mark
shall place a "RET^iVEE" ticket on each side, and,
if loading be not available for a truck weighbridge
station, the Superintendent of Train Services must be
wired to for in-structions regarding its disposal.
203. Wben repairs wbich may affect tbe tai-c weight

are carried out on a wagon at any location other than
a Workshop or Repair Shop, the following procedure
must be adopted:—

(a) If a wagon be empty and at a station equipped
witb a wagon weigbbridge, the Train
Examiner or otber employe who effected
the repairs must place one " RETARE"
card on each side of the wagon, and hand to
the Officer-in-Charge a notice that the
wagon is to be retared before being put into
traffic.

• (b) If a wagon be loaded or at a station not
equipped with a wagon weighbridge, the
Train Examiner or other employe must, in
order to indicate that tbe figures shown are
approximate only, paint the distinguishing
mark "X " alongside the tare weight figures.
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204. The stencilled tare of a wagon includes tlw
»'eight of two draw gear couplings. When one of these
is missing, the following allowances are to be added
to the gross weight, viz.:—

qra. lb.
Shackle, pin and 2-liuk chain (11-ton

trucks) .. .. .. 2 0
Clevis, i)in and 2-link chain .. .. 2 0
Bail hook and 2-link chain . ■ .. 2 0
Three-link chain .. .. .. 1 14

Two-link chain .. .. .. 1 0
Screw coupling with shackle pin (com

plete) .. .. .. 2 21

Certain wagons are fitted with Eidge gear and the
stencilled tare in such cases represents the weight of
wagon with full Eidgc equipment. When a portion of
thi.s equipment is missing the following allowances are
lo be added to the gross weight, viz.;—

qrs. lb.
Stanchion, Q wagons .. .. 2 14
Stinton tjqDe Eidge gear, Stanchion (one

cud). This applies to 11-ton
and lA wagons (high sided) .. 1 0

Burns type Eidgc gear, Stanchion (one
end). This applies to I, lY, IZ,
G, GY, and GZ wagons .. 1 14

205. Every wagon to be weighed must be uncoupled
and stand at rest on the platform. It must be moved
off the weighbridge platform by hand, or pinch bar if
necessary, and not by contact with any other wagon.

206. When the gross weight of a wagon is greater
than the weighing capacity of the weighbridge, or
when the length is such that the wagon cannot be
weighed in one operation, the weight of the different
axles or bogies must be taken separately and each
weighing recorded in the weighbridge book and totalled.
Axles or bogies should be placed on the centre of the
weighbridge platform.
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207. Care must be exercised iu order to ensure tliit
wagons are passed over the weighbridge platform very
slowly and that each wagon is clear of the platform
before another wagon is placed thereon;

208. Tho weigher must see that every wagon is pro
perly cleaned out before being placed on a weighbridge,
and after the stencilling has been done, care must bo
taken to see that the correct fare weight lias been
painted on both sides.

209. Immediately a wagon is weighed tho weigher
must enter on Form T.R. 87, (he date, number, class
of wagon, old tare weight, tho correct tare weight, and,
if necessary, the distinguishing cro.ss (see Instruction
199, Sub-clause (h)), and must hand the form to his
immediate Superior Officer, who must forward it on
the same day to the Supervisor of TTeighing.

Rair. Takk Cars,

210. In the event of the derailment of or damage to
a Rail Tank Car containing Petrol or Kerosene every
precaution and oare must be taken to ensure safety,
bearing in mind me extremely inflammable nature of
tbe contents. No oiscrimination must be made between
a loaded and an emnty Rail Tank Car.

211. Every effort nuist be made to keep all members
of the public at a safe ̂ distance from tho Car concerned.
The assistance of the ^lice should be obtained when
ever practicable. The Oar involved must be isolated
from the remainder of th\ train as soon as possible.

212. Special action must \e taken to guard against
ignition from fire, hand lamp^nd naked lights of any
description; they must not 1^ brought within the
vicinity of the Car. The lightingiof matches and smok
ing must be strictly prohibited. Engines must not be
allowed to approach close to the Car especially on the
Windward side.
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Any liquid which has beeu spilled should be absorbed
in sand or earth. Spreading of the liquid should he
prevented by collecting it in any vessels which may be
available^Vf drawing it into a hole or trench to be dug
at a safe distance from the line.

It must irot, however, be drained Into a sewer or a
stream of wker, as water will not quench an inflam
mable liquid flie; even if not alight the liquid is still
dangerous. \

If the liquid i.Aalight an attempt should be made to
smother it by the of sand, earth or wet bags.

The prevention ofVire is of more importauce than the
saving of the contcntfL

213. A certificate \ust be obtained from the
responsible Officer of thk Oil Company concerned that
the Tank is em-ply and th^omparlments arc thoroughly
gas free before the applicaUffn of heat to any part of a
derailed or damaged Rail Tomlc Car, such as the use of
the Oxy Cutter, li permithd. It must always be
assumed in the absence of this\Ccrtificnte that the Oar
contains vapour and is therefore very dangerous.

The same precautionary mea^res must be taken
respecting the use of hammers on Tmlts, rivets, etc., or
any other work which might create \parks.
The risk of explosion is always pVsent.

214. The transport of a damaged I^il Tank Car
must not be attempted. Should the Can^e damaged
and not obstructing the line or endangering traffic a
watch should bo maintained over the Car aitd arrange
ments made as soon as possible with the r^ponaible
Officer of the Oil Company concerned to linve the Car
emptied and tlic compartments made thoroughV gas
free. As far as is reasonably possible a derailM or
damaged Rail Tank Car should only be bandied during
daylight.
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216. Kc-raifing Operalion$.

(a) A tWough examiuation of the Car
eoiicwned must be made at ouce to ascertain
wbetHer there is any escape of liquid or
vapouV, special attention "being given to
the examination of the Discharge Pipes,
Leaks iV the Tank itself and the Filling
Domes. \ In this regard it must be
distinctlA uudorstood that vapour \vill
ignite at V con.sidernble distance from the
point of cnscharge.

(&) A loaded or pa^ially Loaded Car.
(i) If on Wnminution a leak is found

or tno Tank Car is damaged,
actiom must be at once taken as
sot oiti in Instruction 213 and
the rcspon.sible Officer of the Oil
Compaivjv concerned informed, who
will coiublete tlie emptying of the
Tank, make it gas free and then
furnish a kertifieate that the Tank
is empty Wd the compartments
arc thoroughly gas free.

Ee-rniling operations must not be
commenced un^! this certi^cale is
obtained.

(ii) If on examination do leak is found
and the Tank Car ̂ not damaged
to such an extent as ̂  prevent its
free running after replimement the
Car may be re-railed % the use
of jacks and packing.

If it is necessary in re-railing^pera-
tions to use a Crane or to pu^l the
Car in a derailed condition the
Instructions contained in sub-
clause (i) of clause (i) of the
above must he carried out.
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(c) Xh Empty (Jar.

(i) If on exainiuation the derailed Car is
on its %v4ieel9 and is not damaged
to such an extent as to prevent its
free running after replacement the
Car may he re-railed.

(ii)\lf on examination the derailed Car
is on its side or is damaged so as
Uo prevent its free running after
Replacement the responsible Ollieer
(A the Oil Company concerned
mVst be informed, and he must
fnr\ish a certificate that he has
examined the Tank and that the
conipw'tments are empty and
thoroughly gas free.
Rc-ramng operations must not

he comni^ccd until this certificate
is obtainec

216. In every case of haudling\ derailed or damaged
Rail Tank Car special care mustMic taken to prevent
slings and chains from slipping, Njs sparks may be
produced.

Placing gear, chains, &rc., on the plnrfoi-ms of a Rail
Tank Car is strictly prohibited.

Striking rails with bars, or doing anWhiiig which
might produce a spark is strictly prohibitcV

217. Iji any ease where there is a doubt \egarding
the safely of the action contemplated the senionKolliug
Stock Officer at the scene must make a rersonal
examination of the Car concerned, the damngX sus
tained, the situation of the vehicle in relation t\ the
track, and submit the essential particulars by telepKhjie
or by telegram to the Head Office so that a decision
may be reached as to how the mishap will be handled.
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ENGINEICEN.

218. The Instructions contained in this section refer
to certain of the duties of Enginemen, but in addition,
to carrying out these Instructions every Engineman
will be held responsible for tlie observance of any other
Instruction in this Book with which he may be
concerned.

219. Every Engiuenjan and Cleaner must, where
required to do so, sign on or be signed on before com
mencing and must sign off or be signed off after
finishing duty, and any employe in these grades who
fails to comply with this instruction, or who fails to
report for duty and does not send a proper written
excuse or report personally at least two hours before
the time at which lie is due to report for duty, will be
regarded as being absent without leave.
220. Every Driver must immediately after signing

on for duty peruse the running sheet and train running
notices. He must obtain and, if necessary, sign for
any time fables, amendments thereto, or special instruc
tions when notified to do so.

221. Every Driver, Chargcman, or Hostler preparing
a locomotive for service may peruse the Repair
Cards or Repair Book and ascertain if any
defects which have been booked require his
special attention. lie must test both water
gauge glasses, examine the firebox, grate, brick
arch, and bafilc plate, start the air compressor slowly,
fill the lubricators and see they are working; test all
air and hand brake equipment; tost the air compressor
for heavy duty; test the sandi gear, electric light
equipment and ash pan slides, and check the engine-
men's kits; thoroughly examine the engine and tender
and all fire prevention appliances, drain the main
riaorvoirs and book any defects. Where a booster
or stoker is fitted it must also bo tested. Lubricate all
working parts not allotted to the Fireman in this
Instruction. Wind the speed recorder clock, examine
speed and time pencils, and mark the speed chart.
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The Fireman Assisting in the preparation of a loco-
motive must immediately after sigoing on for duty
obtain the stores and take them to the locomotive,
observe the steam pressure, test both gauge glasses,
examine the fire, firebox, brick arch, and baffle plate;
test both injectors, damper and release cock gear, check
the fire irons, see that the tank is full and the coal
properly trimmed; sec that the sand boxes contain
sufficient sand, clean the spark arresters, clean and oil
the joint of the smokebox door, oil auxiliarj- cups above
the footplate, and clean and oil tbo screw couplings;
oil the valve gear, spring gear, brake rigging, engine and
tender horn cheeks and hand brakes; spread and build
the fire; clean and trim any oil lamps, clean the cab
interior and cab windows. Report any defect to the
Driver, and give him any assistance he may require.

The Driver, Chargcman, or Hostler who prepares the
locomotive for service will be held resjiousible for it
being in a thoroughly roadworthy condition prior ̂  it

■ leaving the shed. The locomotive must he at the T.R.
point at the appointed time.

222. Every Driver must, immediately after taking
charge of a locomotive, at intervals while it is in service,
and when stabling it, teat each water gauge glass
separately in the following manner:—

(a) Close the steam valve on top of the boiler.
(h) Turn the water valve liandle clockwise about

half a turn. This permits water to flow
from the boiler direct to the drain pipe and
assists in keeping the water passage clear.

(c) Turn the water valve handle clockwise as far
as possible.

(d) Open the steam valve on top of the boiler and
allow steam to blow through the glass to the
drain pipe and so assist in keeping the glass
clean.
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■  (e) Turn the water valve handle counter clockwise
as far aa possible when the water should
rise smartly in the glass. If it rises slowly
this indicates a partial blockage of the water
passage; if it rises high in the glass and
then settles back slowly the atciira passagt^
is partially choked.

(/) See that the water level in eacli glass is about
the same.

(u) On H, S and X class boilers the drain
valve of the water column must also be
opened for about five socoikIs in order to
prevent any accumulation of sediment.

223. Every Driver must run cautiously up to a turn
table, and must stop the engine before running on to it.
Wlierc an employe is not in charge of the turntable he
must see that the turntable is level or down at the
end toward.s which the engine is approaching, that the
pawls are in position, and the Fireman must be sent
forward (o ascertain that the table is right for use.

224. Wlieii an engine is placed on a turntable reudv
for turning, the Driver must put the reversing lever in
mid-gear, open the release cocks, and see that the hand
brake is securely applied.
Whilst turning a turntable care must be taken to see

that the speed is not excessive; the pawls must not be
used to stop the movement of the table, but the speed
must be so regulated that the table will be practically
at rest before the pawls arc plawd in position.

225. Every Driver, when coming back on to any
Passenger or Mixed train must .see that his Fireman is
on the footplate, and must not permit his Fireman to
leave his engine until it is at rest against the train.
Except where instructions arc issued to the contrary,
the Fireman must promptly couple the engine to the
train, screw up the coupling, or see that the automatic
couplers have engaged" properly, connect the hose
couplings, and open both train pipo cocks.
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226. Except hi the performance uf absolutely neces
sary duties, 110 one must be allowed to ride on the side
footplating of an engine, whether it be in steam or
not, whilst it is being taken into or out of an engine
shed or workshop, or, when in locomotive yards,
approaching or passing coal stages or other obstructions
that are in close proxiniity to the running line, but in
auy case, where it is necessary, the Driver must warn
all concerned, and before moving his engine must satisfy
himself that they are in a safe position to clear all
obstructions.

227. Every Driver must see that his locomotive is
provided with the proper head and tail signals, and that
each lamp and tail disc on the locomotive is kept clean
and in good order and that, except in foggy weather,
a lamp is not burning during daylight.

228. Every Engineman must sec that all oil utensils
are kept clean, are not damaged while they are in his
custody, and are returned to the Store in good order
and condition.

229. Au Engineman is not permitted to store oils or
kerosene in his locker. When obtaining the stores for
a trip the Fireman must also obtain a sealed bottle
containing spare cylinder oil, which must be returned
with other oil utensil^ at the completion of a trip. If
auy spare cylinder oil be used the Driver must record
the particulars on a Ecjiair Card or in the Repair
Book.

230. Every Driver taking charge of a train leaving
a terminal station or other starting point of a train
where there is no Train Examiner on duty, must
examine aud test the brakes of such train in accordance
with the Instructions for the Guidance of Train
Examiners, and promptly report any defects found to
his OfBcer-in-Charge, and deal with any damaged gear
as instructed.
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231. Evpry Euginemaji in charge of au engine under
steam must see that the right and left hand injectors
are used alternately and as far as practicable regulate
the 'working of the injectors to give a continuous feed
of water to the boiler while the engine is steaming and
maintain about half a glass of water when running on
a level track.

232. The level of tho water in any boiler must not
under any circumstances be allowed to fall below the
bottom of the gauge glass nor must the level of the
water be carried higher than three-quarters of a glass
ou locomotive boilers except as prescribed hereunder:—

(a) On H, N", S, and X classes when topping a
rising grade of about 1 in 50 which is
followed by a similar down grade the water
must be about seven-eighths of a glass.

(b) On the X class a full glass of water must be
carried when topping a rising grade of 1
in 40 which is followed by a similar down
grade.

233. Every engineman must abstain from working
an injector when passing across any viaduct or bridge
over a public road, and must also, before opening or
shutting an injector, see that no person is near the
overflow pipe, and liable to get scalded by hot water
or steam.

234. A Driver must be specially careful to prevent
his engine priming. In every case where an engine has
been standing the release cocks must be opened for a
sufficient time before starting, to allow the cylinders to
drain, and they should not be closed until the wheels
have made a few revolutions or until such time as the
Driver is satisfied that the cylinders are clear of water.
If priming is due to a dirty boiler, the fact must be
recorded on a Eepair Card or in the Repair Report
Book before leaving duty, otherwise it will be treated
as being due to unskilful driving.
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236. A Driver must not permit his engine to blow
off unnecessarily, particularly when standing at a
platform.

236. Every Driver must avoid firing up wben passing
througli or standing in a tunnel, goods or produce
sbed, or other unsuitable place, and must have the
fire as bright as possible before entering any such place.

237. Every Driver when taking water must see that
the tank is not allowed to overflow, that the tpk lid
is placed in position and the spout of the crane is clear
of the line and properly secured after use.

238. Every Enginemau must keep a specially sharp
look-out when approaching any level crossing or cattle
pit.

239. Every Driver when his engine becomes either
partially or wholly disabled, must notify his Officer-in-
Charge by telephone or telegi'aph of the nature of the
accident, and whether assistance is required, and if
possible he must take steps to work his engine and
train either to the end of the journoy or to the nearest
station. Any employe travelling as a passenger must,
in such circumstances, render all necessary assistance
to the train crew.

240. Every Driver, after an engine has been derailed
or damaged, must gauge the wheels and make a careful
examination of all working i>arts, especially the axles
and springs, and endeavour to ascertain the cause of
tlie mishap. Before continuing the .iournoy he- must
move the engine carefully a few revolutions and satisfy
himself that it is in a safe condition to run. At tho
completion of the trip he must furnish a full report
of the occurrence.

241. Every Driver whose train is delayed must,
whenever asked, give full information to Train
Despatchers and Station Staffs.
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242. Every Driver of an engine to wiiich an accident
has occurred, which may possibly have injured the
permanent way, must at once notify the nearest per
manent way employe so that the road may he examined
before another train passes over it.

243. Except where instructions are issued to the
contrary, when a train arrives at a terminal station,
and the same engine is not required to take the same
train out or to shunt the train, the Driver will be
personally responsible for seeing that his engine is un
coupled from the train, before any other work such as
overhauling the engine or taking water, etc., is entered
upon, and the engine when uncoupled must, if prac
ticable, be moved a short distance away from the train
in order that Station-masters, Guards, and other em
ployes may know that the engine has been detached.

'When two or more engines require to ho coupled up
to run as light engines, the Fireman of the engine that
comes on to the stationary engine or engines must do
the coupling up of his engine, and when it is neces
sary to uncouple, this must ho done by the Fireman
of the Engine leading in the direction they are to move,
and where there are more than two engines the un
coupling must be done in the same order.

244. Every Enginemau should as far as possible
avoid putting on a fresh fire immediately before or
when drifting and immediately after closing the regu
lator open it slightly to permit sufficient steam to pass
to the cylinders to prevent a partial vacuum being
formed. The regulator must be kept in this position
during the time the locomotive is drifting.

245. Every Fireman must at once inform his Driver
of any signs of heating, knocking, or other defect on
the locomotive, or anything unusual which hp observes
in the running of hi.s own or any other train.
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246. Au jLngiuuumii must uot fasten or weight the
safety valve to obtain higher steam pressure. The
correct setting of safety valves is five (5) pounds over
the boiler working pressure (see Instruetioii 109), and
whenever the pressure gauge shows that the safety
valve is blowing off at two pounds or more over n
under the proper blow-off pressure, tbe fact must be
promptly reported on a Ifepuir Card or in tbe Kepair
Book.

.  247. A Cleaner must uot be permitted to interfere
with rhc regulator or move an engiuo under steam,
unless specially autliorized aud certified as competent
to do so by a District Boiling Stock Superintendent or
an Officer-in-Charge of a Depot, and such permission
must only be granted witbiii.certain fixed limits, and
%vbere it is absolutely essential to enable a Cleaner to
perform necessary duties. In every sucb case the facts
must he reported' to the Chief Mccluinicnl Engineer.

ROLLING STOCK BRANCH—BOOK OF IN
STRUCTIONS -Instruction 248 is to he deleted
and the following amended instruction inserted
in its stead (Page 123).

248. Every ciigincmau in charge of a locuinolive
fitted with an ashpan flushing arrangement must sec
that the a-.lipan is flushed at the following times

(a) Hefnre the departure of a train.
(h) After every 30 miles of passenger train running.
(c) After every 13 miles of goods train running.
(d) When grate.s arc being shaken.
(c) When tlte fire is being cleaned.

38119- -".2
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groove, or seating before closing ibe door. Clean the
fire and nshpan.
The air compressor must not bo working while the

smokebos and fire are being cleaned.
Wlien the fire has been cleaned the Driver, Charge-

man, or llostlor must examine the firebox, grate, brick
arch, and bafHe plate. The blower valve, drop grate,
ashpan slide-s, damper, and firebox door must be closed
and the ash arrester, where fitted, placed in the running
position.
The engine crew stabling a locomotive must take coal

of the required class and quantity and properly trim
the coal on the bunker, fill the water tank and place
the correct amount of lighting-up wood in the cab of
the engine. The Driver, Chargemnn or Hostler must
sign a docket showing the quantity and class of coal
and the amount of firewood placed on tho locomotive.

Before leaving the cab when the locomotive is stabled
the Driver, Chargeman, or Hostler must place the
reversing mechanism in mid-gear, sec that the hand
brake is applied, and that the release cocks are open;
close all valves on the sight feed lubricator and the
steam valves to the air compressor turbo-generator and
the circulating system and where fitted the steam valves
of tho booster or stoker; book any defects observed
during the examination or whilst the locomotive was in
his charge, The Fireman must return all oil containers
to the Store.

251. Every Driver must, before leaving duty, report
on R.S. 12a Form to the Officer-iii-Charge every case of
late running of his train, giving full details of any delay
due to Rolling Stock causes, and also any accident or
casualty involving injury to any passenger or employe,
defect on or damage to rolling stock, bad loading or
stowing of goods, derailment, bush fire, flood, washaw^,
defect in the road, or any unusual occurrence. He
must also inform tho Train Examiner of any defect
on a vehicle.
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252. Every Driver must oorreclly record on the
Running Sheet the time of his Fireman, and must fill
in correctly tho work performed, the actual running
time on each journey, and all the other particu
lars required thereon. He must deposit his Running
Sheet in the prcscrihcd place before leaving duty, with
the reservation that if he has been relieved or has been
on duty for more than 12 hours, he must deposit it
when signing on for his next turn of duty.

253. Every Driver, Chnrgeman, or Hostler when
taking coal or firewood at any Depot or Out-station
must take the proper quantity and class of coal required
and trim the coal on the bunker. He must sign a
docket showing the coal and firewood placed on the
locomotive.

254. Every Enginenmn and Cleaner located at a
Depot or Sub-Depot where a Running Sheet or Shed
Roster is posted must eavofully examine such Running
Sheet or Roster to ascertain the time he is required
to report for duty.

255. Every Engincmnu or Cleaner whose name does
not appear ou the Daily Running Sheet or Roster must,
before leaving duty, and on each subsequent day that
his name is so omitted, report himself to the Officer-ia-
Charge, and ascertain from liim the cause, otherwise
he will be treated as being absent without leave.

256. Every Engineraan or Cleaner who is absent
from duty through illness must report himself to the
Ofiicer-in-Chnrge on the day before he wishes to resume,
not later than 1 p.m. on week days, or 11 a.m. on
Saturdays. Any Eugineman or Cleaner who is on
annual leave must notify the Foreman cither personally
or in writing of his intention to resume duty, and must
arrange for such intimation to roach the Foreman not
later than the time prescribed above on the day prior
to his being due to resume duty, otherwise his name
will not he included on the Roster, and he will not be
entitled to payment for any time lost thereby.
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BEEAKDOWN TEAINS.

257. The Location and Composition of Loco. Traina
for dealing witt Breakdowns are as shown hereunder:—

Konh Melbourne
Jollsiont

Kowpoit 6tlOI)9

BALLAKAT ..
Muylioruuitli
Doiialil

Ouyeii
MJJilurit

UKNDIUU
Korong VaJe

OEBLONti
Ararat
nimboola ..
HamUwa
Colac
Warroambool

SEYUOUn

lieoaUa
Echuca
Wodooga

TRARALaOK
State Mise ..
Eorumbuira

Compcnltlau of Loco, Traliu.

loco. Vans.

00 TT H

Trav. Can and Vane.

Y YE YZ Z ZU

(а) In each Loco. "Van facilities are provided for
the carriage of Way and Works Branch
Equipment,

(б) In addition to the Loco. Trains listed in the
foregoing, the following provision is
made:—

A Race Service Van is located at Jolimont
and provided with breakdown equipment
and spare material for Electric Stock, and
is utilized to stand by during Race and
Show traiSc as arranged.
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At the Overhead Depot, Jolimont, a
Motor Emergency Van, containing break
down equipment, is located for emergency
use in the electrified area.

At North Melhourno Loco. Depot, three
vehicles—an " H " truck, Z " van, and
" K" truck—are provided for use as
" Crane Tenders." These vehicles are
equipped with material to he used in con
junction with the cranes when necessarj-.

(c) Narrow Gauge Lines:—
Every Brake Van is equipped with emer

gency breakdown equipment in accordance
with the list shown at the end of these
instructions.

I

358. Manning of Loco. Trains must bo as under:—
(a) Experienced men (one man at least having

a knowledge of First Aid) must be available
at all Depots specified in Instruction 257.

(b) With regard to the Metropolitan Depots the
manning of Loco. Trains is laid down in the
General Appendix, and to ensure a com
petent staff being available at all times for
breakdown, a gong of 6 men, including
a competent Fitter, experienced in lifting
with jacks and in breakdown work, must
be employed at North Melbourne between
the hours of 5 p.m. and 7.30 a.m. on the
first five days of the week and from 12 noon
on Saturdays to 7.30 a.m. on Mondays;
these men can he divided between the Truck
Shops and the Running Shed.
The whole of the men for manning ^he

l/oco. Trains are to be selected by the Work
shops Managers at North Melbourne and
Jolimont Workshops and the Chief Fore
man. North Melbonme Locomotive Depot.
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A list of the uames and addresses of suc!i
men must be posted in a suitable location
at each place so that in the case of a
serious breakdown a further gang can be
readily obtained.

259. The breakdown equipment is under the control
of the Officor-in-Charge at each Depot, and be will
be held responsible for seeing that it is securely locked
up and the keys are kept in his ofBce, and that the
whole of the equipment is maintained in accordance
with the following:—

(a) A reliable employe must be selected and
instructed to maintain the equipment in the
van in accordance with the list and hlue
print posted therein. The distinctive colour
for the Depot as set out in Instruction 260
and shown on the blue print in the van is
to be strictly adbered to.

(ft) The whole of the breakdouni equipment of the
Loco. Train must be examined once a week
aud after each occasion on which any of
the equipment has been used. During such
examination the jacks must be tested.
The breakdown equipment in Narrow

Gauge Vans must be inspected and checked
once a month by the Officer-in-Charge of
the Depot to which these vans belong.
Any damage or deficiency must bo re

ported to the Offieer-in-Charge who must
take the necessary steps to efTcct repairs
and replacements.

(c) When not in use all hydraulic jacks must be
kept in the " Testing Frames" with the
leathers expanded.

(d) All ropes must be taken out and aired in the
sun at least ones in every two months to
ensure against dry rot, etc., after which
they must he replaced on the bench in the
van in neat coils.
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(e) AU oil skin coate, trousers aad hats must be
hung in the cupboards provided for this
purpose.

280. lu order that the equipment in each Loco, van
may be distinctive for tbe respective Depots, a colour
scheme is laid down, and all the equipment must be
painted in a suitable manner, such as, on both ends of
wood packing and on the barrel or sides of jacks, in
accordance with the following list:—

North Melbourne
Jolimont ..
Ballarat
Bendigo
Qeelong
Seymour

"00" VANS.

Pale blue
Bed
Pale green
Yellow
Pink
Black

"TT" VANS.

Newport Workshops Ught stone
Dimboola
Ararat

Benalla
Maryborough
Traralgon ..

Mildura
Korong Vale
Hamilton ..

Colao
Warrnambool

Wodonga ..
Donald
Ouyen
State Mine
Korumburra

Echuca

18871/<0.—5

Dark blue
Grey
Brown
Dark stone
Dark green

"H" VANS.

Dark blue with white cross.
Yellow with black cross
Grey with black cross
Pink with black cross
Pink with white cross
Brown with white cross
Dark stone with black cross
Dark stone with red cross
Black with white cross
Brown with yellow cross
Stone
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261. The equipment of the Loco. Trains is as shown
hereunder:—

(a) Equipment of " 00 " Vans.

Axes

Bag, tool, containing hammer, chisels, hook
eyes, &c.

Bags, water feed
Bars, twisting ..
Bar, claw, 4 ft. long
Bars, chisel, flat, 6 ft. long
Bars, chisel, flat, 3 ft. long
Bars, chisel, crosscut, C ft. long
Bars, chisel, crosscut, 3 ft. long
Bars, pinch
Bar, in. octagon, 5 ft. long, foot at one on(
and tapered to i in, dianieter at other end

Bars, tommy, 5 ft. long ..
Bars, tommy, 2 ft. 6 in. long
Bars, screw jack (spares)
Beams, lifting with shackles end links

1

X

2

1

2

3

2

3
4

1

2

4
2

Amendments to Rolling Stock Book of
Instructions.

Instructions 231, Clause a, is to be amended and the
following items deleted,
lllock, snatch, 7 in. rope
Block and tackle, »> in. rope
Block and tackle, 3J' in. rope
Rope, fl in. 2oO ft. long (falls for tackle)
Rope, 4 in. 250 ft. long (falls for tackle)
Rope, 3 in. 250 ft. long (falls for tackle)
Rope, coil 7 in. 250 ft. long
Rope, coil 5 in. 250 ft. long
Rope, coil, 3 in. 200 ft. long

*—All location except North Melbourne.
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(a) Equipment of "00" Vans—continued.
Carbide, in drums ■. .. .. 3
Chisels, flat .. . • .. .. 6
Chisels, crosscut .. .. .. 6
(^hain, drag, in. link (link both ends) 85 ft

long .. .. ..
Chain, drag, 1 in. link (link both ends), 15 f

long ..
Chain, drag, 1 in. link (link both ends), 12 f
long ..

Chain, drag, J in. link (link both ends), 20 f
long ..

Chain, drag, i in. link (link one end, hook o
other end), 22 ft. long ..

Chains, double hook
Chain, 7 standard coupling links ..
Chains, 3 standard coupling links ..
Clamp, engine driving crank
Clips, axle .. .. .. .. 2
(Jlips, water fed bag .. .. .. 2
Clips, spring, engine .. .. .. 6
Clips, spring, cars and wagons .. .. fl
Clips, axle box, tender .. .. .. 4
Clips, motion bars, A2 engme
Clips, motion bars, Du engine .. ... 3
Clips, vamp (sets) . - .. .. 3
Couplings, screw .. .. .. 3
Cutter, bolt, patent
Detonators (tin containing 12)
Disc
Drawers, packing (sets) ..
Drawbar, intermediate, A2 engine ..
Drawbar, intermediate, Y engine ..
Drawbar and Drawbook combined
Drawhook, engine
Drawbook, tender
Drawhook for electric stock (Metro, equip
ment only)

Drifts, cotter, various sizes
Drum, with tap attached for kerosene
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(o) Equipment of " 00 " Vans—contmued.
Extractor, king pin .. .. .. 1

Feeder, oil, large .. .. .. 1
File, flat, 14 in. .. .. . .. ,. 1
File, fishback, 14 in. .. .. .. 1
File, round, § in. .. .. .. 1
Flags, red and green (sets) .. .. 8
Funnels with pannikans for filling hydraulio

jacks .. .. .. .. 4

Gauge, road level (straight edge and spirit
level) .. .. .. .. 1

Gauge, road width .. .. ., 1
Gauge, wheel, telescopic .. .. .. 1

Hammers, copper .. .. .. 2
Hammers, hand .. .. .. .. 4
Hammers, flogging, large .. .. ., 8
Hammers, flogging, small .. .. 8
Handles, hydraulic packs (spares) .. 2
Hookeye, 2 ft. 0 in. long .. .. .. 1
Hookeyes, short .. .. .. 2
Hoses, W.H.B. intermediate, engine .. 3
Hoses, W.H.B. standard .. .. .. 3

Jacks, hj^raulic, traversing (complete) 30 ton 2
Jacks, hydraulic, traversing (complete) 20 ton 4
Jacks, hydraulic, ship (complete) 30 ton
Jack's, Gorman, 10 ton
Jacks, German, 6 ton
Jacks, German, 4 ton, 2 ft. 6 in. long
Jacks, screw, traversing, large, complete
Jacks, screw, traversing, small, complete
Jacks, screw, traversing, 15 ton, short, tele

Ecopic, for electric stock (complete) (Metro
equipment only)

Jack, bottle, large
Jack, bottle, small
Jacks, Trcwhella, ratchet (complete)

'Eerosene (case)
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(a) Equipment of " 00 " Vkos—continued.
Ladders, step van .. .. .. g
Ladder, telescopic .. .. .. 1
Lamps, acetylene .. .. .. 3
Lamps, engine, head and tail .. ,. 2
Lamps, flare .. .. .. .. 9
Lamps, hand .. .. ., .. 4
Lamps, side .. .. .. .. 3
Lamps, slush .. .. ,. .. 18
Lamps, track walkers
Lamps, McGrath, for lighting van ..
Leathers, in oil, spares for hydraulic jac
each class

ilarlinspikcs . . .. .. .. 2
Nuts, blank, for train pipe .. .. 4

Oil, cylinder
Oil, bearing
Oxy Acetylene Equipment

Pads, axle box, in oil, 5 in. x 1^ in.
Pads, axle box, in oil, 7 in. x 1 in. ..
Packing, iron, assorted ..
Picks, with shafts
Pins, king, 3 in. diameter
Pins, split, assorted
Punches, pin, assorted
Punches, rod, i in. to 1 in.

Ratchets, traversing (spares)
Rails, double head, 22 ft. long
Rails, double head, 12 ft. long
Ramps, for 85 lb. rails (sets)
Ramps, for 70 lb. rails (set)
Rope, 6 in., 250 ft. long (falls for tackle)
Rope, 4 in., 250 ft. long (falls for tacklo)
Rope, 3 in., 250 ft. long (falls for tackle)
Rope, drag, 7 in., GO ft. long, thimble each em
Rope, coil, 7 in., 250 ft. long
Rope, coil, 5 in., 250 ft. long

6 pts
4 gait.
1 set

6
6

1 owt
2

2

Q^.
6

6

3

9

8
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(tt) Equipment of " 00 " Vans—continued.
Rope, coil, 4 iu., 250 ft. long .. .. 1
Rope, coil, 3 in., 200 ft. long .. .. 1
Rope, lashings, 42 ft. long .. .. 9
Rope, C in., slings, 10 ft. OTcrall .. .. 2
Rope, 5 in., slings, 10 ft. overall .. .. 2
Rope, 4 in., slings, 10 ft. overall .. .. 2
Rope, 2 in,, slings, 10 ft. ovornll .. .. 2
Rope, 6 in., wire, drag, 25 ft. long, thimble
each end .. .. .. .. 2

Rope, 3 in., wire, drag, 25 ft. long, thimble
each end .. .. .. .. 1

Rope, 4J in., wire, 10 ft. long, spliced each end 1
Rollers, 2 in. diameter, 2 ft. long .. .. 2

Saw, crosscut .. .. .. .. 1
Saws, hand .. • ■ .. •. 3
Saw, hack, with 1 dozen blades .. .. 1
Sets, cold, with handles .. .. .. 4
Sets, side, with handles .. . .. . 4
Scotches, wheel .. .. .. .. 24
Shackles, with pins, large .. .. 8
Shackles, with pins, small .. .. 4
Shovels .. • • • • • • 0
Spanners, assorted, 2 in- to li in. .. .. 1 set
Spanners, shifting, large .. .. .. 2
Spanner, shifting, small .. .. .. 1
Spanners, box, for repairing jacks .. • .. 2
Spanners, assorted, box, g in. to li in. .. 1 set
Spanner, double ended, for big and little ends,
A2 engines .. • - -. .. 1

Spanner, double ended, for big and little ends,
D engines • • • • • • • • 1

SnanniT.'.ior drawhook nut .. .. 1

Springs, drawhook, engine .. - ■ 2
Spares, for hydraulic jacks (valves, springe, Assort-

&c.) .. • • . • ment
Stands, for testing hydraulic jacks .. 6
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(a) Equipment of "00" Vans—contmued.

Tallow (in tin)

Timber packing—

Softwood, 9 ill. X 9 in. X 6 ft.

9 in. X 9 in. X 3 ft.
9 in. X 6 in. x 6 ft.
9 in. X 6 in. x 3 ft.
9 in., X 3 in. X 6 ft.

12 in. X 2 in. x 4 ft.

14 in. X 4 in. X 4 ft.

6 in. X 3 in. X 2 ft.

6 in. X 2 in. X 2 ft.

Hardwood, 9 in. x 3 in. x 6 ft.
9 in. X 6 in. x 3 ft.

6 in. X 4 in. X 1 ft.

6 in. X 1 in. X 3 ft.

Toggles, wood
Tomahawks

Tonga ..
Torches

Trolley (as per design) ,.
Tube, for spanners, 3 ft. long

Various thicknesses and lengths
Vyce, with bench, fixed ..

Waste, cotton
Wedges, step
Wedges, hardwood
Wedges, steel, for compressing in
drawbar springs (sets) ..

Wheel, emery
Wicks, lamp, f in. x | in. ..
Wick, lamp, balls

in.

termedia

12 lb.

8

12

8

12

6

6

6

12

13

4

4

13

IS

6

4

3

12

1

1

C cwt.

1

81b.

12

24

2

■  1

12

C
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(6) Equipment of «TT" Vans.
Axes

Bag, tool, containing hammer, chisels, book-
eyes, etc.

Bags, water feed ..
Bar, twisting
Bar, claw, 4 ft. long
Bar, chisel, flat, 6 ft. long .
Bars, chisel, flat, 3 ft. long
Bar, chisel, crosscut, 6 ft. long
Bars, chisel, crosscut, 3 ft. long
Bars, pinch
Bar, li in., octagon, 5 ft. long, foot at one en
and tapered to -J in. diameter at other end .

Bar, tommy, 5 ft. long
Bars, tommy, 2 ft. 6 in. long
Bars, screw jack (spares)
Block, snatch, 7 in. rope ..
Block, snatch, 4 in. ropo ..
Block and tackle, C in. rope
Block and tackle, 31 in. rope
Block and tackle, 11 in. rope
Bolts with plates, large, for spragging engin

wheels
Bolts with plates, small, for spragging tende

wheels
Bolts and washers, assorted
Bottle, oil (8 pints)
Boxes, axle, dummy, for trucks
Boxes, dummy, for truck frame
Brush, band
Buckets

Carbide in tin .
Chisels, flat
Chisels, crosscut
Chain, drag, 11 in
long

Chain, drag, f in

link (link both ends) 30 ft.

link (link one end, hook
other end). 22 ft. long

1

2

1

1

1

2

1

2

3

1

1

2

2

1

1

1

1

1

3

Qty.
1

4

3

1

1

4
4
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(6) Eqaipmeot ol " TT " Vans—continued.
Chain, drag, i in. link (link ono end, hook

other end), 22 ft. long .. .. .. 1
Chains, double hook .. .. .. 6
Chain, 7 standard coupling links .. .. 1
Chains, 3 standard coupling links .. .. 8
Clamp, engine driving crank .. .. 1
Clip, axle .. .. ... .. 1
Clips, "water feed bag .. .. •. 2
Clips, spring, engine .. .. .. 4
Clips, spring, car and wagon .. .. 4
Clips, axle box, tender .. .. ■ ■ 4
Clip, motion bars, A2 engine
Clip, motion bars, Dn engine
Clips, ramp (sets) .. .. *
Couplings, screw
Cutter, bolt, patent
Detonators (tin containing 12)
Disc .. .. .. ..
Drawers, packing (set) ..
Drawbar, intermediate, A2 engine ..
Drawbar, intermediate, Y engine ..
Drawbar and drawhook combined ..
Drawhook, engine
Drawhook, tender
Drifts, cotter, various sizes
Drum, with tap attached for kerosene

Extractor, king pin
Feeder, oil, large
File, flat, 14 in.
File, fighback, 14 in.
File, round, 4 in. .. ,..
Flags, red and green (sets)
Funnels, with pannikans for filling hydraulic

jacks
Gauge, road level (straight edge and spirit

level) .. .. .. .. 1
Gauge, road width .. .. .. 1
Gauge, wheel, telescopic .. .. .. 1
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(£>) Equipment ol " TT " Vans—coniinued.

Hammers, copper .. .. .. 2
Hammers, hand • • .. .. 2
Hammers, flogging .. .. .. 3
Handles, hydraulic jack (spares) .. .. 2
Hcokeye, 2 ft. 6 in. long .. .. .. 1
llookeyes, short .. .. .. .. 2
Hoses, "W.H.B. intermediate, engine .. 2
Hoses, "W.H.B. standard, engine .. .. 2
Jacks, hydraulic, traversing (30 ton complete) 2
Jacks, hydraulic, traversing (20 ton complete) 2
Jacks, hydraulic, ship (30 ton complete) .. 2
Jacks, Geman, 10 ton .. .. .. 2
Jack, German, (^ton .. .. .. 1
Jacks, German, 4 ton, 2 ft. 6 in. long .. 2
Jacks, screw, traversing, large, complete .. 2
Jacks, screw, traversing, small, complete .. 2
Jack, bottle, large .. .. .. 1
Jack, bottle, small i.. .. .. 1
.Jacks, Trewhella, ratchet, complete .. 2
Kerosene (ease) .. .. .. 1

Ladders, step, van .. .. .. 4
Ladder, telescopic. .. .. .. 1
I>amp, acetylene . • .. .. 1
Lamps, engine, head and tail .. .. 2
Lamps, flare .. .. .. .. 2
Lamps, hand .. .. .. .. 2
Lamps, side .. .. .. .. 2
Lamps, slush .. .. .. .. 6
Lamps, track walker .. .. .. 2
Lamps, McGrath, for lighting van.. .. 2
Leathers in oil, spares for hydraulic jacks .. 8
Marlinspike .. .. .. .. 1
Kilts, blank, for train pipe .. .. 2
Oil, cylinder .. .. . . .. 6 pints
Oil, bearing .. .. .. .. 4 gals.
Oxy Acetylene Equipment .. .. 1 set
Pads, axle box, in oil, 7 in. x 1 in. .. .. 6
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(b) Equipment ot " TT " Vaaa—conlinued.

Pads, nxle box, in oil, 5 in. x 1-J in.
Packing, iron, assorted
Picks, with shafts
Pins, king, 3 in. diameter
Pins, split, n.ssorted
Plates, iron, 12 in. x 1 in. x 36 in.
Punches, pin, assorted
Punches, rod, J in, to 1 in.

Rails (dotihlo headed) 12 ft. long
Entcliets, traversing (spares)
Enmps for 85 lb. rails (set)
Ramps for 70 lb rails (set)
Rope, 5 in., 250 ft. long ..
Rope, 4 in., 250 ft. long ..
Rope, 3 in., 250 ft. long ..
Rope, 14 in., 150 ft. long ..
Rope, 6 in., 200 ft. long (falls for tackle)
Rope, .34 in., 200 ft. long (falls for tackle)
Rope, drag, 7 in., 60 ft. long, thimble each end
Rope, lashings, 42 ft. long
Rope, 6 in., slings, 10 ft. overall
Rope, 4 in., slings. 10 ft. overall
Rope, .3 in., slings, 10 ft. overall
Rope, 2 in., slings, 10 ft. overall
Rope, 6 in., wire, drag, 25 ft. long, thimble

each end
Rope, 3 in., wire, drag, 25 ft. long, thimble

each end
Rope, 44 in., wire, 10 ft. long, spliced each end
Rollers, 2 in. diameter, 2 ft. long

Saw, crosscut
Saws, hand
Saw, hack, with 1 dozen blades
Seta, side, with handles ..
Sets, cold, with handles ..
Scotches, wheel ..
Shackles, with pins, large
Shackles, with pins, small

6

1 cwt.
2

2

Qty.
6
6

6

4

2

6

2
2

2

2

1
1

2

1

3

1

2

2

12
4

a
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(6) Ettuipment ol "TT" Vana—wnttnual.

Shovels .. .. .. .. 3
Spanners, assorted, 8 in. to in. .. .. 1 set
Spanner, shifting, large .. .. .. 1
Spanner, shifting, small .. .. .. I
Spanners, box, for repairing jacks .. .. 2
Spanners, box, assorted, f in. to li in. .. 1 set
Spanner, double ended, for big and little ends,
A2 engine .. .. .. .. l

Spanner, double ended, for big and little ends,
D engine .. .. .. .. i

Spanner for drawhook nut .. .. 1
Springs, drawhook, engine .. .. 2
Spares for hydraulic jacks (valves, springs, Assort-
&c.) .. .. .. .. ment

Stands for testing hydraulic jacks .. .. i

Tallow, in tins .. .. .. .. 12 lb.
Timber, packing—

Softwood, 9 in. X 9 in. X C ft. .. 6

0 in. X 9 in. X 3 ft. .. 8
9 in. X 6 in. X 6 ft. .. 6
9 in. X 6 in. X 3 ft. .. fl

9 in. X 8 in. X G ft. .. 6
18 in. X 2 in. X 4 ft. .. 6
14 in. X 4 in. X 4 ft. .. fi

6 in. X 3 in. X 2 ft. .. .. 12
6 in. X 2 in. X 2 ft. .. .. 13

Hardwood, 9 in. X 3 in. X 6 ft. .. fl

6 in. X 1 in. X 2 ft. .. .. 12
5 in. X 3 in. X 1 ft. 6 in. .. 12
6 in. X 2 in. X 1 ft. 6 in. .. 12

Various thicknesses and lengths

Toggles, wood ..
Tomahawks
Tonga ..
Torches
Tube, for spanners, 3 ft. long

5 ewt.

6

4

2
6

1
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(6) Egaipment ol "TO" continued.

Vyce, with bench, fixed .. .. .. 1
Waste, cotton .. .. .. 8 lb.
Wedges, step .. .. .. .. 12
Wedges, hardwood .. .. .. 24
Wedges, steel, for compressing intermediate
drawbar springs .. .. .. 2

Wheel, emery .. .. .. ,. 1
Wicks, lamp, f in. x J in. .. .. 12
Wicks, lamp (balls) .. .. .. 6

(c) Equipment of Travelling Cars and Vans.

Blankets .. .. .. .. 4
Chest (ambulance) .. .. .. 1
Copper .. .. .. .. 1
Food supplies and utensils (in cupboard) .. Qty.
Overalls, oilskin coat, trousers r f 12 suits " GO " Van
and hat (hung in cupboard) ]

Splints, long, bimdle
Splints, short, bundles
Stretchers
Telephone and aerial
Table, forms and stove are provided for the

use of the crew

6 suits " TT "Van

1

2

6

1

(d) Equipment of "H" Vans.

Axes
Bag, tool, containing hammer, chisels, hook-

eyes, etc. .. ....
Bar, twisting
Bar, chisel, flat, 6 ft. long
Bars, chisel, flat, 3 ft. long
Bar, chisel, crosscut, G ft. long
Bars, chisel, crosscut, 3 ft. long
Bars, pinch
Bar, li in. octagon, 4 ft. long, chisel point one
end and tapered to i in. diameter the other
end ..

1
1

1

2

1
2

2
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(d) Eqaipment (A " H " Vans—continued.

Bar, round, 5 ft. long, claw one end and
tapered to i diameter other end .. 1

Bar, tommy, 5 ft. long .. .. .. 1
Bars, tommy, 2 ft. 6 in. long .. .. 2
Bars, screw jacks (spares) .. .. 2
Bags, water feed .. .. .. 2
Block, snatch, 6 in., rope .. .. .. 1
Block, 3J in. rope .. .. .. 1
Block and tackle, 6 in., rope .. .. 1
Block and tackle, 2 in. rope .. .. 1
Bolts and washers, assorted .. .. Qty.
Bottle, oil (8 pts.) .. .. .. 1
Brush, hand . . . . .. .. 1
Buckets .. .. .. .. 2

Carbide, in tin .. .. .. .. 1
Chisels, flat .. .. .. .. 4
Chisels, crosscut .. • • .. .. 4
Chain, drag, 1 in. link (link both ends), 25 ft.
long .. .. .. .. .. 1

Chain, drag, | in. link (hook one end and link
other end), 20 ft. long .. .. .. 1

Chain, drag, ̂  in. link (hook one end and link
other end), 20 ft. long .. .. .. 1

Chain, 7 standard coupling links .. .. 1
Chains, 3 standard coupling links . , .. 2
Chains, double hook .. .. .. 4
Clamp, engine driving crauk .. .. 1
Clips, water feed bag .. .. . 2
Clips, spring, engine .. .. .. 2
Clips, spring, car and wagon .. ,. 2
Clip, motion bar, A2 engine .. 1
Clip, motion bar, Dn engine .. .. 1
Clips, ramp (sets) .. .. .. 2
Coupling, screw .. .. .. .. 1
Cutter, bolt, patent .. .. .. 1

Detonators (tin containing 12) .. .. 1
Disc .. .. • • . ■ .. 1
Drawers, packing (set) .. .. ., -1
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(({) EQQipment ol "H" Vans—cotxintied.
Drawbar, intermediate, A2 engine ..
Drawbar, intermediate, Y en^ne ..
Drawbar and drawhook combined ..

Drawhook, engine
Drawbook, tender
Drifts, cotter, various sizes
Drum, with tap attached for kerosene
Extractor, king pin
Feeder, oil, large
Flags, red and green (sets) .. .. 3
Funnels, with pannikans for filling hydraulic

jacks .. ■ • ■ • ■ • 3
Gauge, road level (straight edge and spirit

level) .. .. .. .. 1
Gauge, road width .. .. .. 1
Gauge, wheel, telescopic .. .. .. 1
Hammer, copper .. .. .. 1
Hammers, hand .. .. .. .. 3
Hammers, fiogging .. .. .. 3
Handles, hydraulic jacks (spares) .. .. 3
Hookeyo, 2 ft. 6 in. long .. .. .. 1
Hookcyes, short .. .. .. .. 3
Hoses, W.II.B., intermediate, engine .. 1
Hoses, W.U.B., standard .. .. .. 1
Jacks, hydraulic, traversing (complete), 30 ton 3
Jacks, hydraulic, ship (complete), 30 ton .. 3
Jacks, German, 10 ton .. .. .. 3
Jacks, German, 6 ton .. .. .. 3
Jacks, screw, traversing (complete) .. 3
Jack, bottle, large .. .. .. 1
Jack, bottle, small .. .. .. 1
Kerosene (case) .. .. .. .. 1
Ladders, step, van .. .. .. 8
Lamp, acetylene .. .. .. .. 1
Lamps, engine, head and tail .. .. 3
Lamp, hand .. .. .. .. 1
Lamps, side .. • • •. .. 8
Lamps, slush .. .. .. .. 6
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(d) Eaoipment ot "H" Vans—con^muei.
Lamp, McGrath, for Ugliting van . .. 1
Leathers, in oil, spares for hydraulic jacks,
each class .. .. .. • • 4

Marlinspike .. ■ ■ .. .. 1
Nut, blank, for train pipe .. .. 1
Oil, cylinder .. .. .. .. 3 pints
Oil, bearing .. .. .. .. 2 gals.
Overalls, oilskin coat, trousers and hats (suits) 6
Pads, axle box, in oil, 7 in. x 1 in. .. .. 3
Pads, axle box, in oil, 5 in. z 1^ in. .. .. 3
Packing, iron, short lengths, various thick

nesses .. .. .. • • } cwt.
Pick, with shaft .. ■ • .. .. 1
Pin, king, 3 in. diameter .. .. .. 1
Pins, split, assorted .. .. .. Qty.
Plates, iron, 12 in. x 1 in. x 3 ft. .. .. 6
Punches, pin, assorted .. .. .. 0
Punches, rod, J in. to 1 in. .. .. 3
Ratchets, traversing (spares) .. .. 2
Ramps, 80 lb. rail (set) ..
Ramps, 70 lb. rail (set) .,
Rope, 5 in., 250 ft. long ..
Rope, 3 in., 250 ft. long ..
Rope, 6 in., 250 ft. long (falls for tackle)
Rope, 2 in., 250 ft. long (falls for tackle)
Rope, lashings, 42 ft. long
Rope, 5 in., slings, 10 ft. overall ..
Rope, 4 in., slings, 10 ft. overall ..
Rope, 3 in., slings, 10 ft. overall ..
Rope, 2 in., slings, 10 ft. overall ..
Rope, 6 in., wire drag, 25 ft. long, thimble a
each end

Rope, 3 in., wire, drag, 25 ft. long, thimble a
each end

Rope, 4i in., wire, 10 ft. long, spliced each en(
Rollers, 2 in. diameter, 2 ft. long ..
Saw, crosscut
Saws, hand
Saw, hack, with 1 dozen blades
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(d) Equipment of "H" Vans—oojUtnwai

Sets, cold, with handles . ■
Sot, side, with handles •.
Scotches, wheel ..
Shackles, with pin, large ..
Shackles, with pin, small ..
Shovels
Spanners, assorted, | in. to li in. (set)
Spanner, shifting, large ..
Spanner, shifting, small ..
Spanners, box, for repairs to jacks ..
Spanner, double ended, for big and little ends,
A2 engines

Spanner, double ended, for big and little ends,
D engines

Spares, for hydraulic jacks (valves, springs,
etc.)

Stands, for testing hydraulic jacks ..
Tallow (in tin)..
Timber, packing—
Softwood, 9 in. X 9 in. X 6 ft. ..

9 in. X 9 in. x 4 ft. ..
9 in. X 6 in. x 8 ft. ..
9 in. X 6 in. X 3 ft. ..
9 in. X 3 in. X 6 ft. ..
14 in. X 8 in. X 4 ft. ..
14 in. X 2 in. X 4 ft. ..

Hardwood, 9 in. x 3 in. x 6 ft. ..
6 in. X 1 in. X 2 ft. ..

Tomahawks
Tonga
Torches

Tube, for spanners, 3 ft. long
Vyce, with bench, fixed ..
Wedges, hardwood
Wedges, steel, for compressing intermediate
drawbar springs

Wheel, emery

1
12

4

2

2

1

1

1

2

Assort
ment

2

6 lb.

6

6

6
6

6

6

6

6

12

2

1
6

1

1

24

2

1
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(e) Ambnlance Equipment, Etc.
Blankets

Cliest (Ambulance)
Food suppliea and utensils (in cupboard)
Splints, long, bundle
Splints, short, bundles
Stretchers

3

1

Qty.
1

2

G

(/) ITartow Gauge Lines.—Equipment to be carried
in the Brake Van of each train.—

Ambulance box .. .. .. .. 1
Axes .. .. .. .. .. 2
Bag, tool, containing the following:—

Chisels, crosscut .. .. .. 2
Chisels, flat .. .. .. .. 2
Files .. .. .. .. 2
Hammer, hand .. .. .. 1
ITookeye .. .. .. .. 1
Saw, hack, 3 blades .. .. .. 1

Bar, tommy, 4 ft. long . .. .. 1
Chains, narrow gauge, drag .. .. 2
Gauge, road level .. .. .. 1
Gauge, road width .. .. .. 1
Gauge, wheel, telescopic .. .. .. l

Jacks, lifting .. .. .. .. 2
Kerosene, container, 8 pints .. .. 1
Lamps, torch, short handle .. .. 6
Packing, iron .. .. .. .. Small

qty.
1Punch, rod, f in.

Rope, wire, drag, 3 in. (10 ft. long, splioec
each end)

Saw, crosscut
Saw, hand
Scotches, wheel, hand
Tomahawks
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60-TON AND SO-TON WRECKAGE CRANES.

262. («) Every Officcr-in-Cliarge and every (employe
concerned in the working of a 60-toa or 30-ton wreck
age crane must observe the Rules and Regulations and
instructions laid down for the working of a locomotive
as they apply with equal force to the care, management
and working of the cranes.
(6) Every Officer concerned must make himself

thoroughly conversant with the movements, &c., of the
crane, and must see that, when in use, the greatest care
is exercised in anchoring and fixing the foundations
for the beams when required, and that the load to be
lifted is not excessive for the conditions under which
the crane is being operated.

263. (a) The Chief Foreman or Foreman Mechanic
or Sub-Foreman or Leading Hand Fitter deputed by
the Chief Foreman must always accompany a
wreckage crane to the scene of any accident, derailment,
or other operation at which it is called into requisition
and a crane driver or qualified engine driver must travel
on each crane.

(6) Wlicnever one or more cranes arc attached to a
train a crane driver, or in the event of a crane driver
not being available, an engine driver must ride on each
crane.

(a) The Depot Foremen at Ararat and Boudigo loco,
depots must make similar arrangomeuts to those shown
in Clauses (a) and (Z») with respect to the 30-ton
wreckage crane located at their depot.

264. The Officer-iu-Charge before allowing the jib or
any other part of the crane to foul any running line,
must personally see that provision, in accordance with
tlie Rules and Regulations, is made for the ])roper
protection in both directions of the crane and of the
running line or lines, and if within the electrified area,
he m\iBt not allow operations to commence without first
complying with the instructions in the General
.Appendix.
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When the crane is in operation the Officer-in-Charge
must see that all precautions are taken to ensure that
the jib or any other part of the crane does not in any
of its movements foul any obstacle, such as electrical
overhead e(juipment, telegraph, telephone, or electric
light wires, over-head bridges, or signal posts.

265. (a) A crane driver trained in the working and
management of the crane must always be on duty at
the North Melbourne loco, depot, and ho must take
charge of the crane in every instance in which it is
required.

(b) At Ararat and Bendigo loco, depots the Depot
Foreman concerned must make suitable arrangements
so that a crane driver trained in the working of the
crano may be readily obtained at short notice when
required.

(r.) In the event of the transfer to another depot of
a trained crane driver, arrangements must be made by
the_ Foreman concerned for the immediate selection and
training of another man.

266. Steam must bo raised at least once every
fortnight, and each crane put through the various
movements by each driver trained to handle it in turn,
so that all may bo thoroughly conversant with its
working, and also to ensure tliat all parts will he in
proper working order when required.

267. Before a fire is lit in the boiler of a crane on
any occasion, the employe responsible, after testing the
water gauge cocks in order to ascertain the quantity of
water in the boiler, must run off through the blow-off
cock about a quarter of a glass of water to remove any
sediment that may have accumulated, but care must be
taken to see that not less than a quarter of a glass of
water remains in the boiler.

268. The full equipment of tools, aoplianees, lifting
gear, &c., provided, must be kept on each crane or
match or equipment truck, and must not he taken away
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for anj other purpose, and every driver taking over a
crane from another driver must satisfy himself that all
the gear is on hand and in good order. A Leading
Hand Filter must check the gear once every month, to
see that it is intact.

269. Before any lifting gear is supplied for use on a
crane, it must ho approved by the Chief Mechanical
Engineer. The "Workshops Manager, Newport, must
certify that it is of the proper strength, and in good
order and condition.

All the working gear of the crane, when not in use,
must be properly protected from the weather by the
covers provided for that purpose.

270. (nl The boiler of each crane must be thoroughly
examined in a similar manner to a stationary boiler.

(h) Every three (3) months the fire bars must he
taken out and the foundation plate and the boiler tubes
inside the firebox in the case of a 80-ton crane, and the
galloway tubes in the case of a 30-ton crane, must be
thoroughly examined.

271. Every fusible plug, safety valve, injector, steam
pipe, pressure gauge, blow-off cock, and all other boiler
mountings must be thorougbly examined and the lead
in the Visible plugs renewed every six months.

272. The boiler must be washed out whenever it is
considered necessary, but not less than once in every
two (2) months.

273. (a) The slewing coil friction clutches and gear
of each 60-ton crane must be thoroughly examined -'u
position every three (3) months.
UoTE.—See drawing No. 2996 for instructions

regarding the adjustment of coil clutches.
(b) The double friction clutch and gear of each

30-ton crane must he thoroughly examined in position
every three (3) months,
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iiicludiug big and
'  1 ...1 -j .u„

AMENDMENT TO ROLLING STOCK BRANCH
BOOK OF INSTRUCTION 60 Ton and 30 Ton
Wreckage Cranes.

The following is to he inserted as an additioinl in
struction on Page 161) of the abovementioned book:

274. {«) The air and hand brake equipment of the
cranes must be thoroughly examined every twelve (12)
months.

be bandied.

(c) Any defect ill the crane, lifting gear, &c., must
be reported as soon as practicable to the Chief
irechanicnl Engineer.

276. The axlo boxes of the crane and the match and

equipment trucks mtist ho examined every six (6)
month.s, and if necessary re-oiled.

277. All examinations must be properly recorded in
a book kept for that purpose.

278. Whilst engaged in any operation the driver
having charge of the crane must take his instructions,
for any movenieut required, from the Offieor-iii-Cbarge
of the opernfioiis or his properly appointed deputy.

279. Before leaving the erniie, or after finishing
work at any time, the driver must sec that everything
is in proper order and ready for immediate service
when required, and must be specially careful to see—

(a) that the water tanks are filled;
(b) that the coal bunkers arc filled;
(c) that the fire is properly cleaned out;
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(</) that the ash-pan is clean;

(c) that the boiler is left with the gauge glass
showing f full of water;

(/) that the fire is laid ready for lighting;
(g) that all lubricating trimmings, &c., are with

drawn; and

(k) that all covers are replaced over the working
parts, and the curtains are down and
properly secured.

280. Before leaving the slietl or after finishing work,
the driver must enter on a Repair card and report
personally to the Depot Foreman any defects in or
repairs necessary to the crane.

INSTETTCTIONS Nos. 281 to 296 APPLICABLE [CO
THE 60-TON WRECKAGE CRANES Nos. 18 & 19.'

281. When the crane is not in use, the detachable
balance wciglit must be placed on tbc underframe on
tho brackets fixed at tbe opposite end to the centreing
gear and secured by the four bolts provided.

Before any load is lifted tbe centreing gear must be
turned over clear and tbc detncliable weight attached
to the fixed balance weight by means of the four bolts
provided.

To lift the detachable balance weight into position,
slacken off nuts of the holding-down bolts aud turn the
bolts i turn to allow the tec lieads to lift out of holes
in underframe. Then place fixed balance weight
centrally over the detached weight, lift the weight fay
means of the screw jacks, taking care to see that the
weight is lifted evenly. Insert the weight-securing
bolts and, when the weight is fully up, screw on the
nuts.
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The screw jacks shal! theu be lowered so that the tops
are right down on to the underframo, after which the
crane shall be slewed to bring the securing bolt nuts to
a place where they will be accessible, and they must be
screwed up tightly.

282. (a) The crane is fitted with two injectors and
an ejector, viz. A Gresham and Craven Injector and
a Penberthy Auto-positive Injector on the boiler, and
an Ejector on the L.H. bunker.

The Gresham and Craven injector is to he used under
ordinary conditions.

The Penberthy Auto-positive injector is to be used
when the feed water becomes heated by weather
conditions or by the use of the ejector. It is also to be
used at least once during each occasion the crane is
working.

The Ejector is provided to supply water to the tanks
when they require filling from a source below the level
of the tanks.

(h) The operation of the injectors to feed water from
the crane tank into the boiler is the same for both
injectors. Before operating the injector, see that the
delivery cock on the boiler is open. Open the water
cock and then (he injector steam valve. Regulate the
water cock to prevent overflow. "When the water cock
is once regulated properly it may be left set in this
position, and the steam valve only will need to be used
to start and stop the injector unless the boiler pressure
has altered to a great extent.

(c) To feed water into the crane tank from a source
below the level of the tanks, connect tlie hose to the
ejector side connexion and remove the filling hole cover
so that the delivery into the tank is visible. Open the
ejector steam valve until the water is discharged into
the tank, then close down the seam valve to the mini
mum opening which will retain a good flow of water
into the tank.
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283. Before starting out from the shed on anj
journey, and on completing work at any place, the
driver must satisfy himself that the crane and match
and equipment trucks are in proper running condition,
and must be careful to see—

(a) that the detachable balance weight is securely
bolted on the opposite end of the underframe
to the centreing gear;

(b) that the top of the trestle on the match truck
is well greased, and that the jib is lowered
and securely resting on the trestle on the
match truck, the derricking ropes being left
slightly slack; that the rear end of the
superstructure is securely locked by tho
centreing gear, and the centreing gear
locking pin is in position, and that the
GO-ton and 16-ton lifting blocks are properly
stowed on the match truck, and that the
IC-ton block is locked in position with tho
bar provided, and all lifting ropes are left
slightly slack;

(c) that the end and centre beams are "IN" and
securely locked with the pins provided, and
the pendulum balance weights on the ratchet
spindles are oiled and swing freely;

(d) that the top part of the chimney of the boiler
is in tho lowered position;

(c) that the two sliding pinions (if the crane is
to be hauled) of the travelling gear on the
underframe are drawn out of oear, and the
hand wheels are padlocked to prevent any
movement when the crane is in motion, that
the four bogie frame relieving blocks are in
the brackets on the sides of the underframe,
and tho four rail clips are in the support
brackets;

(/) that the axle boxes and all other working parts
of the crane and match and equipment
trucks are properly lubricated and are in
good order,
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((/) that the crane and niatub and equipment arc
properly coupled togctlier.

(h) that the Air Brake Cock on the side o£ the
underframe adjacent to the cah, for opera
tion in an emergency hy an employe
travelling on the crane, is in -working order,
and that hy its operation the brakes arc
])roperly applied.

(i) that the -water tanks are full, the coal bunkers
are full of coiil, and everything in proper
order and i-eady for use.

284. Steam may he raised while the crane is in
motion. The working pressure of the boiler is 130 Ih.
per sq. inch.

285. Before commencing to work the crane all
lubricators must be properly attended to and all
working parts properly luhricntod. The engine
cylinders must he drained and warmed with steam.
In all cases where provision has been made for grease

compression cup lubrication, the grease cup cap must
be screwed up to supply sufficient grease to the wearing
surfaces concerned.

Where oil iuhrication is required, oil must be supplied
in sufficient quantity for the wearing surface concerned.

See Instruction 295 for detnil.s of lubrication.

286. When it is necessary to lift any load the follow
ing instructions mu.st be observed:—

(a) The crane must be placed in a position most
euitahle for dealing with the work.

(h) Before any lifting work is oommcnced the
sliding pinions of the travelling gear must
be out of gear and properly secured in that
position.

(c) All the bogie frame relieving blocks must he
inserted between the underframe side
rubbing plates and the tops of the bogie
frame.s.
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(rf) The benma ttiust, when neeessavy, he out to the
positions required, and the ends securely
packed as shown in TJiugrains 62, 63, and
64 so as to form an extended base to in
crease the stability of the crane. The
packing must be arranged so that the
pressure on the ground is not excessive.
.Vbout 54 square feet under the end of the
centre beam and about 34 square feet under
the ends of the four end beams will bo
required for average ground with the loads
as shown in Instruction 293, Table No. 61.

(c) The rail clips must be seeiiroly fastened to
the rails.

287. (a) To Lift the Jib:—
(a) The engine reversing lever must bo

in hack gear;
(b) The derricking clutch in gear; and
(a) The derricking brake released.

(b) To Lower the Jib:—
(ft) The engine rer-ersing lever must be

in fore gear;
(b) The dcrrifking cliitcli in gear; and
(c) The derricking brake roloased.

(c) Derricking Gear Not in Use:—
(a) The derricking lirake must be ap

plied; and
(h) The derricking clutch out of gear.

288. (a) To Lift Loads on the Main Block:—
(a) The engine reversing lever must be

in fore gear;
(b) The lifting clutch 1st motion in

gear;

(c) The heavy lifting clutch iu gear;
(d) The main lifting barrel strap brake

released; and
I  (c) Tlie foot brake lever released.

Note.—When the loud is lifted it
must he held bv the foot brake.



{h) To Lower Loads on the Main Block by
Control of Foot Brake.

(a) The foot brake must be applied;
(It) The lifting clutch 1st motion out of

gear; and
(c) The load lowered carefully by con

trol of foot brake.

(c) To Unwind the Main Block Eope
(a) The engine reversing lever must be

in back gear;
(b) The lifting clutch 1st motion in gear;
(c) The heavy lifting clutch in gear;
(d) The main lifting barrel strap brake

released; and
(e) The foot brake lever released.

(d) The Main Block Not in Use;—

(а) The Main lifting barrel strap brake
must be applied;

(б) The heavy lifting elutch out of gear;
and

(c) The lifting clutch 1st motion out of
gear.

288. (a) To Lift Loads on the Auxiliary Block;—
(a) The engine reversing lever itiust be

in fore gear;
(b) The lifting clntcb 1st motion in gear;
(c) The auxiliary lifting elutch in gear;
((f) The auxiliary lifting barrel brake

released; and
(c) The foot brake lever released.

(i>) To Lower Loads on the Auxiliary Block by
Control of Foot Brake:—

(a) The foot brake must be applied;
(b) The lifting elutch 1st motion out of

gear; and
(a) The load lowered carefully by control

of foot brake.
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(o) To ITawuid the Auxiliary Block Bope;—

(o) The engine reversing lever must be
in back gear;

(i>) The lifting clutch Ist motion in gear;

(c) The auxiliary lifting clutch in gear;

(tf) The auxiliary lifting barrel brake
released; and

(e) The foot brake lever released.

(d) The Auxiliary Block Not in Use:—

(o) The auxiliary lifting barrel brake
must be applied;

(b) The auxiliary lifting clutch out of
gear; and

(c) The lifting clutch 1st motion out of
gear.

(e) The Auxiliary Lifting Clutch and the
Heavy Lifting Clutch must not be in gear
at the same time.

390 (a> To Slew the Crane in the Bight-hand
Direction:—

(a) The engine reversing lever must be in
fore gear;

(b) The slewing friction cone brake
released; and

(c) The side hand wheel turned anti-
cIoek\vi8e until inner coil cluteh
is engaged.

(b) To Slew the Crane in the Left-hand
Direction;—

(a) The engine reversing lever must be in
fore gear;
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(i) The slewing friction cone brake
released; and

(c) The side hand v/heel turned clockwise
until outer coil clutch is engaged.
Note.—All slewing moveinents

must be made with the engine re
versing lever in fore gear.

(fc-) The Slewing Gear Not in Use;—

(a) The side hand wheel must be adjusted
to bring the coil clutch .sliding
eolliir into the central position;
and

(i>) The slewing friction cone brake
^  . annlied.
Page 158.

Add the following as a new clause to Instruction 290.

(d) Special Care of Slewing Gear.

(a) When using the slewing gear special care is to
be taken to see that the engine crank shaft speed
does not exceed 2.50 revolutions per minute.

(b) When making a stop the jib shall be brought
to rest slowly by the gradual shutting of the
steam regulator valve.

fixed:— — -

(a) The engine reversing lever must be
plaecd in fore gear;

(b) The travclliug clutch iu gear;

(c) The two hand wheels on .side of
uuderframe unlocked;

(rf) The two hand wheels operated to
place two bogie .sliding pinions
into gear. If necessary, move the
engine crank to enable sliding
pinions to bo placed in gear; and

(e) The two hand brakes released.
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(h) To Travel the Crane in a Backward
Direction:—

(a) The engine reversing lever must be
plnccd in back gear;

(5) The travelling clutch in gear;
(c) The two hand wheels on side of

underfrnme unlocked;

(d) The two hand wlieels operated to
place two bogie sliding pinions into
gear. If necessary, move the
engine crank to enable sliding
pinions to be placed in gear; and

(e) The two hand brakes released,

(c) The Travelling Gear Not in Use:—

(c) The two hand wheels on side of
nuderfraiiie must be operated to
place two bogie sliding pinions out
of gear;

(b) The (wo hand wheels padlocked;
(c) The travelling clutch out of gear;

and

(rf) The iwo hand brakes applied if crane
is not to be moved.

293. (a) Before any load is lifted by the crane the
detachable balance weight must be attached to the
superstructure fixed balance weight under the boiler by
means of four bolts and the centreing gear turned over
clear. The main block and auxiliary block working
loads of the crane in the various position.s of the blocks
with all beams " out" are showji on the crane indicator.

Table No, 61 shows the loads that may he lifted with
beams "out" and with no beams out, When beams
are fully out they must he securely packed, see Diagrams
Nos. 62, 63, and 64 and all rail clips must he secured
to the rails.
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Table No. 61.

Badlcu
of Block

la Feet,

17

18

19
20

21

22

23
2d

26
28

30

33

36
37

Uazimum Load la Toaa.

All Beama Full; Out.
(See notaa below.}

Uala

Block.

60

66

60
46

42

38

36

30
28
24

21

AuxlUar;
Block.

10
16

10

16

16
16

16

16

Bad Bestna On);
Fully Out.

Mala

Block.

27

26

23
21

20

19
18

10

16

13
11

AnzUUiy
Block.

Ko Beama Oat.

Uala
Block.

10

16
14

13

12
11

9
7

14
13

12

11
10

9
8

8
7

0
6

AnzLUac;
Block.

8

8
7

0

0

6

*i
4

NoTEr—(a) When all beams are fully out the centre beam
must be out on the side on which tbo load to be lifted is

located. If required to slew to the other side, the load must
be slewed to either end and then the centre beam drawn out
on tbo opposite side and securely packed. The loads shown
in columns " End beams only fully out" and " No beams out"
may be slewed all round the crane.

(h) When the crane is in auch n position that it is not
possible or desirable to use the beams out to_thcir fullest
extent, as shown in Table No. 61, the loads that may be lifted
at various positions of the beams are as shown in Tables 62
to 65.

(6) Tliese tables show the main and auxiliary block
loads that may be lifted at the different radii of the
blocks when all the beams arc out to various positions
np to their full lengths, securely packed and rail clips,
&c., secured.
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Taui.e No. 62.—^Maix Block with Cextue and End
Beams.

Aaillue
ofJilock
III Feel,

Uaximum Loads In Tons, for Various Posllloiu of Beams,

Slewed only 180 degrees ou Mde of Crane.
(8oe Kola (a).]

All Bcama
lu and
Packed.
(See
Note
(4W

Centre

Beam
Fully Out
A ft. 3 In.
End

Beams
Fully Out
2ft. Si ill.

Centre

Beam
Out 3 ft.
End

Beams
Fully Out
2 ft. Si 111.

Centre
Beam

Out
2 ft. Si In.

End
Beams

Fully Out.
2rt. Silii.

Centre

Beam Out
2 ft.
End

Beams
Out 2 ft.

CeiiUc

Beam Out
1 ft.
End

Iteanis
Out 1 ft.

17 (HD 44 30 3.5 27 22
18 55 40 35 32 25 20
10 SO 30 32 29 23 10
20 48 33 20 27 21 18
21 42 30 27 25 20 16
22 38 28 25 23 10 15
23 35 20 24 22 18 14
2S 30 23 21 19 15 12
2U 28 21 10 IS 14 11
28 24 10 17 16 12 0
30 21 17 15 14 11 8

Notes;—(a) Tbe centre beam must be out on the side on
whicli the load to be lifted is located. If required to slew to
other side, tlie load miist be slcn-ed to either end and then the
centre beam drawn out on the opposite side and securely
packed.

(i) All end benma are to he out flush with undorframe, or
further if possible, and iiacked, The centre beam is to be
packed at eacii end, Tlie load may then be slewed all round
tbe crane. The packing must be placed under the beams, not
under the beam housings.

iy371/4U—6"
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Table No. 63.—Aoxiliaky Block with Centbk and
End Beams.

lUxtmiim IvOBils In Toiu, for Vnrioiis Positions of licnms.

Slewed only ISO dofrrees on aide of Crane.
(Se« Note (a).)

Ail ISvams
in and
packed.
(See
Note

(ft).)

Badlus
of Block
la Keot.

Ceutre

Beam

FjiMy Out
1 ft. 5 in.

Eod
Beams

Fully Ont
Sft.Sjjn.

C*ntr»

Beam

Out 3 ft.
End
Beams

FuUcOut
ca.sHn.

Centre
Benm
Out

2(l.&tla.
End
Beams

Fully Out.
Sft.SJln.

Centra
Beam Oat
2 ft.
End
Beams

Out 2 ft.

Centre

Beam Out
I ft.
Eod
Beams

Out 1 ft.

23

2.-.
2ii

28

30
.33

3.3
37

16

16

16
16

16

16
16

16

16
[6

16

16
10

1.3

14
12

16
16

16

16
1.5

14

12
10

16

16

16
16

1.5

13

12
10

16
16

1.}

14

12

1  10
!  9
1  8

13
14

13

11
10
8

7

1  6

Notes—(o) The centre beam must be out on the side on
which the load to be lifted is located. If required " ^
otlier side, the load be slewed to cither cue! am then 11 e
centre beam drawn out on the opposite side and securely
packed.

(Ill All end beams are to he out flush with undevframe. or
further if possible, and packed. Tlie centre beam is to be
packed at each end. The load may t^n be ^^lewed Ml round
tbc crane. The packing must be placed under the beams, not
under the beam housings.

Tables Nos. 64 and 65.

These tables shotv the main and auxiliary block londs
lliat may be lifted at tbc various radn of the block
when the end beams only are out to various positions up
to their full length, securely packed and rail clips, &c.,
secured.
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Table No. 64.—Main Block with All End Bsaus
Only.

Badiiu of Block
In Feet.

Haxlmnm Loada. In Tooa, for Varlooa Foaltlona
of Beama.

Slowed comidetoly n>und Craue.

End Beama Fully
Out 2n. 6i^ In.

End Beams Out
2 ft.

Euil Beama Out
I ft.

17 27 26 25
18 25 25 24
19 23 23 22
20 .. 21 21 20
21 20 20 18
22 19 18 17
23 18 17 16
20 16 16 14
26 15 14 13
28 13 12 11
30 11 10 9

Taiilk No. 65.—Auxiliaby Block with All End
Beams Only.

Maximum Loada, Id Tuua, for Varluiii Poaltloos
of Beams.

Badlua of Block
In Feel. Slewe< comidetely rouml Cnuic.

End Beama Folly End Beama Out End Beama Out
Out sn.Silo. 2 ft. I ft.

23 16 1.5 14
25 16 14 13
20 14 13 12
28 13 12 11
30 12 11 10

g33 11 10
35 9 8 7
37 7 H 6

13371/40.—7
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(c) All the loads in the above Tables Ivos. 61 to 6j
are based on the assiiinjition that the load is lifted in u
vertical direction. Wlicn the load is lifted in such a
position that the ropes from the jib pulleys to the hook
block will be pulled to an angle with the vertical the
loads that may be lifted must be reduced as shown in
Tables Nos. 66 and 67.

In using tbe.se table.s the 0(!lccr-in-01iarge of the
crane and operations must use bis discretion as to the
loads to be allowed in cneli case a.s the ground will
sustain a portion of the load until it is brought by the
crane into a position immediately under the jib pulleys.

T.uii.Ks Xo.*. 66 ANT) 07.

Tliosc Tables are based on the columns beaded "All
beams fully out" in Tables Xos. 61, 62, and 63. Other
loads shown in Tables Xos. 01, 62, 63, G4-, and 65 must
be reduced proportionately when the load is to be lifted
at an angle with the vertical, and the beams are not
Killy out,

Table No. 66,—Main Block.

Uaxlmurn Loacln In Tniu.

ftadlcu

of Block
In Fnl.

Angle of Kopo* to th« Veitlcal.

IS Degrees. 30 Degrect.

AUBeuns
Fullp Out.

BesiDS In.
All Besns
Fully Out. DenineIn.

AllBesiui

Fully Out. Beams In.

17 29 9 20 7 17 0

IS 28 9 20 7 17 6

19 27 8 10 0 17 0

20 20 8 19 (1 17 .I

21 2fi 7 19 (1 17 .1

22 24 7 18 6 10 0

26 21 fi 17 5 16 o

20 20 6 16 IS 4

28 18 5 10 4 14 4

30 16 4 14 3 13 3

45 Degrees.
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iUdlua
of Block

In Fmi,

23

25

26
28

SO

33

35
37

Taiilk No. 07.—Auxiluby Block.

UaxImiiiD LoAiU in Tona.

Angle of Ropes to the Vertical.

le Ucgresi.

AU Beams

Fully Out.

16

10

1(1
to

10

1.5
14

13

Beams In

30 Degrees.

Alt Beams* t. _ .Fully Out.j 1"

16

16

10

15
14

13
12

12

o

5
5

4
4

3

3

3

4S Degrees.

All Beams'
FuUyOot.| St""*'"-

15

1.5

14
14

13

13

12
12

S
4

4

4
4

3

3

3

294. Diiigniiii No. C1 iiitlicates the maximum loads
that the main and auxiliary blocks of the crane may
lift, with nil beams out.

Biagnini No. 02 indicate.? the maximum loads that
the main and auxiliary blocks of the crane may lift at
the various radii and metiiod of packing under tho
beams of the crane on first class lines.

The beams must lie fully out and properly packed
under the cuds. If for any reason the beams cannot be
drawn out fully, they must be drawn out as far as
possible and .securely packed, and the load reduced as
shown on Tables Nos. 82 and 64 main block and Nos.
03 and 0.5 niisilinry blocks (see Clause (b) of Instruc
tion No.

Diagram Nn. 03 indicates the method of packing
under the beum.s of the crane on second class lines.

Diagram No. 04 indicates the melliod of packing
under the beams on level tracks.

Diagram No. 05 indicates lifting gear arrangoments.
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295. Thu following working parts must bo lubricated
us shown in tho follo\vmg tables:—

C>'l<uJer Oil, SatunteU
Stenm,

ISni/itte iilixt lulirlcntoc
i plut<'n)>nt'lt)', mill Bteoiii
sUiUug valvo n.ln. ball
Inbricator.

Cnllex Cratei CoiUi*miid So. 2,
applied (lot.

Slaemi nofiu mid worm wliunlii box imist contain
ti ill, ilojiili of compoiiiiil. DorackiuK worm
and wiinii wbeel bo* nnwt roiitaln ij in
ilspKi of cuiniwiuiHi.

I.CH-niiiuilvc llciirins Oil.

Knotne rovoralin; iov'cr,
4Tcuin Htarting valve lever,
1 reversing sluft bearings.
<: quadrants trilli 3 liules,
U die blocks, nnd 4 iuingUig
links at each end.
The 2 crossbcad guides.

2 crank |ilii bcarliigs and
4 evcoiUtic sirAp oil cups

/.•fliiiy Second Afidion Shn/l
lover, 2 clulch sliaTl bear
ing brackets, psil, and
pinion wheel

Haiti Lifl lever, eJulcli shaft
liracket, pin. |md, and
pinion wheel

AuxUiarii Lin lever, i ellitcji
lever brnekets, pail, barrel
clatch, and 2 liaitel
bearings

ilerrirkjnp lever, 2 shafi
glands, ciutcb sliaft
bracket, pad, clutch, and
Iwvel n heel on cone slinft

I'TttwUiug Ofar lever, clutcli
■haft

Vscuuin K-S. h'o. 2
Oreose for

CotnpreMluii Cups
and Ball Bearings,

2 crosahesd pins and
2 shaft Iiraringa

2 abaft beailags

2 hamd sliafi iiearings

2 linrnd sluin bearings

3 cone idiaft Iiearings,
3 worm shaft bear
ings and 2 du-
rlckiDR shaft liear-
iDgs

irorm bcncg lArusI bell
bearing

2 vertical shaft bear
ings, 4 longUudluol
bevel wheel sh^
bearings, 4 liorlaon-
tal bevel and spar i
wheel bearings on I
ends of tbafis and '
4 horlsontal sliding I
pinion bearlogs on !
ends of shafts '

Gargoyle t'.N, Grease
Applied Uot to the
Teeth and Weariigi

Bnrfucos,

Sliaft clulch pinion

Sluift gear wlieel aiui
pinion

Shaft gear wliee]

Siiaft gear iviierl and
pinion

Engine eliaft driving
gear wheel corn shaft
ilrivcn gear wheel,
2 lievei gears, the
w'onn, and barrel
worm wlii-el

iiiigine shaft bevel
iiinioD, bevel wheel,
vcrlieal shaft spur
wheel, 2 centre cast
ing boll apur wheels,
4 longltudlua] pinions,
4 bevel wheels, 4 spurSlnlon wheels and 2

riving axle spnr
wheels
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25)5. The following working parts must be iubricittcd
as shown in tho following tables—

Jxioomolive Oil.

Vacuum N.». N'y. 2

0|Tn« for

C^niprowlOD Ci:|M
aa<} nail

ORrtfoyli* ('.X, Urpart
AppM Hot to the
T«th ami Wfftring

Surfflce*.

Sl^u'inQ wtieol fricllun clutrh
!«creu' bracket, twren', uut,
!evi'r. Ktiii!, 2 fork eudii.
roll clutch etrnj). hIMIhc
collar rcTitre 2 Hliles aiut
•shaft, 2 spring colls (wJ»un
clutch ii^ run111Ilk out of
^r), 2 chills, 2 fulcrumKs, 2 niUfe whcstl

rliijn anil liO!4 face,
2 food oil liox to 2

verllrol ahafi mlIre whool
heartiigfi, 2 vertical aliafl
mitre wheel boss faces,
fee<1 oil box to craue top
rciitro plii collar, throuRli
Mtrclrhcr castluR pipe to
ra<)lal rliig centre bush,
ftial vertical shaft bottom
liTnckcl

Sfni/i Hrakf^ nmlii Uftiiii!
Uurul. auxlliarv liftlug
barrel, cone shaft slewing
mitre wlieel. and voue
shaft derrtckiniE mitre
wheel, 4 cruMilieads, 4
Kcre»^ and 4 niil.s

.Uaja aiui Auxiliary Li^t
IW /Irake lover. 2 bori'
zoiit 111 siiufi Itoarliitfs, haiul
wheel arrmv crosthnad and
alldink rrosehead

Uaiui tlrakf, 2 hand wheel
RhaftM, 2 ecrewB, 4 Rplmlln
bearluRa, 2 iiuta, A »ha(V
beartnga, and 2 sliaft
centre levers

d worm xhnft boailnus,
2 worm wheel bonr*

InCR Oh top of Vert I*
cal sliaA, 2 verllrni
Hh.ift plhtoh bearlmfi
anil 'M radial rliig
rollern, 2 nunu

thnct It^r-

hi'j^

:i coll clutch mitto

w Ileohi. 21nlt rr wlieel-
on end ('f vertical
Khnft. vertical shaft
idulon, vertical
gonr w'hcol slewliiu
pinion, slewing rack,
pHfhtray /«<v» and i;<it!iway top *rfMrnt
artt

JiUiy-ton Main lUoek, \
3 pulleys and htavy
thrust Mi bearing

SUteeH-toa AaxUiary
Btoek, 2 uulleys and i
heatfu fVuAf ]
bearing

Jib PuUeys, Z main lift, '
2 auxUlary lift, main ;
guide, and auxiliary' I
guldu, 2 foot >
bearings, and 2 I
ireatle roller beerings
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295, Tho following working parta must bo lubricated
as shown in the following tables—oanlinwi.

T/>como11ve Dfjirluj? Oil.

Vacuum K,S. No. 2
QreasA for

Conipre^slori ru[M
and Ball Be^rinBs.

Jib UaJiw InJUnlcr IkvcI
;icar wImm:!. pluitui, liear*
InB. dip, and ImlicatMr
)iiatc

DfrriekiHif. 2 Itip Htay fiids
aru) 2 Ixitivin stay erid»

Urixr, 2 9haA
Ixsarliiu lifticlivts

halutwe 4 eye bolts
and 4 hald|jik$ down bolU

Weight Jwk Qwr,
•1 vcrtlrni uiiidu brackctft.
2 vertical screws, 2 uor&i
;ind WMfiti uhL-vl hoU4llis»,
nikJ 2 »hafl l<rarl>itr«

/•'01V (Uipt, 4 Hcrfu*!«
/^rrr*c ISfUmn, { end rullcc^.
2 ivntrc rdWK, 2 hand
rat< hel«» i pJtUMii diafla,
4 |ieMdiiluiii wduhlti, and
4 benrlni;;^

2 (up and 'i iHdtoiii
centre euAi|h;^« lubricated
from 2 oil Ixars. 2 fml
CHI siliJc of iiitilvrfranie

.1/1IrA rnrrA

I

Bed Oil—^ ( rano axlehoKcs
4 MaUdk tnich aidcbuxeK ,,
4 K^iulpincnt truck axlcbuxcd

1'rts«ilc tup aiirface

Oor^oyle C.X. GrcAw
Aii]>lloi Hot to ihc
Teeth and WcariuK

BorfatT*,

4 iu|i pulleys AAd U !
bottom pulleys \

iduious and 2 ruckH

H top side.i in lontMct
with rubblnu plutm*
and 10 sprlnj; girder
rnhhInB »urfaM^

Oiled an (vrpilrrd

Wire ropoe. nialii and auxiliary JiHIu^ ami dcrricklnK. Vctndeum ddly to U>
appUeil thruuBhuMt their length whcji required.

296. iliVerilori/ of Tita/s and Hijulfmcnl of ^O-Ton
Wreckat/e C'nine;—

X umber.. Item.

Crane TooIh.

Spanner, C.S. Ij-iii., rail clip screws.
Box apamier, Ig-iii., square, for tail rest sbaft

tumblers.

Beuin ratoliet levers.
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No. 296. I'memlory of TooU and Equipment of BO-fon
Wreckage Crone—continued.

-Vimti'T. i Item.

Crane jTooj;—contbuwl.

Balauce ueight lifting jacic bandies.
Dox fog nignals.
Clinker sliovcl.
Cbain hook« for linnilling ciiaiiis.
Canvaa covor.

Disc.

Donlile drag cliaiii.
Drag chain.
Klogging hemracr.
Length llexible stvnm tubing, 30 (out.
Boiler Kliiiger giiuge glasses.
Hand Ra>v.

Hand hanmicr.
Hook liuii|).
Portable lamp mid Muxiblu lead.
150-\vnlt 32-volts KdUoii screw gas-lillod lamps.
1.5-wntt ri2-volt Kdlaoii screw gas-filled lamps.
I.R. Ih'sc. .10 feet, fur tilling crane tanks from tank

on trailer.

Oil feeders.
Set spanners, }-iti., j-lii.. 1-in.. It-iii., li-iii., IJ-in..

ijin.
Pricker.

Finch bar.
Scraper for fire.
Red flag.
Tomahawk.
Wedges, wood.

hiftivg Qcar.

Each crane must be equipped with the following:—

60-ton lifting beam, 11 ft. 4} in., fitted with 2 top
shackles,

60-toa lifting, lOi in. lop links, plain ends.
60-ton lifting, 1 ft. S in. links, plain ends.
60-ton lifting, 1 ft. 2 in. links, plain ends at right

angles.
60-tou lifting, 1 ft. 2 in. links, plain and fork ends.
60-ton lifting, 1 ft. 2 in. links, plain, at right angles.
60-tOD lifting, 1 ft. 2 in., linke, fork ends.
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No. 296. Inventory of Tools and Equipment of CO-Ton
Wreckage Crane—continued.

T^umber.

2

4
2

•2
0

2

2

2

2
2

2

2
1

2

2

2
4

1
2

2

2
2

/(em.

Lifting Ceor—continuod.

CO-ton lifting, 1 ft. 2 in. links, fork ends, at right
angles.

60-ton lifting, 1 fl. 6 in. links, plain and fork ends.
CD-ton lifting. 1 h. 9 in. links, plain and fork ends.
60-tou lifting, 3 ft. links, plain and fork ends.
CO-tou lifting, .3 ft. links, fork ends at right angles,
60-ton lifting, 3 ft. 3 in., strut.
60-ton lifting, G ft. 0 in. strut.
3S-ton trailing truck hook and 1 in. x il in. bolt,
S. and S..

Set screws, 1 in. x 9 in., for H.
30-tou sling book.
25-toii flat hook and | in. bolt for engine frame.
15-toii fiat hook with bent shank and J in. bolt
for engine frame.

44-ton shackle for 75-ton wire ropo sling.
35-toii shackle, 1 ft. G in. x 3i in. jaw, beam centre.
35-ton shackle, 2 ft. .5 iu. x 4i in. jaw, beam hook.
35-ton shackle, 2 ft. 5 in. x 2f in. jaw, beam lilt.
33-ton shackle, 2 ft. 5 in. x 6| iu. jaw, snatch block.
15-ton shackle. 1 ft. 0 in. x 4 in. .law, wire ropo
slings with pin 2J in, x 8| in. and cotter.

75-ton wire ropo sling, thimble both ends.
15-ton wire rope sling, thiinhlo both ends.
30-ton cliaiu slings, double chain, 1| in.
30-toii chain slings, double chain, Ij iu.
Trailing truck turnhuckle and chain, 5 ft. 6 iu.,
n., S.300 and X.

Trailing truck turnhuckle and cli.ain, 4 ft. 6 in.,
S.301 to S;303.

2 75-tou sling alcove.
Trailing truck cliinip plate, 4§ in. x 4 iu. x } in.,
and J in. x 5J in. bolts, S.300.

Smoke.box lifting sling stops 8 in. x 7 in. i J in.
for II.

Snatch block, complete, with 2 ft. 6] in. pulleys.
12 ft. X 100 lb. lifting rails.
Pins, 8 iu. x 12i in., and cotter beam shackle and

links.

Pins, 3 in. s liji in., snatch block.
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No. 296. Inventory oj Tools and Equi-ptneiU of SO-fon
Wreckage Crane—continued.

iN'mnter.

2

1

4

/Jc»n.

i»

Page 176.

Lifting Weur—continued.

Pins, ;i in. X 118 i".i ■'l-tou sliavkles.
I'Ina, 3 ill. x 10} in., beam ccntro siineklc.
Pins, 3 ill, X 8} in., C. uiid W. lifting stiackle and

strut.
Pins, 3 in. x 7} in., snatch block, eye bars, links

Acici the following items of equipment under " Lifting
Gear."

12
S

30
8

32
10
44
18

SO
2

80

Number Item

2 15-ton short wire rope slings com
plete with hooks.

S5Sl-li

Urum Rojtu-ood Packing,

12 in. X 12 in. x C ft.
12 in. s 9 in, x 9 ft.
9 in. X 9 in. x 9 ft.
0 ill. X 9 in. x G ft,
9 in. X 9 ill. x 3 ft,
9 in. X G in. X 9 ft.
9 in. X G in. x 6 ft.
9 in. X G in. i 3 ft.

RaTixcood.

9 in. X 48 in. x 3 ft. wedges.
58 in. X 58 in. x 8 in. E. trailing truck packing.
3 in. X 3 in. x 8 ft. 6 in. stakes pointed one end.
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INSIEUCTIOKS Nos. 297 TO 304. APPLICABLE TO THE
30-TON WEECKAGE CRANES Nos. 5 AND 7.

297. Before starting out from tlio sited on any
journey, and on contitleiing work at any place, the
driver must satisfy himself that the crane and match
truck are in proper condition to run, and must bo "
careful to see—

(a), that the jib is lowered atid resting securely
on the trestle of the match truck, the
derricking ropes are slightly slack, and the
rear end of the superstructure securely
locked by the centreing gear;

(b) that the beams are in and securely locked with
the pins provided;

(c) that the top part of the chhnney of the boiler
is lowered and secured in position;

(d) that the sliding pinion (if the crane is to bo
hauled) of the travelling gear on the under-
frames is drawn out of gear and the
travelling gear clutch hand wheel is properly
secured with the chain and padlock;

(e) that the relieving screws are raised clear of
iho springs and the bogie axles, and .secured
with pins;

(/) that the axle boxes and all other working parts
are properly lubricated, and that the
trimmings are in good order;

(ff) that the water tanks arc full, the coal bunkov
full of coal, and everything in proper order
and ready for use;

(A) that the crane and match truck are properly
coupled together, and that the brake train
pipes are coupled up;

(i) that the 4tV Brake Cock on the side of the
underframe adjacent to the cab for operation
in an emergency by an employe travelling
on the crane is in working order and that
by its operation the brakes are properly
applied.
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898. Steam niny be raised while the crane is in
motion. The working preRsnre of the boiler is 80 lb.
per square inch.

299. (o) Before coiiiinencing to work ilie oruiie all
luhrientors must be properly attended to, ami all

'working parts tlioroughly lubricated. Tlie engine
cylinders must be drained and warmed with steam.

(i) Before any lifting work is commenced the sliding
pinion of the travelling gear must lie out of gear and
properly secured in that position.

300. "When lifting loads not e.\ccediiig 7 loiis, th"
relieving screws ovei' the fixed wheels of the crane must
be screwed down to take the weight off the s|)rings, and
if necessary to level the underfranio.

Caro must he taken when the ciauc is being propelled
round a curve that the relieving screws over tiie bogie
axles are clear.

301. When it is necessary to lift load.s exceeding
7 tons the following instructions must be observed:—

(n) The crane must be placed in the position most
suitable for dealing with the work;

(b) all the relieving .screws must be screwed down
so as to approximately level the iiiKiorframe;

(e) the beams imi^t then !«> out to the position
required and (he end.? securely packed as
.sliowm in the Diagrams K"os. .12, 33, 34, and
35 so as to form an extended biise to increase
the stability of the crane.
The packing must be arruiiged so that the

pressure on the ground is not c.xcesaive; up
to about 20 square feet under the end of
each draw beam will bo required for the
average ground with the loads as shown on
Table No. 31; and

(d) the rail clips must be securely fastened to
the rails.
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302. (ij) To lift tJic jib, the clutdi marked derricking
must 1)0 placed into gear and the reverBing lever in
back gear, and tbe eli]) brake (lion released.

To lower the jib the reversing lever must be placed
in fore gear, and the clip brake then released.
(b) When a load is suspended on the crane hook,

and the jib is to bo raised or lowered, special care must
be taken to see that the jib is not lowered beyond the
radius .shown on the load table for that particular load.
The OfKcer-in-Churge of the crane must endeavour to
keep to a minimum the amount of derricking required
for loads of more than 7 tons.
(c) When derricking is completed the clip brake

must be applied to lock the jib in position and the
clutch withdrawn.

(i1) To lift loads (slow gear), the pinion marked
slow hoist must be placed into gear, and the reversing
lever in fore gear. The load may then he held by the.
brake, ami tlie pinion drawn out of gear and the
lowering controlled by the brakes.
(c) To lift loads (fast gear), the pinion marked

fast hoist must he placed into gear and the procedure
outlined in Clause ((/) adopted.
(/) The slow and fast pinions must not be in gear

at the same linii'.

(r/) To unwind the hoisting rope, either the slow or
fast pinion must he placed in gear, and the reversing
handle in hack gear; or, alternatively, both pinions
mnsf he thrown out of gear and the rope lowered,
controlled by the brake.
(h) The slewing is controlled through the friction

clutch and the clutch lever immediately below it, the
lever being pushed domi, and the direction of slewing
may be altered by means of the friction clutch or
i-pversing lever.
(i) When the crane is to be self-propelled the load

suspojided on the crane hook must not exceed the loads
shown in Table 31 iu the column headed "No beams
out."
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Notes.—(n) Tlic guar is (ipoi-afcd tlirough the
friofion clutch nu<l the clutch Icvcr immcdiutel^v below
it, the lever being raised. The direction of trjivelHiig
may be altered by means of the friction clutch.

(6) The sliding pinion of the travelling gear on the
underfraino is operated by a hand wheel on the left-hand
side, and it inusi be placed out of gear and secured by
the chain and padlock whenever the crane is being
moved by an engine attached.

303. (ii) Tile working loads of the crane in the
various position.? of the jih are shown on the Indiciitor,
and ai-e as follow:—

Taiile No. 31.

Uadius oT Jib III IcM,

Load In Tons.

WJtli alt UeaoiB out ami
secuKiy iiackcd. Ko Oeama out.

18 30 7-0
10 28 O'fl
20 20 6-0
21 2.'> (i'O
22 25 rt O
24 22 3-0
20 ii 4-0
28 16 4-0
30 14 3-5

(b) AVhen the crane is in such a position that it is
not possible or desirable to use the beams out to their
full extent, and it is estimated that the loads to be lifted
are greater than tliose allowed by the Load Table for
" No beams out" (virh Table 31), one of the following
methods of increasing the stability of the crane may
be used:—

Table No. 32.

(i) This Table shows the loads that may be lifted
at the various radii of the crane when the
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beams are (frown out to various positiona
up to their full Itjtigth and securely packed
and rail clips secured.

Notk.—When tills inetliod is used the load
lifted may be slowed completely round the
crane.

Losda In tons for vuloue poslliom of Uia

lUdliu of Jib
In fett.

Benou
fnllr
out

4 ft.

Ikanu
out

8 ft.

lleunu
ont

2 0.

Beams
ont

1 R.

Packed secuKljr
nnder tbe eldec

of Uie under-
framo onlr.

18 30 24 18 14 10
10 28 22 lb 12 10
20 26 20 10 12 »

21 ■25 IH IS n 0
•>.> 2■ 5 16 13 a 8
24 22 16 12 10 7
2(S Is 14 11 9 6
28 10 12 10 8 6
30 14 II 0 7 5

(ii) If it is found imiiriieticable to puck under the
beams, as shown above, the stability of tiie
oraiie may be iiicroased by tbe use of two
(2) guy ropes as shown on Dingrnm No.
36. The ropes are to be clipped to the
imderframe at about 6 feet on either side
of the centre post, and the oilier ends
secured to sonic suitable object or objects
sufficiently strong or heavy enough to stand
a pull of 12 tons on each rope. The rail
(dips must also lie properly secured to the
rails, and special care must be taken that
the load is not slewed past the centre of the
track, i.e., the crnne must only be slowed
half way round on the side opposite to which
the guy ropes extend. When this method is
used, the loads that may be lifted are double
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those shown on Table No. 31, in tlie column
headed "No beams out," e.g., at 18 feet
radius a load of 14 tons may bo lifted.

(c) All the loads in the above tables are based on the
assumption that the load is to be lifted in a vertical
direction. When the load to be lifted is in such a
position that the ropes from the jib to tbe book block
will be pulled to an angle with the vertical, the loads
that mav be so lifted must be reduced as sho^vn in
Table 33.

In using tins table, the Ofticer-in-Charge of the crane
and oj)erations must use his discretion as to the loads
to be allowed in each case, as the ground will sustain
a portion of the load tmtii it is brought by tbe crane
into position immediately under tbe jib pulleys.

Tabi.e No. 33.

Thi.s table is based on the column headed "Beams
out" in Table No. 31. The loads shown in Table
No. 32 must be reduced proportionately wben the load
is to he lifted af an angle with the vertical, and the
beams arc not out to tbeir full extent.

Load in Tons.

Badloa
of Jib

In feet.

Angle of Ropes to
tb^ertJcel iSdeg.

Angle of Ropes to
tbe VortlMl 30 (leg.

Angle of Ropes to
the Vertical 49 (leg.

Beams

out.

Beams

In.
Beams
ost.

Beams
In.

Beams
but.

Beams

In,

18
19

20
21

22

24

26
28

SO

17
17

16-6

16-6

16-5
10

14

13

12

4-5

4-5
4

4

4
8-5

a-5

3
3

13

13
13

13 .
13
12

12

12

11

4

3-5

3-5

3-6

3-6
3-5
3

3

3

11

n
11

11
11

11
11

11
11

3

3

3
3

3

3
3

8

3
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{d) When it is necessary to lift loads not exceeding
10 tons to a greater height than is possible with the
ordinary hook or from a considerable depth below rail
level, the 30-toii liook and sheave may bo removed and
the special 10-fon hook attached to the end of the lifting
rope, which must be passed over one of the jib pulleys.
The load.'! inns) then he tloalf with as shown in Tables
34 and 35.

Table No. 34.

This table shows the loads that may be lifted at the
various radii of the crane by a single rope. When the
beams are out they must be securely packed and the
rail clips, &c., secured.

BadlDl
of Jib In

feet.

Load! In Toot.

Ho Beam:
nnt.

Fackecl
Hcurelv

under aide:
of under-

frame only.

Ikams out.

2 a.

S In. or

more.

2 n.
1 ft.

6 In.
I  1 ft.

WItb
two

Guy

18

19
20

21
22

24

20
23

30

7

6.G

0

4

4
S.Q

ID
10

0
0

8
7

0

0
fi

10
10
10

10
10

10

10
10

10

10
10
10

10
10

10
10

10

0

10
10

10
10

10
10

10

9

10
10

10
10

10
10

0

3
7

10
10
10

10
10

10
8

8

7

Note.—Under the above conditions, except when guy
ropes are used, the jib may be sjewed completely round
the crane.

When guy ropes are used special care must he taken
that the load is not slewed past the centre of the track,
i.e., the crane must onl^ be slewed half way ronnd on
the side opposite to which the guy ropes extend.
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(e) All the loads in Table 34 are based on the
assumption that the load is to be lifted in a vortical
direction. When the load to be lifted is in such a
position that the rope from the jib to the hook block
will bo pulled to an angle with the vertical, the loads
that may ho so lifted must bo reduce<l as shown in
Table 35.

Table No. 35.

lUdins
of Jib In

feet.

Loada In Tons.

Aoido of Uope to
the vertical 15 d^.

Beams
out.

Beams
In.

Angle of Bone to
the Vortical SOdeg.

Beaiiia

out,
Beams

in.

Auulu of Bopo to
the VorUnal iS dcK-

Beams
out.

Beams
in.

IS

10
20

2)

22

24
26

28

30

10
10

10

10
10

]()

10

m
10

4-5

4-5

4

4
4

a-5

3-6

.3

.3

10
10

10
10

10

10
10

10

10

10

10
10

JO

10
10

10

10

10

When the beams are not drawn out to their full
extent, the loads shown in Table 34 must be reduced
proportionately if the load is to lie lifted at an angle
with the vertical.

304. Diagram No. 31 indicates the maxiimim loads
that the crane can lift and propel at the various radii
with the beams in.

Diagram No. 32 indicates the maximum loads that
the crane can lift at the various radii.
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Tbt! beams must lie fully out and securely packed
tindov the ends. If for any reason the beams cannot
bo fully out, tlioy must be drawn out as fur as possible
and securely packed, and the loads reduced as shown
in Table No. 32.

Diagram No. 33 indicates the method of packing
under the beams of the cranes on first class lines.
Diagram No. 34 indicates the method of packing

under the beams on second class lines.

Diagram No. 35 indicates the method of packing
under the beams on level tracks.

Diagram No. 36 indicates the method of using guy
ropes attached to some fixed object, such as a tree, to
give the crane more stability. "Whilst working in this
manner great caix* must be taken to see that the
rail clips are securely fastened in position, that the
rails do not lift, and that tic fixed objects are solid
and secure.
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MARION STEAM SHOVEL.

305. WLoii ill opornlioii tlie Sliovt-l aiu! its itlmv will
be under the control of tbe Supervising Ofticer-in-
dbarge of the works, who will be an Officer of the Way
nnd Worka Branch.

306. When a crew is required to work the Sliovd the
Way and Works Officer-in-Ohurgc will requisition
through the Chief Civil Engineer, on the Chiet
Mechanical Engineer, who will arrange to supply
tlie crew.

307. The Hoiling Stock Brunch is responsible for
the e.tamination, testing and maintenance of the Shovel,
together with the boiler, machinery, chains, sliiigs, and
hooks.

308. The Boiler liisjiectoi' Boilciiiiukcr, and Fitter
detailed by the Workshops Manager, Newport, to carry
out the examinations specified hereuiider must furnish
complete written reports to their superior Officers, and
the Workshops Manager, Newport, will determine and
arninge for any further examinations he may consider
necessary, and will also arrange with the Way and
Works Branch for the Shovel to be available for
transference to Newport for thorough overhaul when
such overhaul is required.

309. At the cud of every third year from the date
the Shovel was first put into use, the boiler tubes must
bo withdrawn, and tbe boiler thoroughly examined
internally by the Boiler Inspector.

310. The Way and Works Su]H*rvismg Olticer-iu-
Cbarge will be jT.spousible for advising through the
Cliief Civil Eiigiiiocr, the Workshops. Manager,
Newport, when the Shovel rotpiires attenlioii as
indicated here.under:—

(a) At the end of every finii- weeks' use, the boiler
and firebox must be examined, nnd the
fusible plug renewed by a Boilermaker;
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• he Itoisling, racking, and slewing gear, and
the links of the hoisting chain where they
work on the sheaves and the dnim, must he
examined hy a Fitter.

(b) -At the end of every three motiths' use, the
safety valves and pressure gauges must be
te.sled and checked, and the safety valve
connections examined, cleaned and oiled by
a Fitter.

(c) Af the end of every six mouths' use the lifting
chain must bo tested and annealed,

(rf) At the end of every 12 months' use the boiler
must be examined inside and out by the
Boiler Inspector, and at every alternate
examination (i.e., every two years) tlie
boiler must also ho tested to 25 per cent,
ahnvc working i>ressure,

311. 'i'iie Senior Driver of the crow must sec tliui
the whole of the working parts are properly lubricated
(tile hoisting chain to be lubricated with a suitable
grease or heavy bodied nil), that the steam and wafer
pipe ioints and valves are all kept tight, and that the
piston rods and valve spindles arc properly packed.
He must also see (bat the instructions for the care and
mnuageiuctif of llie boiler are observed.

312. 'J'hc Driver must remove the firebars and clean
the ashes from the ledge which supports the firebox at
least once a week, in order to prevent wear and
corrosion of the firebox plates,

313. Wlicn llic Siiovel is not in regular use ilic water
in the hoilrT must be run off and .sufficiout plugs or
mud-hole doors removed to allow a current of air to
pass through the boiler.

314. The Steam Shovel must not be run on to any
main line for transportation until arrangements for
the journey have been made with the Transportation
Braneh.
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315. Tho speed of the Shovel when being tniiisfcrred
from place to place must not exceed 15 miles per hour,
and the Shovel must be run in daylight only.
316. Before tho Shovel is allowed to run on a inaiu

line, the ,iib must be lowered on to the "Q" truck
fitted for the purpose- The running and draw-gear are
to be examined, the wheels gauged, and tho axle-boxes
and brasses put in good order and properly lubricated
by a Eolliiig Stock Branch Fitter, who must also travel
by the train to which the Shovel is attached; and it
will be tho duty of the Way and Works Branch to
sdvise when such services arc required.

By Authority; FI. R. Paw. {tnvnrnnn'iit Printor. McllMimnc.
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